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SECTION 

Introduaiion 

,: ý 1, TheCorixiaae are a world-wide family, and one of the most succesdul. 

groups of aquatic Ileteroptera in terms of the numbers of species, the 

range of habitats and the large populations which arer found. ' All members 

of the f amily have a characteristic head and f ore limb 9 which are highly 

modified (plate I-). These modifications are believe& to be adaptations 

f or detritus f eeding (Hungerf ord 1919p Grif f ith 1945 p Button 1951t and 

Benwit z' 195 6a) 9 though'animal f ood remains an e ssential part of their 

diet (Zwart 1965). 

In the British Isles, the Corixidae are represented by thirty-three 

species kth twentyý-eight species in the oulfamily Corixinae. The 

Corixinae 'species are very similar morphological3, vp parbiculirly those 

parts connected with feeding (Sutton 1951 and Benwitz 1956a)l but each 

species has a characteristic range of habitats (Ilacan 1965)- The se 

'ranges overlap so that a number of species of this subfamily frequently 

occur together in the same habitatp whilst other species are never found 

together (Macan 1954). On the 'competitive exclusion principle' (Hardin 

1960) which states that if two non-interbreeding populationsp A and Bp 

occupy the some ecological nichep the saw geographical territory and 

with population A multiplying f aster than population Bj then ultimately 

A will completely displace B. MW (1963 page 68) points out, however# 

that 'two species are raxe3, v as similar as genotypes of a single species, 

and 'to avoid such fatal competitions the two species mxst uti3ize the 

resources of the environment in a somewhat different wovie Therefores 
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the"'ý3. oselj"relatecl and sh-actiýýAjsimilar Corixinae 'speoiisf6iýý in the 

same habitat mat avoid direct competition. 

This thesis examines in the species of the sulfamily Corixinae; 

1) variat ion in f ood fe ediruz behaviour 9 and fe edinsr struot ure a; 

2) spatial distribution of each species within-the habitat; 

3) occurrence and duration of life cycle stages of different species; 

4) effects of hydrachriid parasites on different species; 

in order to discover how direct competition is reduced between these. 

closely related species. 

To appreciate fully_the variation found in the anatomy of the head 

and forelimb amongst these, speciesp the investigation was extended to 

include local representatives of two other outfamiliesp the Cymatiinae 
AW 

and Microneotinael. and several foreign. species which showedstructural 

peculiarities of the head and forelimb. A comparison was also made 

with other aquatic Heteroptera. 
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. Observations'aýd'Fe'ediýsrs' Expýkmeýt s' with Aguatio I Heteroptera. 

2*1 Introduýtion 

From laboratory obser7ationsp the distribution of the air, bubble p 

the cleaninal feedingp and mating behaviour of corixids are described* 

Also, more detailed feeding experiments with corixidsq Notonecta and 

Nepa are described* 

2*2'The methodf or obseryiziý . corixid 8- in the I 1ýbor*ýiorý 

Some useful observations on the behaviour of corixids can be made 

with the naked eye, but more detailed work on the functioning of the logs 

requires the aid of a ster&osoopio microscope mounted horizontally to 

see the corixid from the side or front. The microscope can be used 

this way when corixids are kept in a large aquaria, but where high 

magnif ic at ion ia re quired 9 it ia pref erab le to use a small cont ainer 

which restricts the movements of the insect. 

2- . 21 1 Di stribution I of ,t. he 11 air - VýI; ý 1ý'- (ýIai ej 

In Corixa punctatap Sigara f alleni and Cypaitia bonsdorff i p the air 

bubble covers most of the body except the hemielytra where only the lateral 

grooves are full of air, the pronotum, the legs where the only parts in 

contact with the air are tho, se, basal areas covered by f ine, dense bri at le a 

i, e. the coxa, trochanter and the basal end of the femurp and the front 

of the head including the rostrum where the air bubble is clearly limited 

by the innermost row of rostral bristles. 

The antennae arising from the posterior auxface of the head and the 

long bristles of the dorsal edge of the headv lie on the surface of the 
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air bubble between the head and pronotum, 

2.22 C16aniný, 

Cleaning behaviour is the same in all species observed2 and 

basically involves the rubbing of one part of the body, against anotherf 

any organisms or debris are thus removed f rom both part s. , The f ront and 

hind pairs of legs are the main appendages involved and have-sPeCial 

structures to assist the cleaning process, The front legs rub-the front 

and back of the ventral head and rostrum# and each other. The hind 

legs rub the top of the headp thorax and abdomeny as well, as each other# 

and the other two pairs of legso 

Plant and animal growths are found on most corixide, Prominent 

growths of algae are occasionalLy found on certain of the head bristles 

and on the elytra. 

Two typesof Protozoa are seen on, various, parts of the insect* 

First 9 large, colonies of peritrich ciliates were found on the rostrum 

bristlesp the lateral, edge of the anteelypeusp-and on the joint of-the 

fore fem= and tibiag with smaller colonies present at the base, of strong 

bristles on most legs examined, 6ýerýtiliria coksae Faure was the 

comoonest form found on corixids by Iust (1950) and was the only ciliate 
6f 

found on two speciesporixid by Green (1953)- Second,. the suotorian 

protozoan Iýin'eta which is found less frequent ly on Leicestershire 

corixidsp is usual3, v against strong bristles on the logs. The species 

A. notonectae was found on corixids by List (1950) 
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2.23"Reproductive behaviour, - 

Specific sounds are produoedýby the males of'soma corixid, - species 

prior to'copulation (Schaller'1951P and leston 1955)- The'sound- , 

produced by kicroneoia is from the abdominal regionp' whereas the sounds 

made-byýmembers'of'the sub-family Corixinae are pioduced when rows of 

strong -bristles on the f ore f emr are rubbed against the side of the'head 

(von-Mitis'193F)-, The sound'produoing'Britij3h species include Corixa 

punctat . 'and Sigara'f I alleni (Southwood and loston, 1959)- 

During copulationj the'male corixid mounts the femalep gripping. 

her with f oreliabs which are variously modif ied for this. The male 

Corixinae have a speoial'row of pegs on the tarsus, between theýupper_ 

paleal and, uPPer palm bristlesy which are used to grip the female on 

the ridged'sides, of -the hemislytra (Popham 1961)ý ý_In Cymaiiaýq the male 

grips the f emals at the base of the hemie lytra with the stout wide 

Ia laws. '- curvec 

'When the male corixid'is, mountedg"its head is pressed-'against the 

female pronotum, and is flattenedg or even concave, in the region of the 

frons. 

2.24-FeedinR in the CorixinaG' 

, Despite the popular theory that corixids are basically herbivorous 

and detritus feeders, there are 'many records of corixids showing predatory 

behaviouro 

the literaturep corixids are described feeding upon filamentous 

algae by extracting cell contents wi . th the stylets (Hungerford 1919) and 

feedijig upo'n'detritus by scooping with the forelimbsp-- (Eungeýf oid(1919) 
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GrJlfith (1945)v Sutton (1951)p Benwitz (1956a)t and others)* There 

are also three cases where corixids have been successfully kept on a 

diet of detritus or algae. Onevlýýý6rixa 
1) 
has been successfully 

reared on a laboratory-made detritus which contained numerous micro- 

organisms (Bungerf ord 1919 and Griff ith 1945) Two p the f emales of 

two Sigara species provided with silt from their natural habitat which 

was changed dailyj were kept for up to two months, during which time 

each animal laid between 100-300 eggs (Young 1965c)- Threel nymphs 

of MicrOnecta, 9ýýkstkýata,, but not of jgTaiýioýýorixa hyalinipýýnis, 
C, I were successfu23, y reared on a diet of the alg&', Ple-uroc4up spe (Fernando 
A 

and Leong 1964) 9 though it is not clear if the alg&ý- was the only f ood-- 

material available* i 

Corixids have been kept for several weeks on boilecl potatoes 

(quadri 195 1) - 
Predaceous f eeaing on small 

Cl-astaceap' chironomid and mosquito 

larvae and o3igochaetes has been observecl by Hale (1922 and 1924b)p 

Walton (1943)9 Button (1951)9 Benwitz (1956a)t and Crisp (1962b)p and 

several species were reared when supplied with mosquito larvae Hale (1922 

and 1924b). Corixids have also been observed, to feed on their own 

eggsp Crisp (1962b) and Young (1965o). 

In most cases where corixids have been successfully rearedt the 

exact nature of the food material is doubtf ulg or, as with the boiled 

potatoes, their nutritional value to the corixids- is uncertaint, but 

where the food material is knowng it is animal. 

Experiments pexformed by Zwart (1965) support the view that corixids 
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are predaceous. He kept oorixids, adults and, nymphst in cultures 

supplied with either one of three types of foodt or with no food* The 

three types of food were: onep plant material of several kinds; twoy 

detritusp natural or laboratory made; threeg animals of several types* 

The mortality curves for the cult ure s, supp lied with no foodl plant 

material and detritus are similar and significantly different from. the 

corixids in cultures supplied with animal food. 

Corixids catch free-swimming animals which vary in size from large 

Daphnia to, a ývery small copepod When these animals swim in front of 

the corixid , the f ore limbs are rapidly extended forwards 9 then backq and 

moved down to the. labial orif ice where the prey is held by the two tarsi 

while the stylets. are inserted. -The cycle is repeated if the animal 

is not caught. The animal is caught either directly by this method or 

it is drawn to the corixid by the powerful water current created by the 

movements of the forelimbs and trapped between the head and tarsis 

Adult a and lat e nymphs of , 
Cori3& i at ap Siýaia'f alleni and 

iolateralis remain stationary. while catching free-swimming animals* 
es Wait*#% 144.3 

Glaenocorisa Propinqual on the other handl catc%animals whilat swimming(, ý. ). 

In aquariat C. Punctats, swimAslowly in wide circles through the watert 

extending the forelimbs and drawing them into the-headq and has been 

observed to catch a'Daýhniýlduring these movements. 

Corixids are most f requently seen scraping and digging in the 

substratum# the palae are extended to the side, and then bring material 

over the anteolypeus and rostrum to the labial orifice. Here any- 

organic matterp dead or alive, is held and ingestede 
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The full length of long objects, such as a strip of dead vegetation 

or filamentous algae- (Hungerford 1919)9 is passed over the rostrum and 

then on behind the head between the middle legs. Another version of - 

this searching behaviour is frequently seen in Sfaileni where a-plant 

stem is gripped by the front legs and the head pressed against the stemý 

the front and middle legs now move the animal forwards along the stem 

and hold the head against it. 

If the prey is dropped, the corixid rapidly searches the substratum 

and the threshold for the leg response is lowered; for example p it is 

mre likely to twirl its forelimbs rapidly If a small object moves 

nearby, The forelimbs can be stimulated to brush down the front of the 

head when the bristles in the region of the frons and clypeus are light3y 

touched. A similar reaction is found inbýýiia 

2.25, Feecling in Cymatia 

The two species of this genus were never observed to search for food 

at any stage of'their life historyp but they dart out to grab, tith the 

forelimbs'any mDving objects which pass close to them. The prey is often 

as large as the predatorp and is usually larger than the head* Similar. 

observations are recorded and illustrated for Cypiatia bonsdoýffi where 

the prey so captured is he2d in the depression on the front of the head 

(Walton 1943)- 

2-3 Feeding Experiments on Corixids and other water bugs 

Three aspects of feeding were investigated. First: which substances 

were removed from an insect prey; second; the movements of the stylets 

cluring f eeding; - ancl third: the gut contents of the animals af ter they 

had f edo 
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2-31 Feeclin'g"of 'N6ton ecta I "macul (Not6iiiotidae )-'ancl"'-Coriia ý jýýct it a 

. 
(Corixidae) on-adult'Drosophila (Diptem). 

Adult Drosophila'were fed to Notone'eta and Corixap'and the remains 

were fixed and sectioned,, firsts- to see what was left insideg seconds 

to compare the eff eat a of feeding on an animal by these water bugs 

using the technique described by Cheng (1967) for Umn6golks foiiakxim, 

(Gerridaes Ileteroptera). 

Starved Notonecta, were isolated in plastio; bowlsAwith pond water and 

left at 18 degrees centigrade for 2-3 hours before each experimnt. 

Females -of Coriiý were similarly treated 9', but kept singly in glass tubes 

with a wide mashed woven plastio material on the bottom. 

Notonecta readily feeds under these conditions when living f lies 

are dropped singly on to the water surface 9 -but COrixý had to be induced - 

to feed. Here the f Ues were Ughtly anaesthetized with etherp and then 

attached by the wings to -thin wire with quick drying dope t so that the 

f ly could be'presented to, the corixid and recovered afterwards. ' Bef ore 

presenting the f ly to the corixidt' it was dipped in 50/16 alcohol to make 

it hydro phi 3 io 9 then washed in di st i lled wat er. , Ono efe eding had st art ed 

the f ky was held tightly to the rostrum. ' Feeding behaviour lasted about 

10-15 minutes* 
The remains of these insects and other undamaged Dr6sophillýj - 'for 

comparisong were fixed in alcoholic BouinsI, then embedded in polyester 

waxv seciioned longitudinally and stained with Mallory's triple stain.; ' 

The results axe similar to those obtained by Cheng (1967) for iiýnogonus. 

The - large thoracic mse le aIý as we 11 as much other internal tissue 9 
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of, the, I)rosophila, are removed and the remains show signs of lysis. 

There are no obvious differences between flies fed upon by either ITotonecta 

or Corixap "k,, histological-preparations suggest,.,, that both species 

inject a protease enzyme into the prey. The obvious source of -this, - 

enzyme is the salivary glands in Notoneeta where a protease amd a 

lipase have been discovered (Baptist 1941). Howevorp only carbohydrotses 

are seen in the salivary glands of Coriiý punctata (BaPtiet-1941)-. 

2-32 Behaviour of the rostrum and stylets during feeding 

Observations weremade on the role of the rostrum and stylets played 

in f eeding in 6riiý wnýtýt Cyýýtiý bon-Saorffi , Notonecta m? Pul-: aiaq 

N. Rlanoa. and Weaý cinerea. 

'While Corixa is feeding on Drosophilav the-styletal mandibles-and 

maxillae,,, protrude a little way through the labial orifioe. -. The maxillae 

are rapidly moved in and out of the orifice 9. which is actively opened 

and closedp giving the impressionýof nibb3ing. The maxillaeralso move 

rapidly relative toýeach other. Similar observations, were made on, 

Cymtia. Here, howeverp the maxillae are stuck out further. 

Both speoies of Notonecta treat the prey in the same way. -, -It, is 

he ld at the base of the, f ore 3 imbs ly the f irst and second pairs of - legs I, 

or by the f irst pair of legs only. The rostrum is moved about until its 

tip comes into contact with the 1rey; the terminal segment of the rostram 

is particularly mobile* The tip of the rostrum is then moved over the 
it 

prey, and the stylets penetrate *17--wey/ through an area of non-hardenecl 

cuticle. The mandibles do not protrude far into the preyp their main 

function being to hold it. The maxillas continually move about within 
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the preyv and when Notonecta is f ed on Dros6phJ3. ý', the, maxillae can 

reach the head and tip of the abdomen from one central point of insertion. 

In larger preyp the length of maxillas extended is greater* 'While inside 

the preyl these two stylets are continually moving in and out relative to 

each otherp with the tip of the right maxillae ah! ays extended furtherý* 

After f eeding , the stylet a are withdrawn and the f ly turned round. 

The rostrum then finds a second point for insertion of the styletsl and 

feeding again commences. Before the fly is rejectedp this behaviour is 

repeated several timese The fly is turned alternately in a clockwise 

and anti-clockwise directiong and the periods of feeding beoomA.,: 

progressively shorter. After the fly is rejeotedl an orange-red 

visc', ý: ous substance is regurýitated from the Eitylets, which continue 

move in and out of the rostrum for a short time after feeding. The 

colour of the f luid ejected by Notonecta after f eeding on Drosophi la is 

the same as the f3ies' eye coloration. The eye pigment-of zygopteran 

nymphs is also ejectedl but immediate3, y af-ter it has been sucked up. 

These observations show that material can mve both up and down the 

food channel in the maxillaeo The eye pigment of the zygopteran nymphs 

is rejected immediately., which suggests that the material was distasteful, 

or that a filter mechanism was blocked* In the much smaller Drosophila, 

however 9 the eye -pigment ad mat erial was ret ained u: d' ; 11 af t er fe eding had 

ceased, suggesting that it is not distasteful but the filter mechanism 

in the food pump (Parsons 19664) was cleaned after feeding had ceased. 

With the large zygopteran nymphsp the eye pigment material probably, 

completely blocked up the filter A:, 
I 
C', had to be imediately cleaned. 
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Nepý cinerea'lwas observed feeding on zygopteran nymphs. This 

predator is particular3y suitable f or observing f eeding behaviour because 

it does not readily re=act to outside disturbances. Repa, exhibits the 

same mobility of the rostrunp particularly of the last segment, and the 7 

same searohing behaviour of the rostrum tip over the suxface of the prey 

as seen in Notonecta., The stylets axe usually inserted through an area 

of non-hardened cuticle which is often a joint between a segment of 

the body or a legg and only rare3, v are they inserted through a region of 

hardened cuticle. It seems that the'discontinuity of the surface at a 

joint enables the stylets to be pushed in without s3ipping off the 

cuticular surface. The maxillae can be extended a long way into the 

prey. The maximum length they were extended out of the rostrum was 

1-5=, which compares with the total length of the maxilla, of 4-5mmi the 

length of the rostrum 1-4mmi and the rostrum and head 3-8mm. - The 
tj 

mandibles are 3-3mm long* The maxillaitube is always straight in the 

preyp and no movement of the two maxillae relative to each other was 

observed. like Notonectap the stylets were inserted in several places 

in the preyg ancl the prey was alternately mved to the left ancl right* 

The maxillae of both 'Nbionecýa and Nepap once inside the preyp were 

never seen to penetrate the cuticle at any point which would cause them 

to come out of the Prey, even though they would probe legs and other 

appendages. Both predators are able to judge the qiia3ity of the f luid 

ingested. After the material in a particular region of the'prey has 

been remvedl the stylets are withdrawng and if they are re-inserted into 

this region, they are rapidly removed. II 
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2.33 ]bcimiiiýi'ion"'of 
-gut contents 

The gut contents of Corixa punctata and Wotonecta macul: ýata were 

examimed af ter they had fed upon Drosophi'la', The predator was light 3, y 

anýasthetized with ether -and dissected in an insect sa3ine'(Thniin 1948)9 

The first part of the corixid, mid-gut contains an amorphous mass of 

-partially digested material, many lipid droplets and a few pieces of 

transparent membrane of entomop"gous origin and the remains of fine 

bristles, Numerous bacteria of several types and flagellates were found 

in the rest of the mid-gut. No recognizable ingested structures were 

found in the 176tonecta. mid-gat. The contents Of/ hind-gut of both 

CoriXa and Notonecta were bright red. 

It is a common observation that corixids from their natural habitat., 

or after feeding on detritusp have mid-guts containing an amorphous green 

or brown mass with some broken algal calls ana parts of animals (Hunger- 

ford 1919 and others). 

Similar observations were made in this present work. : Ebrts of small 
Crustacea 

and dipterous larvae are found in the mid-gat and numerous 

chaetae of fresh-water oligochaetes are found in the winter and spring* 

Ibst of the algae found in the mid-gutp including diatoms and fragments 

of filamentous algaeg are broken. In Sigara . laterilis f ecl on a mR4 
I with a surface layer of r-, long, thin diatoriý the mid-gut is packed with 

these cellsp all of which had been broken into equal lengths. 

Three species of algan with spherical cells, were used to determine 

the maximum size of Particle differen*.? species of corixid could ingest. 

The diameter of these cells is, dlilýielli. 5rt Chlamydomonas lOpp and 
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Raqmatococ!; u 25p- Before the corixids were introduced, the algae 

were allowed to settle. in the container which had, a rough surf ace for 

the corixide to hold All the algal cells found in the mid-gut 

were broken and-oould only be used to give an, approximate measure of 

the-maxim= size of particle ingested. Howeverg the maxiolm. size of 

particle which each corixid species, could ingest as, determined by this 

methodp is in agreement with the approximate diameter of the food channel 

of the maxilia of_that species* 



BE CTI ON 3 

The External Anatomov of the Head'and Foreliubs'. 

3-1 Introduction 

wide range of specie s r- f5- axami ned covering all but one of the 

six sub-families of Corixidaep as defined by Hungerford (19400, This 

work reveals details not previously describedp and brings together 

scattered observations from the'literature which has concentrated on 

naming the parts of these structures. TheEA descriptions lack detail 

and are in some respects misleading. 

Accurate detail and close observations are necessary if the feeding 

mechanism is to be understood* 

-This thesis makes no attempt to review critically the literature 

but the relevant papers are referred to in-the text; the Most important 

of these are Griffith (1945)t Benwitz (1956a)p and FarSOns (1966). 

3.2 Materials and method 

The country of origin of corixids not, available, locally is giveng 

together with the number ofýspecimens examined, -' The foreign had*all 

been mounted on card-points or pinnedt except Diapre'ýocoris zealandiaep 

which had be en st ored in, alcoho l.. ,- Rymphs ,, as we 11 as the imago - of 

Eng3ish corixids were examained. 

List'of s-pecies 

Corixidae 

Dialwepocorinaes --Diaprepocoris zealandiae I Hale (New 
Zealand)p 2d' 

D. býycephala Kirkaldyv (South 

---Australia)p 2 

Stenocorixinaes Stenocorixa 
-protrusa-Borvath, (Bud, an) lip 21ý 
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; Cymtiinae. -, Cymatia bmonsdorýf i (Sahlb. ) 

C. coleoptratý (Fab, ) 

Micronectinaes Micronecta poweri (Douglas and Scott) 

Tenagýbia seleciý, (White)q (South 
America) UP 2ý 

Corixinae: 

Tribe Glaenocorisini: Glaenocorisa, propinqua (Fieb. ) 

Tribe Graptocorixini: NeoCorixa snowi. 'Hangerford: 0 (Central America) 30 3ý 

Tribe Corixinis Corixi panctata (113ig. ) 

SiRara f alleni (Fieb. 

S. dorsalis (Isach) 

S. nig-ro3ineata (Fieb. ) 

S. lateralis (Leach) 

Arotocorisa germari, (Fieb. ) 

Notonecta glauca (Notonectidae) is described as an example of a 

more typical water bug. 

The heads and legs,, were examined wherever possible on living animals, 

and in 7Wo alcohol. Some heads were cleared in glycerol or methy enzoate; 

the latter is particularly useful for showing up the relationships between 

internal and external structures. All specimens for drawing were mounted 

in cells of polyvinyl lactophenoll which had one side left openg making 

it possible to add to the mountant when it contractedy and to oritAtate 

the specimen. Alte=atively the specimens were mounted in Canada balsam. 

The drawingsare based upon the projection of an image from the 

slide on to Bristol boardq a camera lucida kirsed for some of the more 
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detailed work. Where practical, all the bristles on a structure are 

drawnj and an impression of their relative, thickness given., Where_ 

there, is a very dense group of bristleaq for example on the labium, only 

a limited number of these 15, -,, ý shown. lUdges on the labium, are 

represented by a linep and, the numerous sense organs associated with 

these ridges by a row of dots* 

_. 
The terminology is that of Griffith. (1945) and Benwitz (1956a), 

incorporating the slight modifications used by, Parsons (1966). 

3-3 A general aescri-Ption of the corixia head and forelimb, (f4s-3-1 to 
3-4)- 

The head is roughly triangular with a ventralblunt point. It is 

convex anteriorly and a posterior concave surface closely fits the 

pronotoLm. Two 3. ýxge ciompouýd"'eye S' M: aria sitimted dorsolaterallyl 

separated by the vertex (V) 
, 

'which extendif rom the area between the 

eyes to the posterior side of the head and down to the occipital f oramen-7. 

(FO). Ventral to each eye are the gena (G) and the loral plate P) ' (L 

(Mandibu3ar plate of Benwitz 1956a), which is separated by the elypeoloral 

cleft (CIO) from the ýnieclypeus (. &C)o Dorsal to the antec3, vpeus are 

the POstelypeus (TC) and-the frons (F). 

The visible part of the rostrum is formed by the third and fourth 
f 

la-4al segments (L3 and 14) (Griffith 1945). -rho median line of fusion 

of the labial groove is interrupted bylabial orifice (3[6)'through'which 

the stylets protrude* 

On the third'labial segment j numerous sense oýgans'are arranged 

along cuticular ridgeaq but on the fourth labial segmentv the senWorgans 

are arranged in groups around the labial orifice. 
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There is a distinct group of long bristles along the lateral edge 

of the antecolypeusp and another group of long bristles on the central 
I #- 

anteclypeusp postelyNust fronst loral platesp and gewý 

The four-segmented antennae (A), situated on the back of the headp 

have bristles on each segment. --These bristles are'not illustrated* 

The occipital f oramenr. - has two, pairs of lateral processes (PR) 
9 and a 

dorsal ridge (R). it is surrounded laterally by the oocipat (O)q and 

ventral3, v is the suboaciput (SO) to which the first and second labial 

segments are fused (Griffith 1945)- The cephalio gland orif ice (CGO) in 

the maxillary plates (ELPL) is adjacent to the lateral ettension of'the 

anteelypeus. 

There is a group of central long bristles and short bristles along 

the line separating the anterior and posterior surfaces: of the head* 
of %ty 

These brist lea have c been illustrateclAn f 19so 3 -7 and 3-13 
V 

Similar short bristles are found on the lateral occiputp-the'saboociputt 

and the third labial segment. 

The complex arrangement of bristles on the back of the rostrum is 

illustrated in fig- 3-17. On the third labial segment are three distinct 

groups of long bristles. There is a dense lateral group of bristlesp 

behind which runs the'middle row of bristles* This row of bristles also 

extends along the ventral edge'of the segment. Near the mid 3iney some 

of these bristles are very longt c=ving downwards and forwards*'. 

laterallyp the middle-7row bristles stick out at right angles to the 

labium. The inner row of bristles is very variable. On the'fourth- 

labial segmentp there is only one dense lateral group of long bristles on' 

each side* 



The corixid forelimb has a characteristio tarsus (TA), the pala. 

There are two rows of long bristlest the upper and lower paleal bristles 

(Up and LP)t between which Ues the concave palm, The upper edge of 

the palm is bounded by a row of short strong bristlesp the upper palm 

bristles (UIU), and in the concavity are the inner palm bristles (IPM). 

On the outer side of the tarsus are long thin bristles which are not 

shoi m in the c1ravings. The terminal olaw (C) has a single short bristle 

(BC) at its base. 

The tibia (TI) is soMOtimes fused to the tarsual and has a variable 

arrangement of bri st le s, whi le the f em= (F) has short f ine basal bristles 

(B), and shortj strong bristles are concentrated along a diagonal row 

(D). The coxa and trochanter are also covered by short fine bristles* 

Microsculpturing is found on the head and forelimb. It may have 

a polygonal surface patteraq or the appearance of pointed or round 

ending fish scales. The pointed or rounded end may have one or more 

micro-setae. This scale-like patternp when found on the head, is 

orientqted away from the centreo On the leg, such a pattern is orientated 

distally. 

Ti-ominent POres of dermal glandst typioally with a radial su3eace 

patternp are found on the head and forelimbs. 

3.4 Description of specifiC cOrixid heads and foreliabs. 

The head and foreUmbs of each species are describedp thoughp where 

the diff erences between male and f emale are slight only f emale structures 

are illustrated. Speciesp very similar to those already illustrated# 

are describecl less fully. For the purposes of comparison between speciesp 
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the maximam width of the head is used as a measure of size. 

3-41 Di&preMooris zealandiae 'Haleý 
I 

The three species of this: tenus axe described by Hale (1924a)o 

fuller description of Dzealandiae, is given by Young (1962). 

The headl figs- 3.6 and 3-7 

The headq 290 to 2-3 m. videp has two ocel2i situated on the top 

near the compound. eyes. The clypeoloral clefts are almost straight and 

bear the mandibular artioulation about ha3f way along. There are several 

groups of bristles on the anteolypeus., Meneath the clypeoloral 

cleft is a row of long bristles. On the lateral edge of the anteolypeus 

is a group of 6 to 7 short I strong bristledo 4 to 5 bristles of the 

ventro-lateral group of long bristles have several Points. Along the 

ventral eage of the anteclypeus is a row of rectangular flat bristles 

(f ig- +, 2). The bristles on the front of the head capsule have 

an approximately symmetrical arrangement. 

The sense organs on the third labial segment are arranged along 

four riagesp while the sense organs on the fourth labial segment are not 

grouped in any obvious way. 

On the third labial segmentp the outer group of bristles are short 
&elf, 

and curvedq 10 - 12 pairs - 
Aiound 

on each side, with the front bristle.,; 
ýOp --7 

of each pair ourving inwards most strongly. The bristles of the middle 

row are long and straight p those near the mid line crossing over each 

other. The bristles ofjinner row are long and thin, forming a. continuous 

row which is densest at the extremities. The rest of the segment is 

covered with short fine, bristles_. 



On each side of the fourth labial segment'are 16 - 20 bristlesp 

those in front ourving inwarcls strongly. 

I Short fine bristles cover the maxillary platesl most of the sub- 

occibpt, j the lateral edge of the occiput 9 and the dorsal edge of the head 

capsule. 

On the front of the head, between the eyeal the miorosculpture is 

hexagonalt but taking on the appearance of curved scales towards the 

lateral edges of the head. Similar curved markings are found on the 

anteclypeus at the back'of the'headt and they radiate from the bulges 

ventrolateral to the occipital foramena to the antennal sockets. 

The pores'of the dermal glands are densely distributed on the 

vertext' genag and frons, but not all the pores have the radial pattern* 

The male veitexq'when viewed from above y is more pointed between 

the eyes than in the female (Young 1962),, 

Forelimb, figs- 3-8 and 3-9 

The fusion of the tibia and tarsus and a strongg wide clawp 
I 

common to the forelimb of both-sexesp whichl in most respeotsp are 

remarkably simi3are 

The fine basal bristles are longest on the outer edge of the f emr. 

Most of the short q strong bristles form a simple'diagonal rowp but the 

arrangement of the bristles is not-oharacteristico- 

There is no sign of a line of fusion between the tibia and-tarsuse 

ýhe tibial region has 'scattered'bristlasv ýwhile the tarsal region shows 

The 32 to 34 upper, paleal, bristles the typical corixicl arrangement* 

are thin and curvadq and the 24 lower paleal bristlesq, partioulax3, y the , 
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shorter distal bristlesy are thicker. The 16 wide3y spaced, shortv 

thick upper palm bristles also become stronger distallyp thithinner 

upper palm bristles merging with a group of fine bristlesq which mark 

the proximal end of the palm. The inner palm bristles are shortp strongp 

curved pegs. The curved'alaw is shortq thick, and widep with a thin 

basal bristle almost as long as the claw* 

Ibres are found towards the outer side of the distal end of the 

femurp and only on the upper surface* Morosculpturet with a pattern 

of round enaed, scales covers most of the f emir and tibia-tarsus. The 

markings vary in the length and width of the Isoalesit being very pointed 

on the femur in the region between the fine basal bristles andýthe 

diagonal row of strong bristles* 

3-42 Diaprepocoris bgacephala Kirkaldy 

The headq 2.. 6 to 2*8 mm, widep is very similar to that of D. zealandiaelt 

but in each ventro-lateral group of long anteolypeal bristles$ only one 

bristle has two points. The tibia-tarsus of the forelimb is very 

differentp having fewer and shorter paleal bristles. There are 7 to 8 

thin curved upper paleal bristles and 12 lower paleal bristles which are 

short, strongq and wideq and about as long as the claw. The 12 upper 

palm bristles are widely spaced. The inner palm bristleal the distribution 

of the glamds, and microsculpturingp are all similar to D. zealandiae. 

The female f oreliubs examined are similar to the male f orelimb 

described by Hale (1922 and 1924a)- Hale, howevery shows a line 

dividing the tibia and tarsus in the male of both D. barycephala and 

D. zealýiAiae*, This feature in Dozealandias is not reported by Jaczewski 
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(1939) or by Young (1962)9 or seen in this Present work. 
'. I, VýOt 4 

The palae of a third species, D. )22rsonata, j m-0-1 similar toAD. zealandiae 9 
(Hale 1924a)o 

3-43 stenocorixaý protrusa, Horvath 

This species is described by Horvath (1926)t Jaozewski (1927)t and 

: Fbisson and Jaczewski (1928). 

The Head 

The head, 2,0 2o4 mmo wide, is relatively longy especially the 

region belowAeyesf Jaczewski-%"1927), The vertex between the eyes bulges 

outwards in both sexes. The curved shape of the clypeoloral cleft and 
Oftk*- corof-4 V 

the distribution of the bristles on the head capsuleA are similar to 

Sigara f alleni (see f igo 3- 1), but the brist le s on the postelypeus are 

shorter thýn similar bristles on Sf alleni. 

The arrangement of the labial sense organs and the bristles of 
the 

fourth labial segment and the outer row on the third segment# is also 

similar to the arrangement in Sfalleni, The numerous bristles of the 

middle and inner rows on the third labial segment are long and thino 

Ibst of the pores of the large number of dermal glands which are 

only on the loral platesp have a radial surface patterng the other pores 

are plain,. 

Microsculpturing is only found on the anterior vertex and has 

polygonal shapes* 

Forelimb, figso 3olO and 3-11- 

The femur is long and thint with the fine basal bristles longest on 

the outer edgel and most of the short strong bristles forming a shortp 
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diagonal row* 11 . ", 

The tibia is also longand thin. It has a few scattered bristles 

and a distal comb of 6 strong bristles. I 

On the tarsus p6-7. long thin p curvecl -bristles form the upper 

paleal row and the 17 - 18 lower paleal, bristles have -small projections 

near their base( f ig- 3- 11ý- The. 17, upper. palm. bristles are short 

strongt and, ourved, whilst the numerous inner palm bristles are shortg- 

strong, but main3, v straight* The claw of the f emale is slender with 

a serrated edge at its base, and the straight-thin basallolaw is about-, 

half the length of the claw. 

A forward extension of the outer side of the tibia and a large stout 

claw distinguishes the male f orelimb from that of the female. Near the 

base of the male claw are a few small rounded bristles. Pigs- 3.11A and 

B show how the size of the male claw af f eats the -shape of the tarsuse 

Ibres of dermal glands, are found at the distal, end of the fem= and 

on the under side of the-tibiat in both sexes. All segments of the fare- 

3izb have varied microsculpture. 

3-44 Cymatia bonsdo3ýýfi (Sahlb. ) 

The heaaq figs- 
. 
3.32 and 3-13 

The headq 2oO mme wide, has large 1=ot., -uberant eyeso There is a 

depression in the frons and olypeusl which is deeper in the male than the 

f emale e The numerous bristles on the front of the head capsule are 

varied in size. Those which axe long have a symmetrical arrangement., 

A central group c: rp. separated from the others by a bare-area which 

corresponds to the internal insertion of the food pump dilator-museles. - 
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The bristles on the lateral edge of the anteelypeus are few and small* 

There are relatively f ew bristles on the rostrum* On the third 

labial segment r the outer row is represented bv 7 long brist les on each 

side p while the middle row has only f our The inner row 

of rostral bristles is absent. In the mid linep there are many short 

strong bristlesp and there are fine bristles on the rest of the segment, 

On the fourth laýial segment there are only four small brist les'on each 

sidee 

On the back of the head capsule 9 fine bristles are only found on the 

lateral suboociput. The bristles round the top of the head are 

relative3, v numerous and long. 

Tbres of dermal glands are not I=esent on the headq and microsculp- 

turing is found only on the front of the rostrum and in the region 

ventroUteral to the occipital foramen. The scale-3ike markings of the 

rostrum are found on the ventral ha3i'of the third labial segment* 

Fore limb ,f igs -3 34 and 3- 15 

At the distal end of the fine basal bristles of the fevn3-r is a row 

of long fine bri st le aa Strong bristles form the inner group on the 

femurp some of which are almost as long as the single bristle found on 

the posterior side of the f em=. The arrangemaýt of the'group of'strong 

bristles is variedp but 2 strong basal bristles are very constant in 

their positione 

The tibia is short with few strong bristles and bears a long bristle 

which is a continuation of the upper paleal row of bristles* 

The tarsus is long and sub-cy3indrical with 7 long, curved bristles 
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in both the upper and lower paleal-rows.. .. Between theseqseveral rows 

of shortp strong bristles are founcl, in t. "v. ' place of the usual palm,, 

structure, Between these short strong bristles and the. upper pialeal,, 

bristles is a row of short fine bristles. The claw of. the female is 

long and slender# that of the male is-shortert strongland wide. There 

is no, basal, bristle in either sex. I,. -'F --- 

--There are no pores of dermal glands,, but scale-like miorosculpture 

is present on eaoh segment* 

3 -45 27matis, coleoýtýata, (Fab. ) 

This-speciesq smaller than C. bonsdorffis has a head width of 1-3 - 

1-5 mm- The-structure of the head and forelimb is basically the Sims 

as theýcorresponding, struoturesýin., C*bonsdorfkip but has fewer bristles 

on the rostrum and palae., OnlY 4 -, 5., bristles. are found on each side- 

of the third lebial segment; the upper and lower paleal rows of the 

fore tarsuseach have only 6 bristles. 

3-46 Neocorixa snowi Ilungerfo: rd I 
The head 

This speciesp described by. Hungerford (1948)t has a head 2-5 - 2.8 mmo 

widep which-has a similar shape to the, head of Cymatia but shows no 

frontal depressione Numerous medium-length bristles, arepresent. on, the 

loral, platep fronsp and olypeusq. though they. are absent fromltheýventro- 

lateral region of the anteclypeus. The bristles of the lateral edge of 

the anteclypeus are-of medium lengtht-and similar to the. outer row of 

bristles on the rostrum. On the rostrum, these medium-lengtW curved 

bristles are dense on both labial, segments. ý On thelthird-labial pegmentj 

the middle row. "is corgined to the ventral region with about 12 longg strong 
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bristles curving downwardsp and a few shorter thinner bristles. Short 

strong bristles about the mid line extend, to an inner row of bristles 

running, aoross the top of the rostrum. ,. On the back of the head, capsulef 

the short f ine brist Is a show the -typical corixid arrangement, 

ridges with sense organs are present on the third labial segment, 

though the upper ridge has an Inoomplete row of sense organs* Sense 

organs present on the fourth labial segment are grouped round the labial 

orif ioe. .II. -I -ý 
Pores-of dermal glands are very numerous on the genap and some are 

also present on the ventral vertex* 

Forelimb, fig* 3.15 

. The fine basal bristles are restriatecl to a small area on the wide 

f emar. - On the inner edge of this segment are a variable number of long 

strong bristles., Numerous short strong bristles form a variable and 

irregular diagonal row. 

The tibia has a distal comb of bristles ancl some longer stronger 

bristles along, its inner edge. 

The-tarsus is long and thin with short paleal bristles. , In the 
I 

upper paleal row there are onlY 4 bristles restricted to the'basal ený' 

in contrast 13'bristles of the lower row extend the full length of the 

tarsus. There are approximately 13 shortv strong upper palm bristleal 

and a large,,. number of fine curved inner palm bristles which are shorter 

distally., The claw is long and thickv-with, a basal bristle about a 

quarter of its, length. - 

The male f ore f emar diff ers f rom that of the f emale 9 showing a small 
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group of strong bristles on the inner edge of the. fine basal bristles* 
the M Ode 

Again, in contrast to the f emaleXtrochanter has; a nuzber of strong 

bristles and pegs, The -ý',, male tibia has no comb and fewer, 
Istrong 

bri at Is s* The tarsus has 3 upper paleal bristles, 10 - 12.1ower paleal 

bristlesp about 16 upper palm bristles,. and a row of 24 pegst one of, which 

is illustrated in-detail (fig- 3-15E)- The claw is thick and stubby 

but no basal bristle is found., The difference in size between the male 

and f emale claws is not mentioned for any species of this genus in 

lorrevious, wOrk (Hungerford*. 1948). 

3-47 Corixa punctata (Illig. ) 

A detailed study of the. head of this species was carried out by 

Benwitz (1956a)- 

The Head, p figs- 3.16 and 3-, 17 

The headt 3-8. - 4*2 =. wicleg has few bristles on the frons and 

clnxus and loral plateg and the majority of the long bristles of this 

group are on the edge of the area covered by themp and link up with the 

14 - 15 long bristles. on the lateral edge, of the anteolypeus. The 

curvature of the more dorsal of the lateral anteolypeal bristles. follows 

the edge of the head and the ventral bristles curve downwards* 

The complex arrangement of bristles on the back of the rostrum is 

shown diagrammat ioally in f ig- 3- 17 - The bristles of the outer row on 

the third labial segment are dense, the anterior bristles curving inwards 

stronglyp those behind sticking out almc)st at. right angles to', the labial 
which 

surface, The middle row of rostral bristlesAis 
I 

densest 
11 
near the mid 

linep extends round the edge of the third segmentp and 14 long bristles 
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near this mid line stick out backwards and curve downwards (see plate). 

The inner row of rostral bristles is represented in'this species by a 

lateral tuft of fiie bristles and a row of strong bristles sticking 

straight out. The bristles on the fourth labial segment are dense. 

The'fine'bristles of the rostrum and ventral head capsule are shown on 

IýAver'D- fie- 3-17- 

The third labial segment has 6 ridges with sense organsp whereas the 

senso'orga'ns'on thelourth segment are a=anged in groupso 

11bres of dermal glands are'numerous on the gena, and loral plates as 

well as being present on. the vertex and f rons. These areas also have 

irregula-. 6 shaped microsculpture. 

The male head-has a slight depression in the'front of the head 

capsule which- extends -upwards between the eyes (plate I). 

Foreliob Pigs- 3-189 3*19P and 3.20* 

On the f emurq the basal bristles extena about ha3f its length, with 

those on the outer edge the longest. The diagonal row of strong bristles 

is short and there are a few larger distal bristles* 

The short tibia has some scattered strong bristles and distal3, v a 

coub of 5 -ý'6`strong bristles* 

The tarsus has 16 thin curved bristles in the upper paleal row and 

18 strong curved bristles in the lower paleal, row. Appro ximat a 17 36 

short upper palm tristles and the many thin'inner palm'bristles point 

distallyo The slender claw has a serrated baseg'and*the basal bristle 

is less than one quarter its length. In both the male and female the, 

claw is either straight, -or curves slightly either inwards or outwards* 
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: Ebres are found on the f emir and on the outer edge of the tibia 

in both sexes, and, scale-like oeimle, 44e" microsculPture is found on the' 

femurp tibiap and tarsus. 

Some of the inner basal bristles on the femur in ilýe male-are 

thicker and arranged in-rows as part of the sound producing mechanism 

(von Mitis 1936)- There isýno comb on the tibia, but the bristles at 

the distal end axe arranged in two groupap an, 'outer group of 5 to 6 

strong straight bristles, and an inner group which varies in arrangement 

between individuals., The upper paleal. row is composed of 16 bristlesl 

the lower paleal row of 21 bristles and the upper palm row of 29 30 

bristles. There is also a row of 28 - 29 short pegs on the pala' 

curving inwards distdllv. The distal pegs are hooked. The'detailed 

structure of these pegs is shown in fig- 3.20 B. 

3 -48 SiAwa f allýni, (Fieb. ) 

The Headq figs- 3.. l and 3*2 

The head p 2.0 to 2.2 mmo wide p has f ew long brist lea on the f ront 

of the head capýule. Only short bristles are foun& on the*central. 

anteclypeusp but there are 12 to 13 long bristles along each lateral edge 

which are arranged as in C. Punctata. 

The outer and middle rows of rostral bristles are also arranged as 

C, punctataP though the group of 16 strong bristles of the middle row 

ak more easily distinguished. The inner row has a lateral tuft of fine 

bristleal and is represented centrally by a diffuse row of short strong 

bristles- Short fine bristles axe found on the same areas of the rostrum 

andl head capsule as in C, punctatao 
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The thirdlabial segment h" 6 ridges with sense 'organsp wher I eas -f 

on the fourth segmentp the sense organs . are arranged in groups round the 

labial orifice. Ibres of dermal glands are found-on the verbexv fronsp 

post-olypeus and are most'n'u-merous on the gena, an .d loral plate. Micro- 

sculpturing is present all over the head capsulep with the' exception of 

the clypeus. The marldngs are polygonal on the vertex and fronsp but 

scale-3ike on the side of the'head, Soale, 41ke markings are also f ouncl 

on the posterior exposed area of the anteolypeus. 

The male head has a shallow depression in front. 

Fore lLiRý; 'f igs -' 3.3,3.4y and-3.5 

On the outer edge of the f ewrt at the distal end of the basal group 

of fine bristlesq is a row of long thin bristles. The diagonal row of 

strong '15iistles is long* 

The short ourved tibia has' scattered small strong bristles and a 

distal comb-of 3-4 bristles. 

On the tarsus are 9 thin curved upper paleal bristles, and 23 stronger 

lower paleal bristles. There are ap; roximatelY 32 short strong curved 

upper palm bristles 9ý hose of the inner palm are numerous and long* The 

slender claw has a serrated base and a basal bristle about one quarter 

of its length. Like C. výnotaia'j the male f emar has an inner area of 

strong basal ýristles used in sound produotiono The tibia is short and 

curved and the bristles form two groupes an upper iroup of thin bristles 

and a lower group of strong bristles forming a comb. The tarsus is 

flattened and enlargedt an extreme'form of the male pala modified to- 

accommodate short pegs. There are two groups of pegst a distal group of 
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4 to 6 hooked pegs on the upper edge of the palaq and a basal longer row 

of. about 30 Pegs* Both types of pegs are illustrated in detail in 

fig- 3-5, There'are 8tthin curved upper paleal bristles along the edge 

of the palap and 1 or 2 bristles near the basal group of pegs. The 

typical palm structure is seen with 23 lower paleal bristlest 38 upper 

palm bristlesp and many long thin inner palm bristles. 

The pores on the forelimb of both sexes are found at the distal end 

of the femarp and on the outer side of the tibia. Scale-like micro- 

soulpture is found on the fem-1 and tibia in the male q and on all segments 

of the f emale limb. The upper surface of the male tarsus is rugose. 

3-49 Other species of Corixidif 

3-493-Sigara dorsalisl(Leaoh) 

This speciesp head width 2.2 to 2-3 mm. 9 is similar to Sefalleni. 

Ionger bristles found on the central anteclypeus extend dorsally to join 

those on the postolypeus. The inner row of rostral bristles is 

represented by a continuous row of thin bristles. Ta6e.,. 347#-These 

bristles are longest and most numerous 10 Cra Ity 

The femur of the female has an inner patch of strong basal bristlesp 

but not as strong as the homologous bristles of the male. Unlike 

S. fallenij there is a short diagonal row of strong bristles, 

The tibial comb is composed of 6 strong bristles* 

The tarsus has 11 upper paleal bristles, 22 lower paleal bristles# 

and about 32 upper palm bristles* The inner palm bristles are long like 

those of Befalleni4in contrast however the slender claw does not have a 

serrated base in either sex. 
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Like Sf alleni 1, 
the male fore tibia has two di st al groups of 

bristl8sq an upper group of thin bristles and a lower group of strong 

bristles* 

The'tarsus has Il'upper' paleal bristlesp 22 lower paleal bristles. 

There are about 38 upper palm bristles; the curvature'of the row is 

slighily distorted, Distallyp soMS of the "inner palm bristles are 

arranged to form a second upper palm row. There are two curved rows of 

pegs which do not greatly ýistort the shape'of the pala from that'of the 

f emale. The arrangement of the pegs of this and other British corixids 

,: ijý illustratecl by Macan (1965)o 

3-492 Siýara niki-6iiýý'ýia (Fiebe) 

This is a small species of corixido head width'1*65 to 1-75 mm,, - 

The front of the head capsule has very few long bristles. The bristles 

on the-lateral edge of the anteelypeusp and the inner row of rostral. 

bristles I are well developed however. The third labial segment has 6 
or 40 

ridgei with sense organs. The depressionphe male head is terminated by 

a transverse ridge at the level of the lower margin of the eyes* 

The female front leg has 14 g,. -45-&nd-Abcut-2&, upper). an"wer paleal 
&60, Lf', 2-JI 

bristles andepper palm bristles weepee-t-Eve4y and thing shortp curvedq 

inner palm bristles, The slender olaw has no serrated base6 
*Pýt Mklf- iAttgt 

The zxWý f ore-f e=, rAhas an inner patch of basal bristles slightly 

stronger than the other basal bristles, although sound production is not 

claimed for this species. The lower group of distal bristles on the 

tibia for comb, 
'14- 

The tarsus has 9 and 24 upper andAýOwer Paleal bristle;, and a row of 
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much longer than the others. 

3-493-Sigaraý-Iateralis (Teach) 

A small species p head width - 1-55 to 1-70 mm- 9 with numerous long 

bristles on the front of the head. - The bristles of, the--lateral ante- 

clypeust and those of the inner row on the rostrumv are espeoially well, 

developed., The male-head has a long frontal depression* The tarsus 

has 12 upper, and/lower paleal bristles ývespeetlve-ly in-theýfemale 

and 10 to 11 and 23 in the male. There are approximately 30 upper palm 

bristlesIn each sex* Numerous fine and short inner palm bristles and 

other forms of roughness are found on the palm. The male has a single 

row, of about 31 pegs, which are longer ak=tha distally. In both sexes, 

the base of the claw is serrated* 

3-494 Amtocorisi germarl (Fiebo) 

-A medium-sized corixidg head width 2-3 to 2-5 =11, dwhich lives in 

deep water. On the front of the head oapsuleg the bristles are dense 

and long*, On the rostrum# the inner row of bristles is complete and 

runs across the rostrum about half way down. the third labial segment. 

The middle row of bristles is represented centrally, by 16 long bristlest 

and the bristles of the outer row are relatively long and are denser 

ventrally, 
15' 

The f emale f ore tarsus has 9 an&=15 -upper andAlower paleal brist lea 

respectively, and theAnner palm has a few short curved fine bristles, 

The tibia has a distal comb and two long thin bristles which form a 

continuation of the upper paleal row. Both sexes have a slender claw* 
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The male has a pat ch of strengthened, basal, bri st le s on t he f em""r ,' 

f or sound production* - The, pegs on the - tarsus f orm an irregular row and 

are' longer distallye 

3-495 Glaenocorisa propinquý (Fieb. ) 

A deep water species belonging to the tribe Glaenocorisini, , The 

headp 2-3 to 2-4 mm. wideq has numerous long bristles on the front which 

extend down the central anteclypeus. Bristles are absent from-the lateral 

extensions of the anteolypeus except at the edge of the head capsule* 

The long bristles of the outer rostral row are not as dense as in 

C. Punctataýor S*falleni, Centrallyp the middle row has 16 long curved 

bristles, -The inner row runs across the top of the rostrum and has 

lateral tufts of long thin bristles and, another tuft of thin bristles on 

the mid 3ine* 

The third labial segment has 6 ridges with sense organs and on the 

fourth segment the sense organs are grouped round the labial orifice. 

Xbres *of dermal glands axe f ound on the vertex, ý genal and on the 

loral plateg even among the bristles. 

The male head, has a frontal depression* 

On the fore f emirs, the basal bristles are restricted to a small areap 

and there is a long irregular row of strong bristles, The tibia has an 

irregular distal comb and 3 long bristles forming an extension of the 

upper paleal row. On the female fore tarsusp the paleal bristles are 

long and widely spacedl and of equal strength with 9 to 10 upper and 12 

lower paleal bristles* There arp about 409 relatively long# upper palm 
of 'Ut , ro 0 

bri st le s The olose together. The short inner 
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palm bristles axe few in number. In both sexes the claw is slander with 

a basal bristle about a quarter dts length* 

The male tarsus has an upward 'kink' in the upper palm row of 

bristles and the row of pegs (Macan, 1965 fig- 47a)- Distal to the 'kink' 9 

the upper palm bristles are longest and the pe a take the form of - upper 

palm bristles* The pegs proximal to the Ikink' are relatively long and 

pointed compared with those of Corixa, Punctata. The upper paleal 

bristle row is interrupted by the 'kinkly there are 7 distal and 3 

proximal to itb,, 

In both sexesp pores of dermal glands are found on the distal end of 

the f emar only. 

3-496 'Mioronectý poýeA (Douglas and Scott) 

A small species 9 head width 0-75 to 0-78 =- wide, with small eyes 

(Walton 
. 
1938)- The clypeoloral cleft is straight,, except for a small 

upward curve at the, inner end* There are long bristles on the front 
A 

of the head capsule* Some of these form 4 definite row on the anteolypeus 

just below the clypeoloral cleft which connects with the long bristles 

on its lateral edge* 

The front of the rost: mm has -onlY 4 riages on the thircl labial 

segment. On each side of the third and fourth segmentsp 18 to 20 and, 

4 to 5 short curved bristles form the outer rows, 10 long bristles 

form the middle row and there is an inner row of bristles running across 

the top of the rostrum. There are short fine bristles on the rostrum 

and maxillyary plate. As in all members of the sub-family Micronectinaep 

the antenna hm3-segmentsl* 



The f ore3imb of the f emale has a longj thin f em, with the f ine 

basal bristles restricted to a small area and two strong basal bristles 

represent the diagonal row. On the outer distal edge is a long, very 

thin bristle with many branches. The tibia and tarsus are fusedl and 

there are a few strong bristles in the tibial region. The pals, has 4 

to 5 thin upper paleal bristles, and about 15 strong lo wer paleal bristlesp 

while the upper palm row has 10 shortq strong bristles* The claw is 

slender with a small basal bristle* In contrastp the male tibia and 
, ItAt P6seet 

tarsus are not fused togethekp. ar" he clawA7hie*; -is wide and spatulatepoL 

normally folds behind the tarsus. A small basal bristle is presentp 

and on the outer side at the base of the claw there is a strong bristle 

similar to one of the lower paleal bristles* 

Pores are found only on the genaxand loral plates of the head and on 

the f emi 

3-497 Tenagobia selecta White 

This speoiesp one of the largest in the genus is illustrated in 

O'Deay (1935)- 

The headt 1-55 to 1.65 mm. wide and the front legs are very similar 

in structure to those of Micronecta poweri. There is, howeverl no row 

of bristles ventral to the clypeoloral cleft on the antealypeusp but the 

4-6 lateral anteclypeal bristles are maltipointed. On each side of 

the third labial segmenty there are 10 short bristles in the outer row 

and approximately 10 long strong bristles on each side of the middle row 

of rostral bristles which extends round the edge of the third labial 

segment. The inner row is represented laterally by dense long fine 
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bristles -whichp -on both sidesp extend over a quarter of the way across 

the top of the rostrum* 

The rostrum has 4 ridges and one incomplete ridge with sense organs 

on the -third. labial segmento 

3-5 Notes on Corixid-n-vmphs 

, In the first instar nymphs of the Corixinig the bristles on the 

front of the head capsule are arranged similarly to those of the adult. 

The rostrum hasp howeverp only three ridges with sense organal and the 

few bristles in the outer row are restricted to the base of, the fourth 

labial segment. - The middle ro, 49 represented by long bristles on the 

ventral edge of the third labial segment. The fifth instar head and 

foreUmb are similar to those of the adult p with these exception; which 
Ot^4 

are common to all nymphsi there are onlY 3 antennal segmentsk the tibia 

and tarsus are fused. 

The forelimb has a well developecl pala with a slonder'olaw and a 

very small basal bristle* The inner palm bristles are few in numberp 

and there are many rounded projections in the palm. 

pores are found on the femur of ito: tk leg$# and on the abdoment but 

axe absent from the head of the first instar* Scale-like microsculpture 

main3, v with microsetae covers most of the corixid nymph* 

In Cymatial, the first instar nymph has relatively large eyes and a 

pala and rostrum similar to the adult structures. 

3.6 Notonecta glauca Unn* 

The heads 3-4 to 3-5 mm. widej has two large eyea'and-a stout four- 

segmentecl rostrum (f ig- 3.219 see also Macan -1965)o - The labrumq attachecl 
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to the anteclypeust overlaps Part of the short first and second labial 

segments. The edges of the labial groove are fused medianly in segments 

3 and 4P except at the tip of the fourth labial segment. At the tip of 

this segment are a group of sense organs bo=eat the tip of two lateral 

lobes and two sets of tactile bristles. Other bristles and sense 

organs are also present on the rostrum. 

Dense long bristles are found on the posterior side of the second 

labial segment and on the sub-occiput. 

3-71 Structures associated with the air bubble (cof. section 2.21) 

The air bubble oocupies the space between the head and pronotum, 

and its spread on to the rostram is limited by the inner tow of rostrAl, 

bristles* In Diaprepocoris and Stenocorixa, these bristles are long and 

thin and lie on the auxf ace of the bubble. In most other corixidst 

long thin bristles are restricted to a dorsolateral, tuft. The rest of 

the inner row bristles are short ancl strong and run straight across the 

top of the rostrump e. g. Glaenocorisa or close to the middle rowq eog, 
$ff. 

Corixa,, In some species, e, ge Cypatiat, the inner bristle row is absent 

and the air bubble is limited by the middle row, 

On the dorsal edge of the head are long bristles which lie on the 

surface of the air bubblej these are particularly numerous in Cymatia 

The numerous fine bristles covering lerge areas of the posterior 

head and rostrum may have a tactile funationp or they may help to maintain 

the position of the air bubble either when it becomes very small or 

during movements of the head and forelimbo Fine bristles on the edge 

of the maxillary p3ate extend over the space behind and prevent the air 
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bubble coming into contact with the anteolypeus and so allowi-A. j, - the 
f 

cephalic glands, which. opens into this spaces access to external water. 

The forelegs protrude from the air bubble p which extends on to the 

area of the f emr which is coverecl by fine basal bristles. . 
These 

bristles may be restricted to a small'basal areap e. g. CZmatia or cover 

up to ha3f the segment. The fore ferm"r Of most corixids shoug on, the 

upper and lower surfacest distal extensions of the basal bristles) 

IT'lassae di-tal eAenigion. oE bits basaI42le%les "a *1 areas of the fore- 

fewir that are pressecl olose to those parts of the head and pronotum 

which are coverecl by,. the air bubble. The outer basal bristles# 

particularly those on. the distal edgel, are often long and form a definite 

row in some speoiesp e. g* Cymatia'and Sigara falleni. These long 7ýey 

4xist-lt-s lie on the surface of the air bubble and probably prevent the 

bubble coming into contact with other parts of the leg. 

342 Structures associated with cleaning (cf. section 2*22) 

Observations show that the front of the head ventral to the eyes 

and the posterior rostrum are cleaned by the forelimb, The forelimbs 

also rub each otherl and one is rubbed by the hind leg while the middle 
Ust 

leg is being cleaned, This 1&449 procedure may be concerned with 

spreading the secretion of the-gland which opens at the base of the fore 

and hind legal the limbs most concerned with cleaning (Benwitz 1956b). 
Wher% 
4the fore femar rubs against the posterior surface of the rostruml 

the diagonal row of bristles of the fore f emur is used to clean the rostral 

bristles. The diagonal row of bristlest whiah is always distal to the 

air bubbleg may be short and simple as in Corixa punctatsý or very complex 
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as in Neocorixa. This variation is probably related to several factorsp 

including the length and shape of the forelimb segments j the shape of 

the rostrumq and the relative position of the rostr-Aý bristles, 

It is not possible to determine which of the strong bristles on 

the fore femur of Cymatia clean the few rostrum bristlesp although the 

arrangement of fore femur bristles is variablep there are always two 

short strong basal bristles to whieh this funotion may be ascribe(I., 

The tibia and tarsus rubbed against the front of the head 7 

the rostral bristles. The tibial bristles, in particular the distal 

combp may clean the rostral. and lateral anteolypeal. bristlesp but the 

main cleaning structure for the front of the head is the upper palm row 

of bristles on the tarsuso 

The tibial distal comb of bristles is replaced in the male Corixinae 

by two irregular groups of bristles. This results from the modification 

of the insertion of the tarsus depressor mascle to enable the effective 

use of the male pegs on the tarsus for gripping the female during 

copulation* Distal. groups of tibial. bristles are not present' in 

Diai=e]22corist Micronectai Tenagobia or Cymtia 

The curved shape of the upper palm row of bristles fits the curvature 

of the head. The bristles of this row are short ancl strong . and'th6 

adjacent bristles are usually very close together& zýlý 
Variation amongst 

the species is not associated. with'the density of bristles on the head 

oapsulep for exazplep both DiaprePocoris barycephals, and Neoco-rixa have 

widely spaced upper palm bristlesp but only Neocorixa, has very dense 

bristles on the head capsule. The upper palm bristles are modifiecl to 
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cope with, the depression on the male head in Corixý' and Sigara, ' In 

the male Sigara dorsaiis some of the inner palm bristles rein-force the 

upper palm bristles r and in the male Glaenocorisa, the distal pegs 

have the form of upper palm bristles* 

In Cymtia instead of the palm struoturej are 23 rows Of short 

strong bristiesp whicht as well as being used in feeding# clean the front 

of the, heade 

ý It was not determined which bristles were involved in the mutual 

cleaning of the f ore tibi. 2. and tarsi. On the back of the tibia and 

tarsus are some very long thin bristles which were present in all species 

examined and were occasionally numerous*, their function is unknowne 

3-, 73 Structures associated with reproduotion, (cf. section 2.23) 

-The male forelimb is usually modified for reproductive functions* 

Only Diaprepocoris was found to have the same forelimb structure in both 
10 Ith 

sexesqk! har*-the tibia and tarsus are fused and there is a stoutt widet 

terminal clawp similar to the-Xm&U_aJa* of Stenocorixa and Cymatia used 

by the malerg-4-heze-eent-ra to hold the female during copulation. The 

claw of Dipjýepocoris is suitable for the male to use during copulation. 

and for use by both sexes for digging during feedingý of. female Neocorixa., 

In the sub-families5 Stenocorixinaep Cymatiinaeg and Micronectinae, 

the male claws are modified for gripping the female hemislytra, during 

copulation. In Stenocorixa and Cymatia the male claw is stout and 
tkct- 

widev whereasXtIm--a4a-44aw of Hicronecta and Tenagobia is relatively 

long and wide, and when it, is not used for gripping the female, it is 

carried folded back behind the pala. 
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I In most Corixinaep the claws of the male and female are similarp 

but Neocorixa snowi of the tribe Graptocorixiniýshows sexual dimorphism, 
6'. ,A 

the female olaw i, (. 
_ 

ng and wide ana the male clim short and 'stubby', * 

A chaxacteristio of the sub-fami3ies Heterocorixinae and Corixinae 

is the ýrow of pegs between the, palm and. upper paleal bristles on the 

male fore tarsus*ý, The varied arrangements of these pegs are shown by 
e 

Hungerford (1948) and Macan (1965). /Mit function oSthese pegsoin 

the British Corixini, and an explanation of some of the variation in the; I, 

arrangement-ot the pags and the corresponding distortion of the pala 

is given by Popham (1961). During copulationp the male holds on to 

the female's backp gripping the base of the hemielytra, with the frontýý 

legsp the pegs, of the male tarsus hooking on to the two lateral ridges on 

the female hemielytrao 

In C. tatal the hookea distal pegs hold on to the ventral, ridgep 

while-the other pegs grip the second ridge of the hemielytra. The 

tibia-, of C-Puncista is straightp but that of Sefalleni is curved, thusp 

if the-male pegs of S. falleni. iatainea the same form as'c. punctatap 

their eff eotiveness in holding on to the female would be greatly reduced 

(Ibpham 1961). Associated with the change of shape of the tibial the 

pals, is broadened and the pegs are separated into two-groupsl so that an 

eff ective grip on the f emale can be maintained. Sefalleni (fig- 3-5) 

represents an extreme of this trend. The shorter claw of the male 

Neocorixaland the row of pegs function in a similar wayl the'clswýgripr( 17 

the base of the female hemielytra and the pegs hoolýL to the upper ridge* 

11 The male pegs have distinctive surface patterns( figs- 3-59 3-15v 
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and 3; 20) which are derived from the longitudinal: ridging found 1 on", -, 

most strong bristles on corixids. It'is claimed that-the male, pegs 

are represented. in the female by a row of short, fine. brist; ea found 

between-the upperýpaleal and upper palm bristles (Popham 1961), ButA 

similar f ine bristles are f oundýlaý the male 0-mmmtst-a- between the pegs, * 
Thf I&VSOLS 

and the upper paleal brist lesp and also 9 onkoth-the male, and f emale 

Stenocorixa (figs- 3-11 and 3*12) and, Cymatia'(fige 3.14). This evidenoe 

supports the view that the male pegs are derived from a duplication of' 
U4 MAIe AOLS 

the upper palm bristles. In 4he ma Glaenocorisa. /the distal pegsýeý 

w Itk the f orm of upper palm bristles. 

The male pegs or the large claw may modify the shape of the tarsusg 

but the palm and lower paleal bristles'! ý rtatain'the ýf orm f ound in the 
1. 

f emale, of the species, ýýýI .'II 

The tibia of the male Corixinae differs from that of the female 

in the a=angement of-the'bristles and shape of the di-ýtal`end. This is 

because of a difference in-articulation with the tarsus which enables 

the tarsus depressor muscle of the male to cause the pala to grip'the, 

female'homielytra effectively with the male pegs. -ý In the male 'Stenocorixat 

an outer distal-projeotion on the tibia prevents the tarsus from being. 

IT AtWmicrs Aect*, Axt ICkt 
bent back too far. kthe tibia and tarsus, of/male IU-4; rron---+4-neA- are 

distinct segmentsp but in the female the two segments axe fused, cl. 

Diaprepocorie. This is also the'typioal nymphal conditiono 

The most common mDdification, of the fore femar is the presence of 

an-inner, patoh, of basal bristles which have been strengthened an(I'arranged. 

in regular. rows., These structures are used for sound production. (Von 

,) 
mitis 193S) , 
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heal iL 
The male 4eeA-, -, of Diaprep2coris and Stenocorixa. differ s3ightly 

ik UM Ve tte4L IMA& Tk&t 
fxoa. the f emale. h 

- 
eeA-in : bhe.. dersal-vertex Pegien between the eyes. 

The head of both the male and female Cymaiisý has a long depression in 

the clypeus and fronsp which is deeper in the male. In contrast, only 

the head of the male Corixinae is flattened or concave in front* There 

is considerable variation between species in this feature. When the 

male counts the female I the head and thorax of the female is pressed 

into the head depression. This means. that short front legs will suffice 

to grip the femalep and it is noticeable that the males of several 

British species are smaller than the females. 

3-74 Structures associated with feedinq (cf. sections 2.24 and 2.25) 

In all the methods of-feedingp the food material is brought by the 

forelimbs to the headt usually first in the region of the anteclypeus 

and then over the rostrum to the labial orifice. The food may be 

gathered by digging in the substratum and by netting swimming animals. 

The typical corixid fore3imb (fig- 3-31 S. falleni female) is suitable 

structurally for both methods-of feedingg but from the evidence of the 

form of the pala in ý--a_ci I and from direct observations of Cymatia 

onlyt some corixids have specialized in one or other of these methods 

of feeding, i. e. DiLiZepocoris bar7cephala and Feocorixa in diggingj and 

Cymatia and. Glaenocorisa in netting. 

The digging corixid is searching for animalsp dead or alivep or 

other ooncentrations of suitable organio matterg such as algae. In 

the, typical. corixid the lower paleal bristlesp especially the distal. 

onesp are strongg closely spaced and suitable for diggingg org at leastj 
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scooping up detritual but the long slender claw is not suitable for 

diggingg cf. Neocorixae' The fore3imb of Neocoriý: a is probably 

specialized for digging up. large animals such as o3igochaets or dipterous 

larvae. The tarsus is slender and has shortp strong, widely spaced, 

lower paleal bristles and only a few basal upper paleal bristlesl so' 

that presumably there is reduced resistance to movement through the sub- 

stratum, * There is also a long powerful claw in this species, 'The 
I toide(r 

upper palm brist Is s are short 'andý', sp4týA, , with the short, strong brist les 

on the-tibia and the long strong bristles on the femur, are adapted for 

holding struggling prey. (cf 
. CYmELtia The main features of this 

adaptation upon the form of the tarsual are'shown by Diaprepocoris 

barycephalaq but not in the other two species of this genus. Howeverp 

this f orm of the pale, is characteristic of both Neocorixa and Graptocorixa 

whioh form the tribe Graptocorixini , -' 
(Huxigerf ord 1948) * 

The upper paleal bristles of the typical corixid are relatively 

weak and are widely spaced. They help to hold the material which has 

been scooped upl as well as being used with the lower paleal bristles 

when swimming animals axe caught, ' 'Cymati which specializes in catching 

large swimming animals has a few very longo strongp widely spaced paleal 

bristles on the sub-cylindrical tarsus, (fig. 3*34)- There axe the same 

number of upper and lower paleal bristlesq and they all have the saýe 

general formp though the lower paleal bristles are longere The f emale 

claw is also long and slender. This form of the pals, allows it to be 

moved through the water with much less resistance'than the typical corixid 

pala, while covering a wider area. The wide spaoing'of the paleal 
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bristlesp howevert limits ihe"minimuii sizi of the prey that" cifi" be -caught. 

The long bristle on the upper tibia and the'long bristles on the, up'per 

and lower sides of the f eimi j and in, pI articular the short stion" 'palm' -Y 9 

bristles'on the tarsusp help to hold the "prey* 

The; palae of Glaenocori . sa . has the"cioAxid "palm' but 11 the paleal' 

bristiýs -(of both rows) are very long and widely spaced. On the tibia 

are thrýe ljýng bristles which form an extension of per paleal row. 

Whilst not exhibiting the extreme f orm. 'of'the' C-Ymatia* tarsu'sp- the 

'Glaenocori tars'us shows definite adaptations for catching swimming preyp 

rather thin'ior digging, ' 

It will be seen from table 3-1 that there are mre lower paleal than 

upper paleal Iýrist lesp' and that 9 compared with length of the palml 

the're' are rý lat i ve ly mre"- lo'wer pale I al brist I le s- in the " sm aller corixidst 

"irhilsti'the, nuýmbir of I upper p alm bristles co mpar I ed with the length of the 

palm is-very variable*- 

The'upper paleal bristles and the space'between them and the palm 

is, of ien* modif ied in the males. ' Týe -f orM of the palm and the lower, paleal 

biriýstlei'p howeverp I is usuially týe s- ame I in both sexesq whichýemphas I ize s 

their importance in feeding* 

The lower paleal bristles of Stenocorixa have near their base'small. 

projections'p Fig- 3.13D which during the'manipulation'6f food material 

may help to give extra grip. 

The inner palm bristle a show an int are sting progression from'the 

st , ubby pegs I 'of DiaPTOPO"ý6rii' (f ig- 3, q)-'through the 81iort 'sto'ut' bristles 

of Stenocorixa (fig- 3-10) to ý'th'e'thin curved. bristles of other corimids 
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(fig- 3-19P'Cý, punctata).., They are-, part icularlY long in Sfalleni and, 

S. dorsaliý but ýin Glaenocorisa they are short, and sparse. -- In B-lateralis 

the palm also has some rounded. cuticular projections., similar to those 

of corixid nymphs* -Bristles and'any roughness within the palm help with 

the manipulation of food material. The'thin inner palm bristles may also 

have a tactile function. -. ýII, iýI-I"ý- 

In-some, of-the corixids, examined 9 theýbase of the inner edge of. the 

claw, is se=ated, *t the significance of 
, 
the prepence or, absence of, this 

serration is unknown. The se=ation mayq together with the basal bristlet 

which is found in-all species except Cymatiaq help with the manipulation 

of small animal, Imeye 

'Corixids-have large oompound! eyes. ",. -. The number of ommatidia and the 

field, of vision in Sodistinciýq a, speoies similar to Sofallenip-was 

measured by Ibpham, (1953)- ý He- found that: in-. the horizontal planep the 

visual field of each, eye is 3040 with a oommon-field of 560- In the 

vertical planel, the, visual field of each eye wasý2000- The eyes are 

notably mch more,, prot%mberant in Cymatial butless so in Glaenocorisaj 

suggesting that the fieldýof-vision of each-eyeAs greater, and. that the 

common-field of, vision is'also greater. A laýger common field ý of vision 

and,. greater distance perception are consistent with speciaUzation. for 

feeding on swimming prey. ý 
The eyes of --the first instar nymphs, are -very 

malll, although in Cymatia they are larger, than'other species; the size 

of the eyesp compared with the hýad width#-increaselS through, the nymphal 

stages to adulthood, The eyes of the small adult Micronecte, are small 

relative" ,- to the size of ý the head* i, 
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The rostrum and the lateral extensions of the anteclypeus provide 

V 

a large fýat area against which material gathered by the front legs can 

be held and manipulated. The numerous'sense organs on the rostrum, 

particularly those arranged in ridges on the third labial segmentp can 

presumab3jy assess the nature of the food-material* In both Cymatia and 

Neoporiial the rostrum-is small and-the'anteolypeus is short., These 

features are associated with feeding on larger animalsp which can be 

easily held over the labial orifice while the stylets are inserted* 

The bristles of the outer-and middle rows of the rostrum and the 

lateral anteclypeus enlarge the area against which food can be manipulatedl 

and provide, Iside, walls' to prevent-the material escaping. The dense 

bristles of, the fourth labial segment form a $shelf I ventral to the 

labial orifice against which small'objects can be held, Cymatia. (fig. ý 
i 

3.12)ýwhich only f eeds on large swimming animals, has af ew long ro strum 
!-f 

bristles; the lateral, antec lypeal bristles are poorly developed and 

only af ew short brist lea are f oun&, around the labial orif ice., Thei, _ 
140*6 

3att4w. probably have-a-tactile function. - The ridges with numerous sense 

organs-on the third labial segment are a characteristic of corixideg 

and axe, described by Benwitz (1956a). - There are usually 6 ridges in 

the-Corixinaeg but Diaýrepocoris and the Micronectinae have only 4 ridges, 

and the first instar nymphs of the Corixinae 3 ridges. Cymatia is 

noticeable for not having transverse ridges with sense organsq&e 

rostrum is smooth with af ew scattered sense organs (f ig- 3.12), 

Corixids other than Cymatia will catoh swimming animalsl but* also spend 

a lot of time searching through detritusTor mad. The md and any 
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objects in it are brought to the ventral head oapsulep and then on to 

the rostrumt where it is an lysed by the numerous sense organsp 

presumably chemoreceptors, on the broad third labial segment. -The 

'corixids become part ioular: Ly exe it ed by animals which they, f ind p but 

have been observed to feed on pure'cultures of-algae (section 2-33)- In 

Cymatia which does not actively search for food, but -seizes. swimming preyj 

the eyes are presumably the rmst important sense organs for detecting the 

prey. * The b1sence, of ridges with sense organs on the rostrum of Cymatia 

If urther evideme, f or the - sugge sted o 3f actory function of the se organs - 

It is dif f icult to f orm any o lear idea a-, 
41 the sigaif icamce of 

the variation in numbers ancl arrangement of the bristles on the front of 

the head capsule* ' Some species have very many-bristlest eoge CYmatia 
i4l4t 

while in others they are sparsey eg* Corixia punotatat there, seems to be 

no consistent pattern in: relation to theýknown methods of feeding. 

Thet -- bristles do have a tactile function; when they are lightly stimulated 

the forelimbs scrape down over the stimulated area, often rapidly and 

repeatedly. Thust when an animal or other food material caught-by the 

, front legs, is brought to the head in the region of. these bristlest its 

presence can be detected. There'is no evidence to suggest that these 
A 

bristles can be used to detect the movement of prey by vibrations-in the-, 

water* 

3-75 Other structures 

Some of'the lateral anteelypeal bristles of Diaprepocoris zealandiae 

and Tenagobia, selecta, have multipointed ends of, unlmown significance 

(fig- 4-60- , There is a pair of'similar bristles on Debarycephala 
-but 



tbey are not found on other corixids. Dia epocorisland M. roweri have 

a continuous row of long bristles on the anteclypeus just below the 

olypeoloral cleft (fig- 3.6. ) Descriptions and illustrations of other 

lficroýiýspecies do not mektion these bristles on the front of the heado 

so that it is not known whether this row is a generic character as it is 

in biaj)repo8oris- These bristles have not been found in other corUids. 

The anterior edge of the Diaprepocoris anteclypeus has a row of short 

flat bristles (f ig- 4-60- 

On the lateral edge is a group of short 9. strong. bristles (f ig- 4-6A)t 

which could be used for cleaning the front leg. On the llicronecta-ý 

poweri femur, at the distal, endq is a long# thing many branched bristles* 

This bristle is also described on many of the Micronecta species (lundbad 

1930- It is not found on T. selecta, and its significance is not Imowne 

Iarge dermal gland-pores with a radial surface pattern are found on 

the head, and the femur and fore tibia of all the adult corixids examined 

except Cymatia The exact distribution of the pores is variablep and 

they are not usually found in areas covered with dense bristlesp and are 

not found on the anteolypeus. Pores are seen on the head of only the 

fourth and fifth initars of C. Punctata (Benwitz 1956a) and on the dorsal 

and ventral abdomen of the nymphso Pores on the abdomen of the Ilioronects, 

nymphs are described by Walton (1938). The function of these glands is 

unknown and their 4sence in Cymatia, is signif icant. 

The significance of the various kinds of microsculpture which covers 

large area of the corixid is unknown. As well as the microsoulpture 

described on the head and front legs of the corixids examined, there is 
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usually a variety of scale-like markingsp sometimes with micro-setas 

on the middle and hind legs, The nymphs are covered with'similar 

microsculpture on the abdomen and thorax* 

3-76 Votonecta (of. section 2-32) 

The rostrum of Fotoýecta (f ig- 3.21) is long four segmented and 

very nobile. On the tip of the fourth segment axe long tactile bristlepp 

and on the two terminal lateral lobes are sense organs similar to those 

on the terminal segment of Corixa Punctata (Benwitz 1956a). 

The first two pairs of limbs are of a generalized typel not the 

highly specialized form of the limbs of corixids or the raptorial type 

of forelimb of Ee2a. These limbs which catch and hold the prey are 

long and thing and each has a pair of claws. The prey is held at the 

base of the legsp while the tip of the rostrum moves over the prey# 

finding a mdtable place for the stylets to be inserted* 
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S-Decies. Length of Lower paleal Upper paleal Upper palm 

palm (mm. ) row row row 

C. punctata 1.6 18 16 36 

A., Termari 1.2 15 9 32 

_S, 
Protusa 0.96 - 1.0 17 - 18 6 -7 17 

S, dorsalis 0.8 22 11 32 

S. falleni 0.8 23 9 32 

D. zealandiae 0.8 24 12 - 14 16 

S, lateralis 0.56 21 12 30 

S. nip. prolineata 0-48 25 14 28 

M. Poweri 0.11 15 4 -5 10 

G. propinqua 1.1 12 9 - 10 40 

C. bonsdorffi 0.96 7 7 

C. coleontrata 0.64 6 6 

N. snowi 0.8 13 3 13 

D. bRrveephala 12 7 -8 12 

Table ý. I 

The number of bristles in the upper and lower paleal rows and the 

upper palm row compared with the len0h, of the 'palm' in female 

corixids. 
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Fig- 3-1- Sigara falleni,,., ýqipR4; 

f ront of the head. 
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Fig- 3.2. Si ara fallenit female; posterior of the head. See fie- 3-17 

and the text for a description of the rostr= bristles. The bristles 

on each antennal segment are not illustrated. 
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Fig- 3-3- Sigara fallenip female; forelimb. 
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Fig- 3-4- Sigara fallenil female; fore tibia and fore tarsus. 
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Pigs- 3-5- Sigra faileni male; fore tibia and fore tarsus. A, 

between the upper paleal and upper palm bristles (see f ig- 3 -4) are 

the two rows of male pegsp a short distal row and a long basal rowo 

B, the detailed structure, of the male pegs; ap the hooked clistal 

pegs; b, basal pegs. 
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Fig- 3.6. DiaprepocoEis zealandiaep female; front of the head, 

Diaprepocoris has ocelli on the dorsal vertex adjacent to the compound 

eye. See fig- 3-1 for the names of the parts of the head. 
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Figs. 3-7 Diaprepocoris zealandiael females- posterior of thG 

head. The inner row of rostrum bristles on the third labial segment 

are shown on the transparency. See f ig- 3,2 for the names of the 

parts of the head. 
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Fig- 3.8. Diaprepocoris zealandiaep female; the forelimb in which the 

tibia and tarsus are unaivided. See f igs -3 -3 and 3 -4 for the names of 

the parts of the leg, 
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Fig- 3-9- Diaprepocoris zealandiael female; the fore tibia-tarsus. 

See fig- 3-4 for the names of the parts of the leg* 
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Fig, 3*10 Stenooorixa Protrusap fenkile; the forelimb. Details of 

the basal region of the lower paleal bristles are shown in fig. 2.11 D. 

See figs- 3-3 and 3-4 for the names of the parts of the forelimbo 
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Fig- 3-11- Stenooorixa protrusa adultq forelimb; A, the male fore 

tibia and fore tarsus; By male and Cp femalep distal end of the tarsus 

showing the effect of the claw, represented by dotted Uneal on the 

shape of the tarsus and the arrangement of the bristles; D, an enlarge- 

ment of the base of the lower paleal bristles showing the small 

projections on the bristles, see fig- 3-4 for the names of the parts of 

the leg. 
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Fig- 3.12. Cymt ia bonsdorf f i. ý f emale; front of the head. See fig- 3--l 

for the names Of the parts of the heads and note that there are no 

transverse ridges on labial segment 
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Fig- 3,13, Cymatia bonsdorffi,, female; posterior of the head. See 

fig, 3,2 for the names of the parts of the head* 
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Fie- 3-14, Cymatia bonsdorffiv female; forelimb. The typical palm 

structure on the tarsus is absent and there are long strong bristles on 

the f emur. See f igs - 3.. 'ý, 3 and 3 -4 f or the names of the part s of the 

f ore limb. 

f 
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Fig- 3-15 Neoporixa, snowip adult; forelimb: A, femalep upperside; 

Bp female., lower side; C9 malet upper side; E, enlargement of a male 

peg* 

D, Cymatia bonsdorffi., male; distal end of fore tarsifancl claw. 

See figs- 3-3 and 3-4 for the names of the parts of the forelimb* 
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Fig- 3-16. Corixa punctata female; front of the head. See fig- 3-1 

for the names of the parts of the head. 
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Fig- 3-17 Corixa Punctata female; back of heads ventral region. 

The bristles of this region have been separated into 4 layers; 

As outline of the ventral head captule and the rostrums (see fig- 3-2 

for the names of the parts)) and the bristles of the lateral anteclypeus 

and the f ourth labial segment; I 

B9 the anterior bristles of the outer row on the third labial segment; 

C, laterally the posterior bristles of the outer row on the third labial 

degmentp and medianly the finer median bristles of the middle row on the 

third labial segment; 

D9 the middle row of long bristlesp the inner row of short bristles with 

a lateral tuft of finer and longer bristlesl and fine short bristles 

on the rostrum and ventral head capsule. 

The arrangement Of the bristles in the outer row on the third and 

fourth and labial segments is simplified and those of the third segment 

have been reduced to 6 layers. 
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2'iE. 3-10- Corixa punctatag female; the forelimb. See fie's- 3-3 and 

3-4 for the names of the parts of the forelimb. 
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Fig- 3-19- Corixa punctata, female; fore tibia ancl fore tarsus. See 

fig- 3-4 for the nanes of the parts* 
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Fig- 3.20. Corixa Punctata, male; the fore tibia and fore tarsus. 

Al shows the single row of male pegs between the upper paleal and 

upper palm bristles; 

B, the detailed structure of the pegs; side view of peg from middle 

of the rowp a# and distal. end of the row, b; and top view of a peg 

from the middle of the row, o. 

See fig- 3-4 for the names of therparts of the forelimbe 
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Fig- 3,21. Notonecta, glauca adult; the rostrum and part of the head 

capsulet Ap anteriort and Bj posterior view; and enlargement of the 

fourth labial segment to show the structure and the arrangement of the 

bristles and the position of the terminal sense organs, Ce anteriorl Dj 

posteriorp and Ey side view. 

In fig. A, A-A to G-G are the positions of the transverse sections 

of the stylet bundle illustrated in fig- 4-3. A-A is equivalent to 

fig-, 4-3A, eto,. 
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SEC TI ON 

The Internal Anatomy of the Head. 

4-1 Introduction 

WithAexception of species in'the sub-family Diaprepocort"i"naep the- 
%0 

internal ý stractures of the headp foregut, and associated organs in -k 

corixids show a-marked-uniformity in design. 

4.2, Materials and methods 

The masticatory mechanisms ofýallthe species described in'section'3 

were, examined from whols, 'mounted'specimens. The food pump of D'iapreýoc6ris 

zealandiae Sigara falleni. t'and Corixi. -a punctatapand also the stylets' 

of these and-other speciesp including Cymatia bonsdorffis Neocorixa snowip 

Micronecta poweri. and Tenagobia selecta, were dissected out. 

In, the-histological'studiest adults 6f each species'were-usedt and 

in some casesq-the first instar"nypphs. -'' The, type species used. was Corixa 

Punctatap, but 'Sigsra f alleni S. nigroliýeata, Callocorixa praeusta 'C_vmatia 

bonedorffil Micronecta powerip'and the New Zealand speciesi Diaprepocoris 

zealandiae were! also. examined. ' 

The-British specimens were fixed in alcoholic-louins solutiOzil' and' 

all the ýmaterial was 'seotioned transversely and longitudinallyt using the 

Teterfi! ýtechniqueq and stained with Mallory's triple stain. 

For comparisonp-histological material of Notonecta. glauca was prepared 

in the'same wayp and the stylets of ýboth Neglauca. and Kepa cinerea, 

investigated* 

From a functional point of view, the types of cuticle which form the 

structures of the head are important. ' The cuticle is divided into three" 

main layers (Wigglesworth 1965); the opicutiolep the very thin suxface 
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laver; the exocutiolep where presentp, liesbeneath-the epicuticle and W- 

is a rigid non-staininglWr usually amber colouredv but-is sometimes 

black -pigmented;, ancl, the endocutiole of which two types, axe distinguished 

-4 by their staining reactions with Mallory's triple stain (SchatzX1952)t 

cuticle-staining red iB termed mesocutiole and cuticle, stainingblue, 

endodutioloo- -,. %. ''I I- -- 1., 1.1 ll', -, ý, -. ý . 1. 

ýý, In corixids and Notonectag the ex0outiale- is usually white or pale 

amber oo loured., - One type of exocutio le v however., which f orms the stylet s 

and many of the epipharypgeal teeth in the middle region of the food pump, 

is brown but'inýsections it. appears bright -yellow., 'From, its position 

it may be-inCerred this type of outiole-is harder than the pale exocutiole6 

Black pigmented. exooutiole is found on the posterior vertex and the, dorsal 

surface of, the pronotump and alsolin some internal str=turesp for examplaq 

the ventral. layer in the hypopharynx of the middle-region of-the food. 

pump and the-, anterior end of the hypopharynx. 'Thisblaak emocutiole 

is probably harder than the paler forms. - From their pdsition it can 

be inferred that all types of exocutiole are harder than both endoouticle, 

and mosocuticle. Coritradictoryýto, Wigglesworth (1965), the exooutiole 

do6s not. always-lie, directly beneath the epicuticle, 

The-endocuticle is very soft material., normally staining deep blue, 

differences in the intensity of the staining reaction in various areas 

of the same preparation refleating variations in the density of the 11 

cuticular materiaL 

Two types, of mesocuticle are distinguished., One, tn)et a pale orange 

staining cutic le which f requent 3, v f orms a thick layer with distinct 



lamellaep is associated with many of the areas of exocutiolet for 

examplep the anterior wall of the head capsule. It is conynient to 

call both types of cuticle where they occur together, Isclerotized' 

cuticle. 

The second typi; of mesocuticle stains a bright uniform red. It a 

staining reaction and its position in many structures, for examplep the 

roof of the food pumpq are consistent with it being resiling a type of 

cuticle with rubber-like properties, (Anderson and Weis-fogh 1964). 

Other cuticular areas distinct.. - from those outlined above are 
4 

referred to in conjunction with specific structures, 

4-3 The stylAI (figs- 4*1P 4-21 4-3 P and 4-4) 

The stylets of Nepa and Notonecta are very much longer than those of 

corixids and the maxillae are longer than the mandibles in Ne-pal Notonectal 

and Cymatia Measurements made on the maxillae of E2ya during feeding 

showed the maximum length the maxillae stuck into the prey was 1-45 mm-P 

compared with a dif f erence in length of the mandibles and mazillae of 

1.2 mm. 

The mandibles of Nepa have thing widep distal ends, with 4 small 

backward-pointing barbs on the outer side. The lateral edges have small 

forward-pointing spines extending 0.4 mm.. to 1-3 mm, from the tip of the 

mandible. 

In NotoneýtpjL the mandibles are stronger and oarrY 5 blunt projections 

distallyp with 12 longer 'backward-curving spines* On a thin flange 

there are a few small f orward-point ing spinesp 0--5 1.0 mm. from the 

tip of the mandible* 
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The mandibles of all corixids are much stronger and blimtery with 

t 

6 blunt projections similar to the distal projections on the, Notonecta 

mandibles* Thev) barbs on the mandibles of Neocorixa, and Cymatia, axe 

more prominent than in th e-, 
lother 

corixids. 

In the Heteropteraq the maxillae join together to f orm, two sepaxate 

channels, a dorsal food channel up which food is ingestedp and a ventrallv 

situated saliva channel through which, saliva is ejected,, The two 

maxillae have different distal endsý in Vepa they both have sharp pointed 

ends and long spines on the ventral edgel those of the left maxilla 

ourving round the outside of the right maxilla and those of the right 
0 

maxilla cw7mýround the inside of the left maxillao Proximal to the 

long spines on the left maxilla are some short fine hair-like spinesp 
- 
and 

on the dorsal edge of both mamillaeg extending back for 0-7 mm-9 are 

small f orward-pointing spinese The., -.,, small spines are part of the inter- 

looking mechanism which hold the two stylets together, whilst allowing 

them to move in and out relative to each other, The inner edge of the 

saliva channel on the left maxilla ends in a short curved spine* 

The encl of the left maxilla of Notonecta, is sharply pointedg but has 

no long spines. On the ventral side of the saliva channel, are two groups 

of short fine hair-like spinesp one group of which v;,, at the distal end 

of the channel. The inner edge of the saliva channel has eight. blunt 

forward-pointing spines, and ends in a short blunt spine. On the dorsal 

side of the left maxilla, small forward-pointing spines extend back for 
I/y I. I, 

about 3 The right maxilla has a blunt inwar 'curvift tip and a ventral 

row of long spines which lie against the inner edge of the left maxilla in- 
II 
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the region of the saliva, channel 'but distal to it. The spines axe 

smaller proximally and extend back f or -about 3 mm- ., On the dorsal side 

a row of long sharp spines extends back for only L, 25 mm- , 

Fig- 4-3 shows,. the-j*%4e*; -relationship betweený, the various structures 

along the length of-the rostrum., in Notonecta. ,, At the proximal, end of 

the rostrung the stylet bundle lies in a shallow dorsal groove of the 

first and second labial segmentsp thelabrum extends over these segments 

covering the. stylet. bundle. (fig- 3e2l). -In the midclle-of, the'Second- 

labial segment, the dorsal groove is very shallow in the distal region 

of the segment. However, the stylet, bundle is enclosed within this 

groove which-is sealed along the midline. Distallyp the stylets 

protrude from the tip of the fourth labial segment which is split into 

three partss two lateral lobes-each of which bear numerous sense organs 

and a projection derived from, the ventral wall of the labial groove* 

In each stylet is a cavity which contains the ePithelial cells from 

which the cuticle of the stylets are derived. The diameter of, this 

cavity becomes smaller distally and disappears near the tip of each stylet. 

The mandibles fit olosely against the maxillae for most of their 

I length. They have z, t, two f langess a dorsal f lange which is widest 

distallyp and a narrower ventral distal flange* 

At the basal end of the rostrimp the interlocking mechanism of the 

mxillae is simple, but becomes mre complex distallyp especially those 

parts associated with-the saliva channeL This channel is formed equally 

by both maxillae at the basal end. of the rostrump but it becomes enclosed 

distally within the left maxilla.! t to open into the food channel near, the 
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tip of'the stylet. In thi's region the long spines of'the right maxilla 

project into the food channel. Despite changes in shapet the food and 

saliva channels maintain a'coristant cross-sectional area throughout their 

lengtho except at the distal end where the food channel is en2argedp 

reflecting the greater width of the left maxilla distal to the saliva-'' 

channel, (table 4-1)- 

The maxilla8'diff ir liitlý in f orm-among- the c6rixid species examinedl 

(fig. 4*2)p only tho-se of Neocor - ixa an& Cymatiaihowing obvious modifica- 

tionse All corixid'maxillae are MA smaller thki"those of Nýpa and 

Noi6neciý- The'left maxilla is narrower than the'riglit"except at the 

blunt tip where its dorsal edge is greatly expanded. ' The wide right 

maxilla is pointed at the tip, with single central and ventral teethp 

the ventral edge also bears a row of small forward-pointing spines*' 

In Neoporixa, snowi t he lef t maxi lla is simi lar f exe ept f or' af ew 

small terminal teeth. 'The right maxilla isp'however, m6dif ied- to include 

a large terminal tooths a row of 4 small sharp spines on the ventral edgeq 

and 5 larger pointed spineion the dorsal edge, 

The most noticeable feature in Cymatia bonsdorff i' is . the great length 

of the maxilla compared with the mandibles; thisýin marked contrast to 

other corixidal including Neocorixaj where the maxillae and mandible are 

about the same length. The tip of the left maxilla is 13imilar to that 

of other corixids but has a small barb on its outer side. The right 

maxilla has a large terminal tooth and a smaller distinct dorsal toothq 

but on the ventral edge only the terminal tooth is prominent* It is 

noticeable that t although the mandibles of Cymatia bonsdorff i. and Sigara 
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f alleni, jaxe, of,, similar dimensionsp the longer maxillae of Cymatia are 
p 
distinot3, v_narrowero 

Fig- 4-4 shows theAnter-relationship between the various structures 

along, the. length,, of the rostram in Corixa 'Punctatao The, stylets Ile 

in, a sealedg. dorsal groove in the labium of, a short rostrum and protrude 

through, the, labial orif ice* The area of the, cellular cavity within, 

each. stylet becomes smaller and disappears near, the tip. 
-In 

the left 

maxillap the cavity splits distally into three parts. 

The stylets,,. are composed, of amber-coloured cutioleg but both 

maxillae show long strips, of resilin along their. outer walls. 
'The 

right 

maxilla, also has resilin assooiated. with the dorsal edge and an inward 

projectiont which serve to occlude the f ood- and saliva channels* 

The distal. ends of the maxillae have a-slightly morecomplexseries 

of dorsal grooves and projections 9 which in Cyzatia are well developedq 

associated with the greater length of the maxillae protruded f rom the 

labial orif ice 

The diff erence between the cro as-sectional area of the food and 

saliva channels of all the, corixids examined is much greaterXin Notonectap 

table 4-1- Alsol in, contrast to. Notonecta,. the saliva channel passes 

from the left maxilla into the right maxilla, 

4.4 The food Pump and other structures of the head. 

Disseotions of Sigara falleni and. Diaprepocoris zealandiae are 

illustratedp (figs- 
, 4-5 and 4.6). 

, 
The much larger Corixa Punotata was 

also dissected, but showed Uttle difference from Sofalleni. 

The most convenient corixid for histological study is, the large 
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thop-gh 

Corixa punotats, i3ittle difference other than that associated with size 

is, found-between this species and Sigara falleni. The illustrationsp 

figs- 4-4, and 4-7 - 4-159 are of C. punctatý, and Diaprepocoris matei-lal.. 

Descriptions of the layers and. pockets of the integument and of the 

food pamp are given by Benwitz (1956a) and rarsons (1966) respeotiveV. 

The food pump formed by the epipharynx and hypopharynx is both-cibarial 

and, pharyngeal in origin. ý For conveniencer the epipharynx is regarded 

as the dorsal side of the pump. 

In the typical-corixidl the-epipharyngeal plates lie beneath the 

lateral, extension of the anteolypeust which anteriorly takes the form 

of a median. lobe-3ike projection OLC' figs 4-5 P 4-79 and. 4.8) 'Lving 

within the, labial groove. At-the tip of, the anteolypeus is the reduced 

labrumo The olypeal epipharynx forms-the-trough shaped roof of the 

anterior region. of the food pump, the sides of the trough- extending- - 

dorso-lateral3, v to join the anteolypeus (AC fig- 4-5 and 4-8)- The 

hypopharynx which forms the f loor of the pump, as well as the saliva 

pumpp extends dorsolaterallv to join the loral plate (LP f ig- 4-8), 

Omandibular plate' of Benwitz)* The loral. plate and anteclypeus are-, 

separated. by the olypeoloral cleft (CIC fig-, 4-5 and 4-8), but at the 

posterior end of this cleftt the'epipharynyand hypopharynx are united 

laterallyp their junction forming a thickened ridge (EMP fig- 4-5) running 

from the wall of the head, capsule to the middle region of the food pump. 

The lateral edges of. the-anterior region of the food pump are marked by 

a longitudinal ridge, (Uý, fig- 4-5-and 4-8),, A typical corixid food 

pump has, a long anterior regiong, a short complex middle regiong and a 
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-very short posterior region which opens into the pharynx (PHt fig- 4.5 

and 4 7) 

- The' niusole s of the food pamp'of corixids are difficult to homologize 

with those in the other Hydrocorisal and the system of naming of the 

muscles which his been adop'ted'q is an extension of the system used by 

Parsons (1966) The muscle gýoup 'I is cibarial, originating on the 

ant ea ljipe`uý-ýýdý po'sto lypeus and inserted on to the tendons of the 

anterior region of"th-e food pumpq (Ml and T19 figs-, 4-5 and 4-7)- 

Musc leýý group'2 q'ils o 'C'iiarialj originates on the postelypeus and attaches 

to a thick tendon at the beginning of the pump's middle region, (M2 and 

T29 figs- 4.5 and 4-7)o Muscle group 3 is pharyngeal)lying behind the 

frontal ganglion and originates on the frons. It inserts on to the 

tendon at the posterior end of the pump's middle region (M3 and T39 

figs'- 4.5 and 4-7)- muscle grouP 4 is again pharyngeal originating on 

the frons, and inserting direatly on to the pump's posterior regiong 

figs- 4-5 and 4-7)- 

The pharynx has a layer of circular muscle and^ere it passes 

through the occipital foramena. ja pair of dorso-lateral and ventro-lateral 

dilator muscles (DPq fig- 4-7; musoles 18 and 19 of Parsons). 

4-41 Corixa punctata and Sigara falleni 

General features (fig- 4-7) 
longitudinal sections show the oap-like shape of the corixid head 

-tk-t- t 011CI. 1, 
, whes keoncave posterior surfaceelosely fits on to the pronotum which, 

in turn, is also concave posteriorly, fitting on to the mesonotum* 

Those areas of the cuticle of the pronotumv which are in contact with the 
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air, bubblep- and covered. by very, short and fineýnonstaining filaments, 

are-strongly hydrophobic, The oorixid head and pronotum is an 

unpigmented paleýamber colourpttthe, posterior, vertex behind, the eyes#, 

hewavazqýand the dorsal pronotum have', black pigmented exoouticle.,, The 

I pigment ofýthe, dorsal pronotum, is, restrictod to, distinot patches which 

correspond tothe transverse stripes seen in the whole animal. The thin 

posterior extension of-the pronotum has sm 11 cuticular struts joining 

the dorsal, and ventral layers of, _the 
integument. 

The labium. (figs- 4-4p 4-79 and 4-8) 

Adductor and depressor musoles allow slight movement of the cýAxid 

rostrumt The muscles (IA'ancl ID) are "attached to- the 3Aial shet (18) 

and a second group of adduotors inserted on to the dorsal side of the 

third labial: segment, The labia 11 orif I ice dilator I musoles(IDD) are 

attached by a tendon to the lateral end of each labial orifice lever 

(IOL) near the base of the fourth labial segment* 

The labia^l orif ioe (10) extenda from the fourth transverse ridge 

on the third labial segment to the anterior end of the fourth labial 

segment. The sides of the labial orifice are very flat, but in some 

regions have complex sockets and projections of endocuticle (fig- 44B) 

which make a good seal, when the o rifice is closed* The labial orif ic'e, 

levers articulate with the dorsal fusion of the sides of the labial 

groove (10), and run aýteriorly along each side of the orific'e. They 

expand laterally to the point where they are attached to the-tendon of 

the labial orif ice dilator muscle. The muscle opens the orifice and it 

is closed by the elasticity of the levers and the bari'of haidened 

outiole which run from the levers to the sclerotised base of the labial 
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groove. - The, soft endocutiole of the inner. aides of, the groove is, 

clo se ly applied , to, the stylet s,, - 

, ýThe-different types and arrangement of some 39500, sense organs on 

the thirdýlabial segment and the tnpes and arrangement, on thelourth 

segment are described by Benwitz (1956a), 
--,, Between each transverse 

ridge of sense organsq within the integumentf are bars of sclerotised 

r, utiolet which, are narrower anteriorly. 

The Junction between the maxi l1ary f ood ohanne 1 and the f ood pump (f igs. 
4-4 and 4-5) 

At the Junction of the food channel and the food pumpp the dorsal 

edges of the maxillae separate in the region of the labrum, Here the 

epipharyngeal endooutiole presses down on to the maxillae to seal the 

food channel. lateral epipharyngeal rods of sclerotised cuticlep some 

of which are black pigmentedp support the region. Centrallyq the 

epipharynx projects into the food channel. This projection has thin 

endocuticular walls and a median rod of resilin, it widens posteriorily 

into the food pump proper and the median rod connects with the first 

tendon of the food p=p dilator muscle. Iosterior to the tendony the 

epipharynx is entirely f orlaed of resilin. The tendon originates behind 

the anterior epipharyngeal. sense organ (ASO) which has 4 pairs of pores 

in Sigara fallent and. 5 Pairs in Corixa punotata Between the second 

and third tenaons of the food pump dilator muscle, is the'posterior 

epipharyngeal sense organ (MO) and this has two separate lateral'rows 

of 4 pores eaoh. 

The blwk pigmented anterior projection of the hypopharynx separates 
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the ventral edges of the maxillae and extends to below the anterior 

epipharyngeal sense organ. , Tart of this-projeotion within the food 

channel widens posteriorly to form a trough which expands to envelope 

the, styletsý - In the region of the first tendon of the food pump 

dilator musclej the hypophar. Tmx joins laterally with the epipharynx to 

f orm the f ood pump. II . '' - 

, The efferent saliva duct-projects into the-saliva channel of the 

maxillaeo 

The Corixinae food pump 

Within the - Corixinae 9, the f orm of ý thel ood pump is -very constant. 

The pump is described from named species of -4 genera. - These are 

Corixa (Corixa-sp., Elson (1937); ý Copunetata (Illig. ) and'o. panzari 

(Fiebo)p Button (1951); C. punctata (Illig. )q Benwitz (1956a); 

Hosperocorixa (HAinnei (Fieb. )p lbisson'(1924) ; Hescheri (Heer)i 

Marksý(1958)v H. interrapta (Say)v Iliaxsons-, (1966); Sigara S. striata- 

(Unn. )p Giese (1883); S. striata (Linn., )p S. falleni. (Fieb. )p Sdistinota 

(Fiebo*)q S. semistriata (Fieb. )p Sutton (1951); S. 1ateralis (Ijeach)g 

S. falleni Fieboy Benwitz (1956a); S. ornator (Abbt*)l Parsons (1966); 

S. dorsalis -(leach) 9 E13iott and Elliott (1967); Arctocorixa sp. ýp 'and 

Rmphocorixa, acuminat&, (Uhler)q Griffith (1945)- In this present workl 
WOj eeý*, pi; pNeA 

the food p=pyin the following species ; Tgk& Corixa Punctati 

(Illig. ). Sigarafalleni. (Eieb. )s S. dorsalis (Leach)v S. nigrolineata 
I (Fieb. )týand Callir-orixa usta (Fieb. ). 

The ýg -4-49 4-5t and 4-7 to 4-10) 

In the anterior part of this regionp the f ood pump is strongly 
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V-shaped in cross-sectiong but posteriorly it becomes wider and roundedt 

and then flat-bottomedl posteriorly. There is a constriction about 

ha3f way along its lengthp and here the epipharynx is covered by fine 

backward-pointing spines* On the posterior half of this region of the 

pumpq the spines are restricted to the lateral edges. 

The roof of the anterior region of the pump is formed from resilin 

and attached laterally for mst of its length to the epipharyngeal 

longitudinal ridge* The epipharynx and hypopharynx are closely applied 

to each other in the region of the longitudinal ridge and extend 

dorsolaterally to the olypeoloral cleftp where it is present. A 

strengthened vertical ridge (BE) curves from the posterior end of the 

clypeoloral cleft to the posterior end of the anterior region of the food 

pump. 

The hypopharynx forms the floor of this region of the food pumpp 

and is of sclerotised cuticle with an inner, dorsalp layer of red staining 

cuticle* 

The tendons of the muscle group 1 become stronger posteriorlyp and 

the nusole fibres inserted on to each tendon extend posteriorly and 

laterally to the olypeus, The fibres nearest to the mid line extend 

furthest back. The most anterior tendon and =sale axe very strongp 

and have the same form as the other anterior group 1 msclesp (ofo labrum 

abductor musolep Benwitz 1956a)o 

Middle region of the food pump, the masticatorq (f igs- 4-5 P 4-7 and 4-9-11) 

The middle region of the food pump ('masticator' of Griffith (1945) 

and tKauapparatt of Benwitz (1956a)) is regarded as one of the most 
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complex masticating and filtering devices f10 und 
. in Heteroptera (Farsons 

1966). It is formed from both cibarial and pharyngeal regions in 

corixids. 

An epipharyngeal transverse fo , la (TF) separates the midd le region 

of the food pump from the area just described. This transverse f old 

is more pronounced laterally where the ventral surface is covered by 

numerous fine bristleso 

For conveniencel the epipharynx of the masticator can be divided 

into three zones* Zone (1) (zones 1 and 11 of llarsons 1966)p lies 

between the transverse fold and transverse groove (TG) and is divided 

by a median. groove (XG. fig- 4-5)- The tendonp T29 inserts at the 

junction of the transverse and median grooves* 

tendons a dorsal transverse ridge (TR and TRE) 

longitudinal ridges,, -(ER an&-ER, eapee4usly). X 

colouredo closely packedl hexagonal teeth lie 

On either side of this 
(q E) 

joins the vertical and 

row of strongg anber- 

ventral to the transverse 

rideq and is interrapted by the median groove. These teeth form a 

chisel-shaped edgel the central ones are longer with prominent points* 

Dorsal to the teeth is a pale-blue staining cellular structure with 

emoouticular cell walls* From this structurev a thin strip of emocutiole 

extends through the transverse ridge to the hnpopharynxt and longitudinal 

and vertill, ridges. Resilin forms most of the transverse ridges and 

endocutiold forms most of the zone (1) where it bulges into the transverse 

f o3. d* 

Zone (2) (zone 111 of Parsona)q posterior to the transverse groove 

consists of resilin with ventral rows of e1oauticular teeth. The zone 



narrows posteriorlyp and there is a median gap between the hindmost 

teeth. '- The"anterior'teeth are arranged in regular rows and their 

form progressively changes from shortv strongp pointed teeth to thing 

long, double-pointed teeth at the posterior 3-imit of this zone, (fig- 4-11)o 

Zone (3) (zone 1V of'Tarsons) comprises two pads of resilin on 

either side of the endocuticle to which the tendon, T3p is attached, 

lbsterioýýlaterally the zone is formed by exocutiole. 

The blaak pigmented emooutiole of the strong bowl-shaped hypophax7nx 

of the masticator is restricted to a single ventral layer found beneath 

the dentioulate pad beneath zones (1) and (2). Beneath zone (1) are 

strongg backward-pointing spines which axe laterally finer and more 

numerous. Uhder zone (2) there are very fine spines. All these 

spines are emocutioular howeverp the cuticle forning most the denticulate 

pad has a fibrous appearance and stains both red and blue. In the 

posterior hypopharynx there is a thin dorsal layer of resi1ing separated 

by a pale--blue staining cuticle from the ventral layer of sclerotised 

cuticle which forms the posterior transverse ridge (TRE)* 

Posterior region of food pump, - 
(figs- 4-5P 4-7P 4-9t mad 4,, 11)- 

This is a very short region where a small dilator muscle, 149 

attaches directly to the epipharynx. Here the walls of the pump are of 

endocutiolog except for a slightly strengthened region at the muscle 

insertion,, The pharyngeal wall is also strengthened at the point of 

attachment of the Pharyngeal dilator muscles (DP)* 

Salivary-pýmpp (fig- 4-7) 

The corixid salivary pump is similar too but relatively smaller thanj 

those of other Heteroptera. 
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Glands, (f ig. 4-8) 

a. Dermal glands. The cell bodies of these glands are filled with 

densely staining materialq usually a dark purple' in coloui, (Benwitz 1956a)v 

and open to the exterior via pores described in sections 3-3 and 3-75- 

b* Iýypoj; ýaýynjjýal'ýlandý* L'pair of small elongated" glands (IDruse 

der Eýypopharyzlf lugell of Benwit'z) open into a'channal in the hypopharyngeal 

wingsl and connect with the space around the stylets. 

a. Cepha3ic g. lands. The cephali o, glands (CG) (111axillary'-glincll 

of Benwitz) axe the largest'glands in the corixid head and lie between 
0 

the compound eyes. They consist of vaci3ýated epithcLial cellS"which 

contain a blue staining material 4 completely a large central' 

cavity within which -similar substance is found. These glands open 

behind the anteclypeus and in front of-the bristles of the maxillary 

plate. 

d*. ta'bial'91-andS. The labial glands (LG) appear-as rounded 

structures on each side of the labial groove. The secreting calls are 

arranged around the edge of a blue staining area conneoting them'to a 

small central lumen whichl in turn, connects to the space surrounding 

the stylets and'to the gap between the labium and anteclyl)6uso 

Corixinae nymphs 

In the first instar nymphs Of Corixa punctata the foocl Pump is 

essentially the same as that of the adult, although the masticator is 

less powerfully constructed. 

4-42 Diaprepocoris zealaýdiaýj kigs-4.6 and 4-12 to 4-15) ' 

This species differs from other corixids in that the olypeoloral '' 
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cleft extends laterally and shows no tendency to curve anteriorly or 

to run posteriorly. Alsop unlike other corixids, the vertical ridge 

(EE) is straight. 

The anterior region of the food pump changes shape evenly, with 

no central constriction and there the epiphaxyrx lacks bristles* 

The middle region of the food pump is not as complex or powerful 

as that of the Corixinae. The epipharynx consists of resilin which 

forms radiating struts on the dorsal surface* The exocutioular teeth 

are similar in form and arrangement to those of zone (2) in Corixap 

In Diaprepoporis there is a median epipharyngeal grooves Muscle group 2 

is inserted on to tendon (T2)p originating from the anterior roof of the 

masticator. In contrastp muscle group 3 inserts directly on to the 
I 

posterior roof of the masticator. 

The hnoopharynx of the masticator shows s. imilarities to Corixa 
It 

but is simpler* It is f ormed main3, v of sclerotisea cuticleý me-see4AU-1e., 

but in the posterior part of the masticator there is an area of endocutiole 

and resilin which extends into the Posterior region of the food pump* 

Anteriorly there are dorsal longitudinal ridges which fit between the 

epipharyngeal teeth, 

The posterior region of the f ood pump is longg becoming narrow 

posteriorly-and changes from a V-shaped trough with a sclerotised 

hyphopharynx and an epipharynx of resilin to a membrwýoous endocuticular 
II 

pharynx. The =sale grouP 4 insertX directly on to the epiphaxym. 

The labial and cephalic glands differ from the homologous structures 

in other corixids* The labial glands are tubular with the glandular 



epitheli= adjacent to the central canal. The thin glandular epithelium 

of the oephalio glands only partially surrounds the large central 

cavity in this species* 

4-43 Mioronecta poweri 
The food p=p of Ideronecta and another member of the sub4amilyp 

Micronectinae, Tonag2bia selecta, q is basically the same as that of the 

Corixinse * 
The anterior region of the food pump, like that of Diaprepocorisq 

shows neither constriction nor epipharyngeal bristles. Also there is 

no transverse fold* 

The epipharyngeal teeth of the middle region of the food pump. have 

the same basic arrangement asAthe Corixinae*' There are only two rows 

of large blunt3, v pointed teeth in zone (1)9 the teeth of each row arise 

alternately, (see Walton 1938)-' In contrastj the teeth of zone (2) 

are finer than those of the Corixinaeq but the basic arrangement and 

type of teeth is the same* 

Except for the exoouticular teethq the epipharynx of zones (1) and 

(2) is formed of resiling connected directly to the solerotised lateral 

walls of the hypopharynx, Zone (3) is composed of emocuticlep except 

for the thin endocular region posterior to tendon, (T3)- This 

endocutiele extends into the shortl posterior region of the food p=p 

where it is slightly thickened at the insertion of the small =scleý IT4. 

Two tendons arise at the junotion of the median and transverse 

grooves. The large anterior tendont T29 forms the attaohment for many 

mascle f ibresp whereas the smaller posterior tendon has only a single 
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median muscle fibre, (Walton 1938)- This median muscle passes behind 

the frontal ganglion and ist thereforeq pharyngeal in origing unlike 

the =soles of group 2 which are cibarial. Funationallyl howevers the 

median muscle is part of masole gioup 2. 

The hypopharynximiddle and posterior rq&ions of the food pump 

has several distinct zones which are referred to in relation to the 

epipharyngeal struotizies above them. The first zonev lying anterior to 

the ep, ipharyngeal teethp is formed entirely of endocuticle with several 

rows of dorsal bristles which are longg strong, and point backwards. 

This zone is separated by a small transverse groove from a darkly 

pigmented exocuticular region with a row of blunt teeth which oppose 

the epipharyngeal teeth of zone (1). Beneath the epiphaxyngeal, zone'(2) 

is a region of resilin with finep dorsal posterior pointing spines* 

Thsterior to this zone is a ventral layer of exocuticle which extends 

into the posterior region of the food pump. Beiween the emocuticle 

and a dorsal layer of resilin is endocuticle. The later-. ial hypopharyngeal 

walls of the middle and posterior regions of the pamp are mainly of 

sclerotised outioleo 

4-44 Oymatia bonsdorffi 

In contrast to other corixias the dorsal surface of the third 

labial segment is not ridged, (see section 3-44 and fig- 3,12). It is 

composed posteriorly of solerotised cuticle and anterior3y of resilin. 

-and, endocutioles In contrast to the usual arrangement of socketsp 

there is a set of overlapping flaps whichp when olosedl seal the labial 

orifice. Surrounding the labial orifice there are large Ifrillys lobes 
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of enaocutiole. 
The zost numerous sense organs of both the third and fourth labial 

segments have taotile sense organs with fine hair-like bristles* Other 

types of sense organs are also found on the terminal segment. 

The form of the food pump is basically the same as that in the 

Corixinae/however, the musculature has in addition a set of dorsal 

transverse muscles on either side of the small masole group 4- 

The anterior region of the f ood pump has no constriotion, but in 

the posterior quarter of this region there are fineg backward-pointing 

bristles covering the ventral surface of the epipharym. The dorsal 

surface of the epipharynx bears a median strip of endocutiole. 

The middle region of the food p=p has no black pigmented cuticlep 

and is less massively constructed. thah that in Corixa* The transverse 

fold in the epipharynx has laterally numerous fine bristlese 

In zone (1)p the teeth are similar to those of the Corixinaes but 

above them, instead of the cellular structure, is a rod of exoouticle 

with a small central hole. This exocutiole is continuous with the 

thin strip in the transverse ridge and joins the lateral longitudinal 

and vertical ridges of the anterior region of the food pump* Re si lin 

f orms the bulk of the transverse ridge which is very tall laterallyo 

Anterior to the transverse #dge an endocuticular bulge projects into 

the transverse fold* 

The teeth of zone (2) are similar to those of Co rixa and Sigara. 

The teeth of the anterior row axe large and roundedg but the other teeth 

are fine, On top of the resilin is a Uyer of endocuticle, 
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Zone (3) is composed of resilin attached to the hypophaxy= and 

has an extensive ventral layer of exocuticle. 

The hypopharynx forming the sides of the middle and posterior 

regions of the food p=p is of solerotised cuticle. Under zone (1), 

the hypopharynx is exoouticular and bears a transverse row of blunt 

teeth with laterally a large number of fine backward-pointing spines. 

In the mid-linep the exocuticle is continuous with the posterior transverse 

ridge. Beneath zone (2) the dorsal layer of resilin has longg fine 

backward-pointing bristles which become smaller posteriorly and are 

replaced by small spiney tubercles. Iaterally# in this region is a 

ventral area of endocuticlep whilst dorsal to the exocuticular transverse 

ridge is endocutiole surmounted by a layer of resilin (of. Corixa. 

fig-, 4-1l)- This arrangement of cuticle extends into the posterior 

region of the food pump* 

4.45 Stenocorixa, Drotrusa 

Aj7aing the food pump is similar to that of the Corixinaeo 

11r'ominent hypopharyngeal teeth are seen in a transverse sectiong 

probably through the anterior of zone (1)9 Poisson and JaczewsId (1928)o 

4-46 Notonecta glauca 

In Notonectal the transition between the fooa channel of the styletsl 

to a channel formed by the epipharynx and hypopharynx, and then to the 

food pumpp is gradual. In the region of the junation between the labrim 

and anteo34-peusp the inaxillary stylets separate and later become widely 

separated by an anterior sclerotised projection of the hypopharynx. The 

efferent saliv duct protrudes into the sa3iva channel of the maxillary 
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stylets (fig- 4-3)o The hypopharSnx widens posteriorly and becomes 

trough-shaped before joining the epipharynx laterally to form the food 

channel. The hypopharyngeal portion of this channel and in the anterior 

region of the food pump consists of solerotised cuticle. 

Where the stylets separate p the epipharynx consists of dorsal 

endocuticle and ventral resilin and presses down-on to the stylets, 

sealing the food channel. In th4part, of the food channel formed by 

the hypopharynx and epipharynxy the latter forms the flat roof. The 

epipharynx is thin anteriorly and bears a median row of 10 pore. sp the 

openings of the anterior epipharyngeal sense organ. Behind these 

openings, a solerotised transverse bar is followed by the food pump* 

The roof of the pumpp which is composed of resiling bulges forwards 

slightly and fills the whole of the hypopharyngeal trough when the dilator 

muscles are relaxed. 

The first tendon of the dilator muscles is stronger than the nearby 

tendons of the imsole (of. Corixa and Si=a), On either side of the 

space between the f irst two tendons is a row of three pores from the 

posterior labial sense organ. Between the second and fourth tendons 

on the ventral epipharynx are fine bristles which are restricted to the 

central area* 

The food pump has again three regions including a complex middle 

region (Giese 1883 and Tarsons 1966). 

4.5 Struoture and funotion 

In some cases# direct observation has shown haW a particular 

structure is usedp eege the stylets, but in other cases the function of 
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some parts of the head is deduced from their structure., and it is 

necessary to pay particular attention to detail. 

4.51 The stylets - 

In the species studieAv only the barbed distal end of the nandible 

penetrates the prey during feeding* The function of the mandibles is 

solely to hold the prey (section 2&32). The sharp barbs-, of the mandibles 

of Nepa and Notonecta are obvious3, y suitable for hooking into the 

integamentary tissues of the prey. Nepal which has delicate mandiblesp 

holds the prey in its powerful raptorial forelegs. The distal group of 

barbs of Notonecta mandibles are like the blunt projections of the corixid 

mandibles. These projections are most prominent in Neocorixa and 

Cymati 9 which are known to feed on large swimming prey (section 2.25). 

Corizid mandibles are curved distallyp and are capable of slight rotation 

(Benwitz 1956a). Both of these features increase their effectiveness 

as anchoring and manipulating organs* 

The maxillae of Notonecta and Nepa are =ch longer than the mandibles 

and during feedingg they penetrateAdeeFir into the prey (seotion 2-32). 

The maxillae of CZMtia which f eecls on large preyt axe also longer than 

the mandibles and they protrude from the rostrum further than -the maxillae 

0 of other corixids. In all speoiesp at least one maxilla has a sharP 

point* The maxillae are probably the stylets used first to penetrate the 

prey. Both maxillae have sharp points in Nepa) but only the left one 

is sharply pointed in Notonecta. and the right one in corixids, The 

Z, right maxilla of both ITeocorixa and Cymatia ha-s-i, larger distal spines 

than other corixids, o- 
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Iong, curved spines are found on the distal end of both maxillae 

in. 17epa, p and. on the right one in Notonectaf but axe entirely, absent, in 

corixids.,., These, long spines are also found in other-Heteroptera -- 
(Belostomatidaep Qaadri (1951); Gerris remigis Say (Gerridae)p Cranston 

and Sprague (1961); Gelastocoris- oculatus (F. ) (Gelastocoridae)p 
-29xsons 

(1959); 
- 

Saldula pallipes (F 
e) 

(SaIdulidae) 
t ýParsons (1962); - Umnogonus 

fossarum. (Fo) (Gerridae)p Cheng (1967))---- But in these other species, 

the arrangement of the-spines is not sufficiently well known nor is their 

relationship to the opposite stylet known. There axe two possible ways 

in which the-long spines may function. They may help to hold the 

maxi, llae -to gether (Q#iadri 195 1) 9 but - thi aia unlike ly - bee ause ý in bot h 

Nepa. and Notonects, the long spines of one maxilla lie inside the food 

channel when the tips of the maxillae are level. -Alternative1yq'the long 

spines may filtar the food. (Parsons, 1959)- , This seems to be-their 

function in Notonecta., , In the prey, the left maxills, moves relative to 

the right maxilla, frequently and rapid3, vg but does not extend beyond 

the tip of the right maxilla. 'When the left maxilla, is partly withdrawnj 

the, long spine s of the ý right maxi lla are expo sed p and as they almo at 

complete the second side of the food channels could act as a filter* 

The same procedure could operate in- Lej2a* The absence of a maxillary 

filtering mechanism in corixids =st be associated with their ability 

to ingest, large particles and membranes - (section 2 -33) - 

The maxillae of Nepa and Notonectap andl-in factl' all other Hemiptera 

except the corixidsp form two sealed channels, over a great lengthi at, -'-' 

least 2 millimetres in Nepal and yet are, capable of-,, independent extension 
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and withdrawal. In Notonecta_0 the maxillae have interlocking projections 

and grooves which are better developed at the distal. end (fig- 4-3)- 

Alsoy at the didtal, end of the maxillaep and on the lateral edgesp are 

numerous short forward-pointinj spines which run in the grooves of the 

opposite maxilla. Similar spines are found in In contrastp 

the grooves and projections of the short maxillae, of corixids are very 

simple (fig* 4*4)9 but they are better developed in Cymatia where the 

longer maxillae'are protruded further from the rostrum. 

The mechanism f or holding the maxillae together 'also seals the f ood 

and saliva channels. In many Heteropteral including the Corixidae and 

Notonectap the proportion that each maxillit contributes to the saliva 

channel varies along the length of the stylet bundle. In Notonectap 

the saliva channe 1 is formed equally by both maxi llae proximally but 

distally the saliva channel is formed entirely by the left maxilla and 

opens into the food channel just before the tip of the stylet. A 

similar condition is found in Saldula pa 1 Pes (F. ) (SaIdulidae) 

t, qxsons (1962). This peculiar condition in Notonecta and SaIdula'would 

ensure the saliva mixing with the ingested food. Howevert external 

digestion of the prey occurs '(section 2-31) presilmobly by proteases from 

the saliva which is ejected into the prey. ' It is possible that the 

movements of the left maxillal which contains the saliva channel, are 

associated with the injection and spread of the saliva within the prey. 

In Notonecta j. resilin is only found at the basal end of 

the maxillaer along the-, ventral edges. These-are the edges which have 

to main I tain the sealed saliva channel and to accommodate the efferent 
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saliva duot, which is insertecl into the saliva channel. 

Resilin is much more-important in the sea3ing mechanism of the 

food and saliva channels In the maxillae of corixids. - The edges of 

the stylets axe pressed together by their own elasticity and by the 

labiumv, and a seal is achieved by the strips of, rubber-3ike cuticle. 

In all corixids examinedv the food channel is proportionateVýwider 

and the saliva channel narrower than the equivalent structures in 

Notonecta. The width of the food. channelt and hence the maxillag'in 

Notonecta is limited by. the need for f lexibility as -wide maxillae, axe 

structurallyýresistant to bending. The narrow saliva channel in corixids 

is associated with their small saliva pupp. A wide saliva channel in 

Notonecta may also be associated with the need to-'reduce the resistance 

to the f low of ý. saliva down the great length of the styletso 

4.52 labium -, -, I 

The long, mobile rostrum of Notonecta, and the shortp almost totally 

immobile rostrum of the Corixids have similar sense organs on the tip 

of the terminal-segment and both'have a'solerotised ventral'projeotion 

from the'labial groove (figs- 4-3 and 4-4)- Unlike_Fbtonectýq the 

labial orifice of the corixids can be'alosed and sealed when the stylets 

are retracted into the rostrum. -Ilso, the labial groove is lined with 

endocutiole which, by pressing against the styletsp can seal the groove 

even when the stYlets are extended* 'As Corixa has a higher uptake of 

water through the cuticle than Notonecta '(Staddon 1966), any mechanisms 

such as the ability to seal-the labial groove which prevents inf low of 

waterl are significant* - 



4 . 53 The junction', between the stylet s and the f ood,. pump 
rhi s &r%0crA(cok &, rts, ir% 

I'l/l Notonecta there are three functional regions; o ne, the 

transition from the food channel of the maxillae to the food channel 

formed by the epipharynx and hypopharynx; two Ia sensory region with 

the anterior epipharyngeal organ in the food channel and the posterior 

epipharyngeal organ near the tip of the food pump; three, the food pump 

itself . 
In rorixids; all these f unctional regions overlap, f or example , 

the flexible epipharyngeal roof and the sense organs project into the 

'food chaxmel"whioh is sbill largely formed by the maxillae. 

4-54 The food pump 

The corixid food pump is divided'into three regions; -, anterior and 

posterior 'pumping regions and a middle masticatory region* 

The long anterior region of the food pump sucks the food material 

up through the food chazmel in the stylets and pushes it into the middle 

region. The roof of the anterior pump is actively raised by the dilator 

musciesp but returns to its normal position by the elasticity of the 

IL 
resilin of which the roof is composed. This movement eVes food to be 

pumped into the animal. The fine bsokward-pointing bristles in the , 

Corixinae and Cymatia, mist prevent paxticAes passing forwards* 

The middle and posterior regions of the-food pump in the Corixinae 

-L4 
for ' at powerful masticatory apparatus known in the Heteroptera-, MAýo 

& 
(Parsons 1966). A moae of working is described by Elliot and Elliot x i, 

(1967)v but fuller knowledge of the structures is now available. " -, 

Prom the position of the masticator in different specimensi, the 



mascles, M2 and 113 appear to work in Opposition to each other. When 

the masol6p" IT2 contracts' zone (1), and'the anterior/pf zoiae (2) of the, 

epipharyngeal roof are raised'and the posterior end of'zone (2) is' 

pulled f orwards Slight ly. " The roof 'bend, s along the medivA -, groo've v =d 

transverse groovel , at the junction of zones''(2) and'(3)'and along the 

junctionlof zones (l)-and'(2) with'the hypopharynx. ' The transverse 

ridge of zone (1), composed of resilin and the strip of exocutioles, is 

twisted. It is the'untwisting of, the: transverse'ridges which probably 

provides'the greatest force returning the'anterior roof'of the masticator 

to its original position when the" muscle, 12* relaxes. The teeth of 

zone (1) strike against ý the, anterior, teeth of the hypopharyngeal. 

denticulate pad. Th; 'cellular' structure supporting the epipharyngeal 

teeth of zone' (1) probably has great resilience and is able to'absorb 

the strains-inourred when'the'tooth'row descends'sharply on substances 

of differing, hardness* The mesocutiole'forming the bulk of the 

denticulate pad probably also jYc)ie`sses great resilie=e. Zone (2) 

is pushed back as well as down and the'teeth of1his'zone-grind and 

scrape against-the posterior region of the dentioulate pad. * 

The contraction'of =sole'; 113 raises zone (3) and the posterior'end 

of zone (2) and probably pulls the anterior end of this zone backwards, 

causing the teeth to grind against the hypopharynx, The epipharynx 

bends Most along the junction of zones (2) and (3)'and the 'Junction of 

zone (3) with-the'hypopharynx., It is'returned to its starting position 

by the elasticity of the roofq with a large-part of the forae possibly 

being provided by the thin mouticle which joins the posterior 

4 
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epipharynx ancl hypopharynx (figs - 4-11 D, and., E)e 

The, probable sequence of events in the, masticator are as f ollows 

It is convenient to start with mascle M2 relaxed and muscle M 

contractingy -so 
that, suation is occurring in the posterior half of the 

masticator and with the partiole, laden, liquid-being pushed into the, 

masticator by, the anterior food pump. ., The liquid passe a acro ss and 

th: rough, the transverse foldt and reaches the-posterior part of the 

masticator throUghthe, zone, (l) teeth and the anterior denticulate pad 

of the hypopharynx. ., 4 Probab ly a large part , of the liquid, passes laterally 

through the filter of fine bristles., the large partic,, iles being left 

in the region ofl,, the, transverse fold. 

The anterior food pump roof is now pressed against the hypophax7nX 

and, the muscle-M3 relaxes and the posterior region of, the mastioator 

roof descendsp piýshing the liquid and, crushed partic. -.,. les into the 

posterior food. p=p and pharynx. At this pointp the posterior =Soles 

of musole group 1 and -the musclesIM and M3 are relaxed. 

Musciev, =,, now rapidly, contracts andýrelaxesj raising the anterior 

roof of the masticator. and allowing it to-snap back, When the anterior 

roof, of, -the- masticator is raisedg, the particles and liquid accumulated 

in theAransverse fold. and between the masticator and anterior food Pump 

are brought into the space under the teeth of zone (1) and anterior 

zone (2), where they are crushed. - The teeth of zone (1), towardis the 

midline are most sharply pointed, and are probably used to Pierce food 

particleaq the central region being the place where the largest food 

particles will be gathered-9 and the greatest force developed by the 

masticator. Iaterallyp where the zone (1) teeth are blunter and are 
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moved lessl they probably grind material against the anterior dentioulate 

Pau. When the anterior roof. of the masticator is raisedg the posterior 

raking teeth of zone, (2) are against. the posterior part of the denticulate 

padp and when the anterior roof of the, masticator-snaps down the teeth 

of zone (2)v scrape and grind against the posterior part of the dentioulate 

pad. 
, 

Towards the end of this movement p the muscle, 113 contractsp staxting 

to raise the roof of the posterior masticator, an action which probably 

intensifies the grinding by the anterior teeth of zone (2). It may 

be that the raising of the posterior roof of the masticator both pulls 

, 'back and then pushes zone (2) forwards, and this activity mazy also off eat 

the action of theteeth of, zone (1). -, The cycle now begins againg and 

with the contraction of muse le M3 and the 
_ 
activity of the anterior f ood 

pump, liquid, is now flushed through the filters of the anterior 

masticator and over the posterior dentiou3ar pad, washing out the crushed 

, material* 

It is not known what volume of liquid passes through the masticator 

in each oydle and, how much remains to go through the procedure again* 

It would be possible for a closed system to be set up for a thorough 

maceration of material if the circular mascles of the pharynx remainecl 

contractedp and, from an. examination of the contents of, the midgats it is 

known that the masticator is very efficient at breaking up material as 

resistant as algal cellst though some unbroken material and., membranes do 

get through. (section 2, -33)- 
The masticator of Cymatia is less powerfullv constructed than in 

the Corixinaej but probably functions in a similar way. The hind part 
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of the masticator and the"posterior region of the food pampq form a 

powerful pumping unit. The dorsal transverse muscles in the posterior 

region'of the -pump are IaI mst miable feature, 

The masticator of Micronecta. is again essentially similar to that 

of Corixa but it is less powerful. Instead of the transverse fold 

and fine backward-pointing epipharyngeal bristles, longp fine backward- 

po int ing hypo pharynge al bri st les ac t as afi lt er. 

In Diaprepocorisq the middle and posterior regions of the food pump 

are different. There is a simple middle region with epipharyngeal 

teeth"and the roof slightly stronger than the rest of the pump. Unlike 

Corixat there are 'no filtering or p article guiding mechanisms* Also 

in contrast to Corixa there is a long posterior pump. 

The""museles, M2p and Mj probably act alternately, muscle M2 

raising the anterior end of the masticator roof which bends along the 

median groovel the posterior teeth remaining in contaot with the hypo- 

pharynx. Men this mousole relaxes, the strengthened resi3in roof 

brings the teeth down against the hypopharyriggeal ridges and pushes the 

posterior teeth barokwardsp scraping up any food particles present, At 

this pointp the =sole M3 probably contractal raising the posterior end 

of the masticator roof and dragging the anterior end with its strong 

teeth baokwardsq grinding the food particles against the hypopharynx 

ridges. With the relaxation of muscle M3 the grinding action of the 

teeth is continued as the masticator roof returns to its original 

position, The pumping action of these movements of the masticator are 

probably synchronized with the pumping activities of the anterior and 



posterior region of the food pumps. 

4-55 Glandsý 

Corixids contain mamy different and prominent glands in the head, 

their functions are still subject to speculation. Some differences 

between the glands of different oorixids have been noticed. 

No dermal glands at all are found. in Cymatia whereas these 

prominent glands, are found on all the. other corixids examined, - 
The 

dermal glands may be associated with the other, corixidst, greater activity 

and their searching in the detritus for food where-they have increased 

contact with bacteria and organic matter* This activity increases the 

chance of. organisms becoming attached to the corixid, and the dermal 

glands mayýcontain a substance which deters the adhesion of these 

organisms. 

All corixids have large cephalic (maxillary) glands which open 

directly to the exterior. These, glands in Diaprepocoris, have a thinner 

epithelium than the other species examined, ,Iý 
There is also a difference between the labial glands of Diaprepocoris 

and the other corixids. 1. 
In Diaprepocorisv they are tubular$ butlin 

the other corixids they are very compact. The labial glands open into 

the space round the stylets, and into the space between the anteclypeus 

and labium, (fig- 4-13)9 and, these, glands may produce a bacteriacide to 

keep. these spaces clean* 

The thin elongated glands of the hypopharynx wings also, connect with 

the space surrounding the stylets and may produce a substance with 

similar properties# and-a lubricant. 
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4.6 Discussion of the'variation of the food -pump in the Corixidae 

-, Stages in the development of the Corixinae food pump from. 'a type 

similar to that of the, present day Diaprepocorisp can be seen in both 

Micronecta and Cymatiaqý'though all three, genera have structures which 

show divergence from the main evolutionaryl-ine. ýI', ý 

The form of the Diapre-pocoris food -Pumpq with the long anterior 

and posterior regions ýand the short complex middle region immediately 

behind the olypeoloral cleft, is similar, to that of four other Hydrocorixae 

familiesp i. e. Notonectidae, Naucoridaet Ochteridae'and Gelastoteridae. 

The food pump in these families is almost'entirely'oibarial in origing 

in contrast to the food pump of Diaprepocorisp which'is half, pharvngeal. 

In the other sub-families of corixidsp the posterior region of, the food 

pump with its mascle M4 is very reduced. This reduction is associated 

with a more complex middle region of the food pump with a posterior 

pumping area. This change is also associated with the lengthening of 

the anterior region of the food pump and the corresponding posterior- 

extension of the clypeoloral cleft. The cleft also has an anterior 

extension in Stenocorixaj C and the Corixinae, giving better 

support to the anterior and middle regions of the food pump*" 

The epipharyngeal teeth of Diaprepocoris and their relationship to 

masoles M2 and M3, are remarkably similar to the teeth of zone (2) in 

other corixids (cf- figs 4-11 and 4-15)- The large epipharyngeal teeth 

of zone (1) can easily be derived from those anterior to tendon T2 and 

the ItLbsence of a median groove in zone (1), gives the form of epipharyngeal 

teeth found in Microneoia. The development of the transverse ridge in 
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zone, (l) and of the transverse fold with fine epipharyngeal teeth which 

extend into the anterior region of the food pumpq is seen in both 

Cymatia and the Corixinae., In the Corixinae, the transverse ridge is 

more powerfully developedl-and has a transverse 'cellular' exocuticular 

structure. The distribution of the epipharyngeal bristles in the 

anterior region of the food pump ist howevert more ýelaborate. 

The form of the hypopharynx of the posterior part of the masticator 

is similar in all the corixids except that in Cymatia and the Corixinae 

there is, in additiong a transverse ridge* The hypopharynx of the 

anterior part of the masticator is much more variable. In Diaprepocoris 

there are exocuticular ridgesp but in the other sub-families there are 

exocuticular teeth and spines beneath zone (1). There are also finer 

backward-pointing spines beneath zone (2)9 though the arrangement and 

form of the teeth and spines is peculiar to each sub-family. In 

Micronecta, there is also an anterior group of long backward-pointing 

spines which act as a filter. In Cymatia and the Corixinaet bristles 

of the transversefold and lateral hypopharyngeal spines have a similar 

filtering function (section 4-54)- 

There are other structural features which indicate divergence from 

the main line of evolution, an example of this in Diaprepocoris being 

the dorsal struts of resilin in the masticator. More obvious are the 

dorsal transverse msoles of the posterior region of the food pump in 

Cymatiap associatecl with the powerful activity of the masticator in 

this sub-family* 

The significance in Nicronects, of the small pharyngeal masole 
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0 
associated with the muscle M2 my only be determined after examination 

of Tena'cpobia, the other large genus of the sub-fanilys Histological 

material was not available. 

In Cymat ia 9 the differences in the structure of the food pump from 

that of the Corixinae axe largely related to their diet of large 

swimming animals and because they do not ingest material with hard 

silica parts such as algae* 
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Species 
Number of 

the diagram 

Noton 4.3 b 
Rlauca 0 

d 
e 
f 
9 

. 0. . 

Corixa 4.4 e 
punctak-L f 

9 

Diaprepocoris 
zealandiae 

CMRatia 
bonsdorffi 

S ip,, ara 
falleni 

Micronecta 

32oweri 

Food 
channel 

360 
410 
410 
360 
410 
730 

1550 
1550 
10 

260 

200 

330 

40 

v 

Saliva 
channel 

80 
50 
35 
40 
40 

30 
20 
15 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 
Area of the efferent saliva duct; N. glauca, 70 P C. punctata, 16 

Table 4.1v Shows the area (e2) of the food and saliva channels of the 

maxillae and the area of the distal end of the efferent saliva duct 

of Notonecta Rlauca, and several species of corixid, The diagram of 

the section, from which the measurements are taken is indicated, 
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Fig- 4-1 Stylets of female Iýydrocorjsae. Distal end of manaibles and 

maxillae; Neocorixa snowi, o a. left mandibleg b. right maxilla; Nep+inerea 

a. left maxilla, d. right maXillat f, and go mandible; Notonecta, 

glauca h. left maxillat i. right maxillap J- left mandible; k-m. 

Wandible (IM) and Maxilla, (NX)p ko ITeocorixa, 1. LeL)aj mt Notonecta. 

Figs. a-j. and k-m. are to the same scale as the equivalent structures 

in Fig- 4.2o 

.1. ý. 
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Fig- 4-2 Stylets of Corixidae. Distal end of mandibles and maxillae; 

Cymatia, bonsorffi a. left maxilla, b. right maxilla, c* left mandible; 

Corixa, Punotata. d. left maxilla, e. right maxillap f,, left mandible; 

Sigara, falleni, g. left maxillap h. right maxillat i. left mandiblep 

J-m. mandible (MD) ard Maxilla (IMX); J.. Neocorixa, snowi k. Oymatia, 

bonsdorff iL Sigars, f alleni p m, Corixa n=tata, Figs. a-i. and 

J-m. are to the same scale as the equivalent structures in Fig- 4, -l- 

The left maxilla, except that of Cbonsdorffi, becomes twisted when 

dissected out of the head* 
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Fig- 4-3 Notonecta glaucaq adult; transverse sections through the stylets 

and rostr= (see also f ig- 3.21) 

a* distal end of clypeus - illustrating the relationship of the 

hypopharynx and maxillae in this region. 

b. proximal end of ldbrumt the projection of the left maxilla into 

the saliva channel gradually changes position so as to form part of the 

ventral groove in fig. C. 

co proximal end of second labial segment. 

d* proximal end of third labial segment. 

e. distal end of third labial segment. 

f* and g. distal end of fourth labial, segment - illustrating the 

relationship of the maxillae and mandibles to the distal labial lobes and 

sense organs; x- sclerotized projection of the ventral side of the 

labial groove. Fig. f- shOwr- long spines of the right maxilla penetrating 

the saliva channel. 

The mandibles end near the distal end of the fourth labial segment 

(fig, f The maxillae and just beyond th+ip of the rostrum. The two 

stylet a join to form the large dorsal food channel and the narrower 

saliva channel, The cuticle forming the ventral walls of the saliva 

channel in f i6s. a. and b* stains redY the cuticle of the rest of the 

stylets is non-staining* The way in which the food and saliva channels 

are sealed p changes gradually from the proximal to distal. end of the 

maxi. 11ae e- 

Fine stippled areas indicate the cellular cavity within the stylets 

and hYPOPharYnxt coarse stippled areas the non-cuticular labium. 
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Fig- 4-4 Corixa punctata, adult 9 sections through the rostrum and stylets. 

Transverse seotions; A. through the anterior epipharyngeal sense 

organ (ASO)q illustrating the relationship between the maxillae, hypo- 

-nharynx, and epipharynx; B. through the labial orifioe lever (IOL) 

illustrating the relationship between the stylets and the labial groove. 

Frontal sections (see fig- 4.7 for the position of the sections ); 

C. through the labial orifices illustrating the relationship of the 

stylets to the labial orifice (cf -f ig- 4-3f )9x- solerotized projection 

of the ventral labial groove- 

D to G show the changes in the maxillae and food and sa3-iva channels, 

E is an enlargement of section C, 

The stylet s in the specimen from which the transverse sections are 

made# are withdrawn into the labial groove. The maxillae in the specimen 

f rom which the f rontal sections are made I protrude f rom the rostrum and 

the mandibles remain within the labial groove, 
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Fig- 4-5 . Sigara f alleni 9f emale. The ventral suxCace of the epipharynx, 

which forms the roof of the food pump, exposed by removal of the rostrump 

ventral (posterior) surface of the head capsulet the hypopharynx and 

associated mascles* 
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Fig- 4,. 6 Diaprepocoris zealandiae f emale. 

A. dissection of the food pump, see fig- 4-5 for details* The 

anterior extension of the loral plate is shown on the right side. 

B. shows the I)Osition of the struts on the dorsal surface of the 

epipharynx# with the hypopharyngeal ridges superimposed. 

C,, enlargement of anteclypeal, bristles; ap b. an(I 0. tiPs Of the 

long ventrolateral bristles; d. and e, flat bristles on flattened 

anterior edgep d. median bristles, e. lateral bristles. 

Stippled areas indioate, the areas between the dorsal epipharyngeal 

struts of the middle region of the food pump. 
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Fig- 4-7 Corixa Punctatay female; saggital section of the head. showing 

the cuticular structurest musclesp nerve gangliag and the epipharyngeal 

sense organ. The position of dorsal pharyngeal dilator muscles is shown* 

The labial abducts, and labial dilator muscles are shown as they appear 

in a parasaggital section. 

A-A and B-Bf the position of the transverse sections in fig-4, -8- 

C-C to G-GO the position of the frontal sections in fig- 4-4- 
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Fig- 4-8 Corixa punctatat female; transverse sections of the head 

at the levels A. proximal end of the t4rd labial segment, B* anterior 

food pumpq indicated in fig- 4*79 
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Fig- 4.9. Corixa punctatap adult q transverse sections of the food pump; 

A-Dq anterior region of the food pump. A. is an enlargement of food 

pump in Fig- 4-9A9 D. is through the constriction in the anterior region 

of the food pump (see fig- 4-5)- Note the epipharyngeal teeth; I-K. 

middle region of the food pump; L. posterior region of the food pump* 

Non-cuticular and non-muscular structures except the posterior epipharyn- 

geal sense organs have been omitted. Shading: clearg non-staining 

or orange staining cuticle; black, red staining cuticle; fine 

stipplingq blue staining cuticle; large stippling, b3ack pigmented 

cuticle; diagonal linest muscles- See Fig- 4-10 for E-He 
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Fig. 4.10 Corixa punctatap adult; transverse sections of the food pump; 

E. anterior region of the food pump, just before the middle region of 

the food pump; F-H. middle region of the food pump; F. and G. through 

Zone (1) of the epipharynx; F. first posterior to the transverse fold; 

G. first anterior to the transverse groove; H. through Zone (2) of the 

epipharynx, first posterior to the transverse groove. See fig- 4-9 

for A-D. and I-L. and f or an explanation of the shadings 
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__, -Fig- 4-11 Corixa punctatap adult; longitudinal sections th the 

ý, Middle and posterior food pump. A* saggital and B-E, parasaggital 

F. enlargement of the epipharyngeal teeth. See f ig. 4.9 

-, "for -explanation of the shading. 
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Fig- 4-12 Diaprepocoris zealandiaes female; saggital. section of heacl 

showing the cuticular structuresp =scles, nerve ganglia andl the antex-lor. 

epipharyngeal sense organ. The position of the dorsal pharyngeal 

dilator muscles is shown. The labial abductor and labial dilator 

musoles are shown as they appear in a parasaggital section* 

A-A and B-Bg the position of the transverse sections in fig. 4*13. 
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Fig. 4-13 Diaprepocoris zealancliae, femaley transverse sootions Of the 

head at the levels A. middle region of the food pumpp B. Iabium and. 

anterior projections of the anteolypeusg indicated in fig. 12* 
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Fig- 4-14 Diaprepocoris zealandiae., female; transverse sections of the 

food pump. A. and B. anterior region of the food pump; C-P. lnidd19 

region of the food pump; G-1 posterior region of the food pump* See 

f ig- 4 -9 f or exp3anation of the shading, 
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Fig- 4-15 Diaprep2coris zealandiaev female; longitudinal sections of 

the middle and Posterior regions of the food pump. A. saggital and 

B-D. parasagital sections; E. enlargement of the epipharyngeal teeth. 

See fig- 4-9 for explanation of shadingo 
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SECT I ON 5 

The Corixid Habitat in Leicestershire. 

5-1 Introduction 

The freih-water habitats of Leicestershireq together wit h some of 

the annual'changes which occur in them are described. The temperature 

conditionsp in partioularg were investigated. 

5- 2 The Fresh-water habitat in Leicestershire 

Running water was rarely investigatedp and is usually very variable 

in'both depth and rate of flow. The slower stretches of the larger 

rivers produce a habitat very similar to the canals. The Grand Union 

Canal is lined by reeds on at least one sidep the bottom is generally 

mud dy and covered by Juncus bulbosus Elodes, Callitriche and Nuphar 

lutea. On the bottomf where the canal passes by a woodp there is usually 

an accunulation of leaves. On the bottom of canals and riversp the 

corixids have a patchy distribution unrelated to vegetation* 

In Leicestershire, all the larger water bodies are artificial; 

either reservoirsp ornamental lakesp or flooded quarry workings. The 

large reservoirs axe edged with reed beds which are exposed during the 

summer when the water level is low. 2atches of 1-blygonum, amphibium. 

are found in the water, and it-often covers large areasg asp for example, 

in Saddington reservoir. One large north-west f acing bay of Swithland 

reservoir (Grid Reference SIV562141) is ringed by reed beds which consist 

mainly of Typha latifolia with patches of Carex op. and Sparpanium. 

ramosum. To the north-east, trees grow by the shore. The bottom 
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she'lvýS gradually and is I cove re Id by large areas of 1-blygonum Lm . phibium. - 
some of which is rarely exposedl even when the water level is low. 

Flooded quarries, includ Jýg granitel limstonet' and'gravel workingsg 

ornamental I lakes and the remaining mats-are variable q both in depth, 

topographj, ' 6Lnd vegetation. 
i The comrý6nest type of standing water'bodly in Leicestershire ýisi, the 

rectangular field pond. These Ponds, many of-'which were dug at'the time 

of the Iarliamentary encloSUres (Moong' personal communication), vary 

in'siie from 3 metres'wide ancl-4 metres-Iongg to 5 metres wide and-8 - 

metres long6` They, have steep sides and are often over-one metro deep. 

These'ponds may be completely fenced round, 'or have at least one side, 

open to give cattie and sheep access to the'water., 'The open side, 

usually shelves gently into the water; in some ponds this shallow area 

is enlarged and in others a-'concrete ramp leads down into"the water* 

The ponds are often overgrown with weed and overshadowed by trees and 

shrubso and in varying stages of neglect* - There are also the circular 

fte ld ý6nds which have shallow, ioýLrgins all round andý situated in shallow 

depressions in the ground. Their situation suggests that they are 

older than the Parliamentary '18nalosures, There are also village ponds 

which again have a different history* '' ""' -I 

Rectangular f ie Id poncls of al, 11-1ýypss are f ound both on the, f lat low 

ground and near the brows of hills. ' Some are fed by springs and ditches 

run into others. 

The vegetation of th6 ponds includes Potamogeton spe, Elodeap 

'CalUtriche sp. t RanuncultLs sp*j lenina ydnor, and L. trisu3za. 
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Glyceria f luitans is very co=on and in some ponds Chara and Fontinalis 

are occasionally found. 

Another common, more or less temporary f resh-water habitat. is the 

concrete or galvanized iron cattle trough. 

5-3 Changes within ponds 

The access of both cattle and sheep to a fresh-water habitat can 

have several effects. Firsts the animals may indirectly affect the 

macro- and micro-f lora and fauna as a result of their excreta. Seconds 

cattle directly aff eat the vegetation in and around the water by eating 

and trampling it, ', for example j in several ponds and by the canal, the 

stands of Typha and SparganiuyjL grow away from the water's edge out of 

reach of the cattle. Third$ areas of bare mud, often result from the 

tramplings of cattleý Bare areas of mud are also found where trees and 

bushes shade the waterp or may be seasonal, for examplep appearing in the 

winter and spring where plants have died down. Some corixids are 

associated with these vegetation-free areas. 

The different species of water plants have various effects on the 

physical nature of the water body. Some plantsp for example Ranunculus, 

die downs and most species are greatly reduced in the winters though the 

stems of Potamogeton natans remaing howeverp and species such as 

Callitriche and Glyperia fluitansý maintain a large growth throughout the 

winter, The plant and plant remains provide shelter for animals and 

micro-organismsy and give support to algae which grow,, ý throughout the 

winter. The growth of algae throughout the autumns winters and springo 

is a noticeable feature of Ieicestershire fresh-water habitats. In 
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association with this growthp other organismal 16tozoaq rotifersp 

dipterous larvaep and oligoohaetesp and in the sheltered pwts of ponds 

cladocerans and oopepods flourish throughout the winter* 

In summerp the faster growing submer ged plants are less encrusted 

with algae and some plant species form a dense surface layer shading the 

water below and preventing the continual growth of algae. Men a 

thick suxface covering occurs ofq for exampleg-l-emna minorg the corixids 

are faced with the physical problem of reaching the water surface to 

renew their air supply* 

Changes in water level have been briefly mentioned already. These 

changes are very marked in streams and riveral however. The ponds and 

reservoirs are f ull f or most of the winter and show a gradual f all in 

level during the summer. The timing of the low water levels can vary 

from year to year (Appendix The changes in water leval recorded 

at Normanton House farm are shown in table A, l. In 19679 the water level 

remained high until late Mayq and the lowest levels were recorded in 

September. In 1968, following a dry spring, the water in the ponds was 

at its lowest point in mid-June. Differences in the timing of the changes 

in water level affect the duration of areas(thallow water around the 

edge of the water bodyp and in ponds which dry up completelyp the length 

of time they can support fresh-water 3. ife,, 

5-4 Temperature fluctuations within ponds 

The small water bodies in which corixids are commonly f oundq 

frequently experience rapid and often large changes of temperature* 

Studies of temperature conditions in ziai4"-el"d water bodies in 
I-A. 
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Indonesia shov, that in shallow ponds, 0.6 metres deeps the water 

tempvrature closely follows that of the airs and that stratification 

occurr. ed (Vaas and Sachlan 1953)- A similar result was obtained in 

Brazilian ponds by Rakýsa - Suszczewski (19ýý) who also showed that any 

vertical temperature gradient was related to water depth, A larger 

'ires deep) in theEnglish lake water body (0-44 ha, in area and up to'3 me 

district v was "studied by Macan and lhudesley (1966). A continuous 

temperature record of the ýater at a depth - of 15 - 20 cm. for several 

years showed the eff eat of air temperature, wihd and sunshine on the 

water temperature In generall the average water temperature followed' 

the average air temperature* 

Method 

As part of the routine prooedure when visiting a pond, the 

temperature was measured with a maximum and minimim thermometer to the 

nearest half degree centigrade. 

At Normanton House Farmp four Cambridge Instrument Company thermo- 

graphs were arranged to record the water temperature at the bottom of the 

deep and shallow ends of two pondso The thermographs were installed in 

pond D on 19 January 1967 and in pond B on 16 I&=ch 1967- During the 

summer of 1968, the thermograph from the shallow end of pond B was moved 

to pond D* First, to the shallow end to enable the temperature at the 

bottom to be recorded at three different depths in one pond 23 MaY to 

13 June. Seoondq to the surface water of the deep end of the pond D, 

13 June to October 1968. (Full details of the cons I truotion and history 

of these ponds will be found in the appendix)* 
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The steel bulbs of the thermographs were 2aid on the bottom of the 

pond to record bottom temperature fluctuationsp or held par l1el to the 

surface of the water during surface measurements* Thermograph bulbs 

in the shallow water were protected from direct solar radiation by short 

lengths of iron drain pipe, or by cylinders of aluminium foil placed round 

all the stedl. bulbs* The bulbs were coated with black rubber as 

protection against rust. 

An air temperature thermographq house& in a small screen 75 cm- 

above the ground was sited near the ponds. Air temperature and weather 

records were also obtained from the weather station at Newtown Unfordl 

seven miles north of Normanton House Farm, 

For each thermographp the temperature for each hour was estimated 

to the nearest degree centigradej and the total number of degree hours 

for each week calculated* The mean temperature was then calculated to 

the nearest half degree centigrade by dividing the total number of degree 

hours by the number of hýurs in the week. 

mean monthly temperature. 

Results 

These f igures also give the 

The water temperatures found in Teicestershire ponds were similar 

to those at Normanton House Farm under the same conditions* 

The results show an axmual cycle of temperature f luotuations 

correapdnding to the seasong 

1, Period of increasing temperature March May 

2. 'Plateau of high temperature, June to August 

3, : Period of falling temperature September to November 

4P 1"BriOd Of low temperaturej December to February. 
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Considerable variation is seent howeverp between 1967 and 1968 

corresponding'with periods of hot weather which occurred at different 

times in theýtwo yeairs (figs- 5-1 and'5.2), 

During the winter, there is very'3ittle variation of the water 

temperature'both between, ponds"an(I within the same pond. jLi thi's t ime 

of yearp the-water temperature follows the fluctuitions of the air 

temperatureO' The rate of changep however, is influenced by strong winds 

and by ice '(fig- 5ý3)* 

In the spring and autumaq the water temperature in ponds is mre 

variable than in the, winterp table 5-4- 

In sUmmerp however, water temperature is mst variable. ' The mst 

important! external'f actor aff eoting the water temperature is the hours of 

sunshine per day It ab le s5, It0 '5 -3 and f igs -5 -4 to 5-7, and at night 

the cloud cover is an important factorp affecting the water temperature. 

During long periods'of cloudy weatherp'the air and water temperatures 

are more olosely related. 

-- The amplitude of the dai2, v f luctuations of the water temperature 

within a pond also depends upon'inteimal f actors such as the clexity of 

the waterp its depthp and uponlhe presence of vegetation* (ýýitative 

measurements'of the water clarity were made, during the period covered by 

tables 5-1 to 5.3 and figs- 5-4 to 5-71 the water was 'clear (Appendix' 
ti%-#- 

- At the bottom of the pond 9kamplitude, of daily temperature f llictuatio 

-IC- greater in'shallow waterl table'5,, I and. f ig- 5-49 and'the amplitude 

of f luctuations is greater nearer, the water surf ace' than at' the bottOm 6f 

the pondo table 5-3 andfig- 5.6o" At the deep'end of the POndo' the 

water becomes stratif ied, during daytime 9 with the surf ace temperature , 
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equal to the bottom temperature plus up to 6 degree s"centigrade. At 

nightp this stratification is occasionally inverted, 'ýý4surface tempera- 

ture equals the bottom temperature minus 1 degree centigrade, In the 

shallow parts of a pond and near the surfacep the water temperature 

usually rises higher than the air temperature during the dayiý. but does 

not reach air temperature minima at night. 

A thick, surface layer of algae or other surface plants reduces the 

amplitude and rate of fluctuation in the water temperaturej of. tables 

5,2 and 5-3 and figs- 5-5 and 5.6. The water temperature near the 

surface does not fall to the same minima when surface algae and plants 

are presentp and is never inversely stratified (table 5-3 and fig- 5.6). 

Discussion of teREerature conditions 

Variations in climatic conditions in 1967/8 are reflected in the 

water temperatures recorded in those years. 

In the winterp the most important factor affecting the water 

temperature in ponds is the air temperature, whereas in the summerp the 

hours of sunshine per day becomes the dominant factor. Similar 

conclusions were reached by Ylacan andMaudsley (1966) 1 working on Hodsons 

Tarng a larger body of water than those examined during this 1present work* 

In the winterl there is a general uniformity of water temperatures 

found in different ponds on the same day. The maximim temperatures 

recorded for the winter months were similar to those from Hodsons Tarn. 

In summ r, however, there is great variability in the water temperature 

both within a pond and between ponds, and changes of water temperature 

may be rapid (fig- 5-4)- On a sunny dayg there are consistent features 
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in the water temperature distributions within a pond. Maximm 

temperatures of 25 - 32 degrees centigrade are recorded during the day 

in very shallow water (0 -3 cm. deep). In slightly de*eper water (10 

15 cm. deep) and in the surface layers to a depth of 10 cm. over water 

60 cm. deepp maximum temperatures of 20 - 26 degrees are recorded. The 

minimm temperatures recorded at night in very shallow water is rarely 

less than 10 degrees c6ntigrade. In the surface water the minimum 

temperature recorded is not less than the bottom temperature minus 2 

degrees centigrade. 

Floating algal masses and surface plants reduce the amplitude of 

the temperature fluctuations in the pond and increase the difference in 

temperature between surface and bottom watere Similar-observations were 

made by Rakusa - Suszozewski (1964) in tropical ponds. Emergent 

vegetation also reduces the amplitude of temperature fluctuations 

(Yuirhead-Thompson 1951)- 

In very shallow watery temperature fluctuations of up to 19 degrees 

centigrade can occur in a day., At the bottom of a pond 70 cm. deepp 

the greatest daily fluctuation recorded was 3 degrees centigrade* 

Greater daily fluctuations were recorded at equivalent depths in tropical 

ponds (Vaas and Sachlan 1953 and'Suszczewski 1964)* 
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Depth and 
position May - June June- June June ' June June 
of bulb. 318t lot 2nd 3rd 

. 
4th 5th 6th 

7-3 cm Min- 

(on bottom) Max. 27 

Amplitude. 16. 
ý 

IS - 14 cm Min. 15 

(on bottom) Max. 22 

Amplitude 7 

66 - 62 cm Min. 17 17 

(on bottom) ýMax. 18.5 - 19 

AmDlitude 1.5 2 

18 18 18.5 18.5 17.5 

19.5 -19 -, 19 19 18.5 

1.5 110 015 0.5 1.0 

Air Min. 1.5 1.5 8 8 11 10 9 

temperature max. 21 21 21 20 20 16 16 

Amplitude 19.5 19.5 13 13 9 67 

Hours of Sunshine 11.8 11-7 9,2 362 2.3 1.9 8.9 

Table 5.1,, -, -. The daily temperature-changes recorded between 

31'. 5.68 - 6.6.68'at three depths in, pond D. Kormanton, ýHouze Farm. 

Air temnerature-was recorded at Normanton House Farm. Hours of 

Sunshine were recorded at Newton Linford weather, -station. -, Temperature 

- degrees centigrade. 

17 17.5 17.0 15 

21 21 20 -21 

4 3.5- 3 6ý 

14 16 15 13 

26.5 26 22 

12.5 . 10 7 13 

li. 5 14 

27 27 

15,. 5 13 

16 17 

22 22 

65 
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-Depth and 
position Aug., Aug. Aug. Aug. -, Aug., Aug., Aug* 
of - bulb. 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 

ý6 -ý 3 cm Min. 15.5 14 4 15 16 14.5 13 

(on bottom) - Max. -- '19---- 20 25 28 ý22.5- Is--, -- - 17 

Amplitude 3.5 6 11 13 6.5 3.5 4 
ne, I. " 

4-1 cm Min. 16.5 15.5 15 16 17 16 15 
(below surface'-'v-, ' , - ", I.. I-1,5 1. '1, 
at deep end) Max. . 19 -. - 19 23.5 -: 17. 22 18 -1'7 

Amplitude 2.5 3.5 8.5 11 52 2 

71 - 68 cm Min. 15 15 15 15 - 15-5 16 15.5 
(on bottomý-Max. 15 15 15 15.5 16 16 15.5 

1000 "7000 0*5 0-5 000 0.0 

Air Min. 10 il 9.5 11 13 12 11 

-ýemperature Max. 17 18 22 23 18 15 14 

""Amplitude Tý-r-, 112'5 -: 12 ... 7, 3 3 

Hours of sunshine 0 ý-"O. 
I, 

-3-0, 4.5 0* 
. 

0'. 0 '0 0.0 

Table 5.2 The daily t emperatiwe ebanges recorded between 2.8.68 

8.8.68 at three depths in pond'D. "Normanton House Farm, Air 

temnerature. was recorded at Normanton House., Farm. Hours of Sunshine 

were recorded,,, at Newton. Linford weather station. Temperature - 

degrees centigrade, 
, _, 

During"this period there, was a-, thick surface layer of 
, 

,, alee at.. the deepend of the pond (C-f- table 5-3). 
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Depth and Sept. Sept. ' Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept. 
position 
of bulb 

6th 7th ath 9th loth Ilth 12th 

6cm. mine 14 14.5 15 15 16 16 15 
(below 
surface Max., 20 19 18 21 21 17 19 
at deep I 
end) Amplitude 6 4.5 3 6 5 1 4 

70 cm min. .,. 14.5 -* 15 15 15 15.5 16 15.5 

6n bottom), Max. 15 15.5 15 15.5 16 16 16 

Amplitude 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.5 0-0 0-5 

Air min. io 5 6 10 11 io 9.5 

temperature Max. 23 20 18 22 23 14 19 

Amplitude 13 15 12 12 12 4 9.5 

Hours of 
Sunshine 

Table 5.3 

8.4 3.7 0.2 8.2 2.5 Oll 7.2 

The daily temDerature changes recorded between 6.9.63 - 
12.9'68, at two depths in pond Do Nonanton House Parms 
Air ; 

emperature was recorded at Normanton House Farm., 
Hours of Sunshine were recorded at Newton Linford 
weather station. Temperature - degrees centigrade. 
Durin this period surface algae was removed from the 
pond 

fof& 
table 5.2) 

April April April April April 
5th 15th 18th 25th 2 6th 

4r 
Min, 4 5 10 11 11 

Mar. 17 18 20 21 21 

Amplitude 13 13 10 10 10 

Depth of bulb 6 em 1 cm, I cm, 10 cm 10 cm 

Table 5.4 

Temperature changes at the shallow end of pond D. during 
April 1968 showing the greatest fluctuations record for 
the month. 
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Fig- 5.1. The monthly changes in water temperature of 1-Iond D for 

1967 and 1968; recorded from the bottom at the deep end; ranget to 

the nearest degree centigrade; mean, to the nearest ha3f degree centi- 

grade; 19679 1968; dates for the 4-week3, v 

periods of 1967- 
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Fig- 5*2, The weekly changes in water temperature of Pond D for March 

until August in 1967 and 1968; recorded from the bottom at the deep 

end; rangel to the nearest degree centigrade; meang to the nearest 

half degree centigrade; 19679 1968., 

The dates correspond to the 4-weekly periods in 1967 (see fig- 5-1)- 
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Fig- 5-3. Temperature changes in Pond B during 6-7 December 1967, 

top, and 21-22 December 19679 bottom. Temperaturel in degrees centi- 

gradel recorded at the bottom of pondq E3 . 30 cm. deepq and 0*10 cm, 

deep; *. air temperaturev straight 3-ine joins maximum and minimum air 

temperatures; V. minimum ground temperature; the mean wind, direction 

and force mýýh. is shown at noon each day with hours of sunshine beneath; 

time in G. M. T. (Max, and min. air temp. shown at 6 and 12 hours and min. 

ground temp. at 6 hrs. I as it is not Imown exactly when they occurred). 

Ice was present on the pond on 7 and 21 December. 
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Fig. 5-4, Temperature changes in Ibnd D on 9 to 12 June 1968. 

Temperature, degrees centigrade; waterl recorded from the bottom 

of pond 1 13 . 60 cm. deepq A. 10-12 cm. deepq 0.0-2 am. 

deep; air, *; ho-qrs of sunshine at the bottom of graph at noon 

each day; time B. S. T* 
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Fig. 5-5. Temperature changes in Ibnd D on 27-30 July 3,968. 

Temperature, degrees centigrade; waterl morded from the bottom of 

pond E3 77-75 am. deepp 0.0-2 cm. deep and A 

3-5 am. below water surface at deep end; air hours of sun- 

'shine at bottom of graph at noon each dayj time, B. S. T. During tbla 

period algae covered the muface at the deep end of the pond (of. fig. 

5.6),. 
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Fig- 5.6,, Temperature changes in Pond D on 29 August to 1 September. 

Temperaturej degrees centigrade; waterg recorded from bottom of pond q 

r3 . 68-70 cm, deepp and A- 4-6 cm. below water surface at 

the same place; air *; hours of sunshine at bottom of graph at 

noon each day; timep 1B. S. T. During this period surface algae was 

removed from the pond (of -f ig- 5-5)o 
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Fig. 5-7- The temperature changes in Ibnd D on A. 6-7 June 1968t 

and B- 5-6 August 1968. Temperaturel degrees centigrade; air, * 

hours of sunshine at bottom of graph at noon each day; time B. S. T. 

Water temperature; 

A. on bottoms 13 9 62 am. -aeopt A. 14 am. deeps 0-3 am. deep; 

B. on bottoms ci . 69-70 am, deep, 0- 3-5 am,, deeps and A. 1-3 am, 

below surface at deep end, The diagrams show the rapid minor 

fluctuations in air and water temperature during the day. 
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SECTI ON 

'The Ecology of the Leicestershire Corixidae 

6.1 Introduction 

Theldistribution and habitat of each species is describedt but the 

various stages in the lif e cyc le are -an: 15r- examined in af ew specie s. 

The effects of jarasitism are desor ibed in a single population of corixids. 

6.2 Distribution of the Corixidae 

Descriptions of the types of habitat in which the British corixid 

species are foundp axe Given by Macan (1954 and 1965) and Southwood and 

jeston (1959). In Leicestershire a similar pattern of distribution is 

found and the various habitats of each species are describedp some in 

detail. The relative abundance of each species is shown in table 6.10 

lacronecta Poweri (D. and-S. ) was found in five localities; the 

dam wall of Thornton reservoir and on silt in streams and rivers. This 

species was-particularly abundant in 1966 in a tributary of the river 

ytelland in a large area of shallow water below a bridge (Grid Ref . 

, SP/751925) where the bottom was trampled and fouled by cattle - 
il. poieri 

was still abundant the following yearp 19679 though the cattle were 

absent. In 1968p howevert the corixid could not be found, The habitat 

had changedl the banks were covered with vegetation and the bottom with 

Elodeae In thi s environmentp Sigara dorsalis had replaced Ifpowe 

lacronecta minutissina (L. ) was found only oncel in the emergent 

vegetation of Eyebrook reservoir* 

Cvma: tia bonsclorffi (Sahlb. ) was found. in large numbers in two habitats 

where both emergent and submerged vegetation were present. In one of 

these habitats, Kilby Bridge pondp a flooded 3-imestone quarry (Grid-Ref. 
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SP/612970) where eighteen muths previously no Czmatia species were found; 

three flightless individuals of C. bonsdorffi were found in the spring of 

1967- In the same summerv the species was found over a large area of 

the pondl, in association with Chara growing between the reed beds. ' Ii 

bred successfully, that year and the following year 1968, when its 

distribution was similar* In contrast, C. bonsdorffi, has disappeared 

from a pond, at rarket-Bosworth. It was found in 1962 and 1963p but was 

not found in 1967. In two other habitats, both of which were frequently 

sampled t only single f light less specimens were found-. 

Cvmatia coleoptrata (Pabo) was found in habitats with dense sub- 

merged water plants. In one habitat, Wistow Iakep the species has been 

taken many times since'it was first found there in 1949-' In Kilby Bridge 

pondq however? it was first found in the summer of 1968 and bred there 

, 
ýthe following year it was restricted to a smaller area in that year and 

that pond than C. bonsdorff ie 

Corixa Panzeri (Fieb. ) was foun I three localities, eadh characterized 

by Chars, growing in large shallow areas. The flightless morph occurred 

in each locality. 

Corixa dentipes (Thomson) was found breeding in reservoirs and ponds 

with deep waterg but is always found amongst plants in shallow water. 

These inseots were also'colleoted from the unlikely shallow pond B at 

Normanton House Farm during 196V8. They were probably autumnal 

immigrantso 

Corixa -Punctata (Illig. ) is a common species in Ieicestershire. It 

is present in a few reservoirs and large numbers are often present in 
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ponds. ''It occurs inýstill shallow water, i, e, 15 to 60 cm. deep, 

amongst the vegetation* If lemns. Minor covers a pond, G. punctata may-,:, 

be the-only corixi& species present. Jn winterg this species, is found 

in deep water in-the ponds at Normanton House Farm and- in Hallaton pond 

(Grid Ref *, SP/790968)ý, at this time of year it is most abundant in the 

vegetation where, the water is 15- 30 cm. deep. 

Hesperocorixa castanea (Thomson) was, on3, y found in association with 

the mosap Spha. 9num. 

Hesperocorixa, moesta (Fieb. ) was found breeding only onces in an 

unfenced f ie Id, pond near Six Hills (Grid Ref SK/633 171) 

Resperocorixa linnei (Fieb. ) was found breeding in, on3, v a few 

00 habitats; these had emergent vegetation and accu(ý_Ulations of dead plant 

material*- 

Resperocorixa sahlbergi. (Fieb. ) is found in ponds where there are- 

accuftlations of organic matter in ponds, though large numbers of insects 

were only infrequently found. 

Arotocorlia ge (Fieb 
a) is generally found in water at least 1 

metre deep, (South wood and laston 1959)- A few specimens were taken 

from reservoirs, -ponds with. deep water, and ponds, with. only shallow 

waterio 

Callicorixa, praeusta (Fieb. ) a common species was found in 

reservoirst canals# and ponds, occasionally in large numbergi particularly 

amongst the plant debris and where pollution by animals ooourred*,,,, 

Sigara, (Si&Ea) dorsalis (Ioach) is found, amongst 
1, 
vegetation -in the 

shallow waters of riverag reservoiral and pondsp and, is particularly 
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commn in gravel pits* 

Sigara . 
(Subsipara) f alleni is found, in sheltered parts of habitats 

similar to those described above f or S. dorsalis. It is local3y abundant 

in canals and very common in reservoirsp particularly in one bay of ý- 

Swithland reservoir described in section 5*2*, In winter, the insects 

concentrated-in emergent vegetation. 

Sigara (S. ), distinota (pieb. )t is a widespreadt but mt a nunerous 

Ispecies. It was found breeding in a few ponds which have no obvious 

features in common* 

Sigara (q. ) fossarum (Ioach)pis usually ý associated, with Sfalleni 

in canals and pondep where Elodea and emergent vegetation are present. 

Sigara (Vermicorixa lateralis (Leach).. is found in shallow water 

areas free from vegetation, and with some organic pollution* 

Sigara (I. ) nigrolineata (Fiebe) is founcl in poncls where there are 

plant-free areas. - 
This speoies is also found in small shallow ponds 

and breeds, in large numbers in cattle troughs. 

sig, ara (VO-concinna- (Fieb. ) is widespread but imi rous in only a 

few ponds, one pond being polluted by cattle,, 

Sigara (Retrocorixa) limitata (Fieb. ) was f ound breeding in only 

a few ponds 9 one, is a round f ield-pond in which S-distincta, was breeding. 

6., 3 The lif e OYC le 

Butler (1923) outlines the life cyo3e of the British oorixids. 

Detailed information is also available as a result of several recent 

investigations into the productivity of Arotocorisa germa-ri in a f5eýine, 

upland reservoirs (Crisp 1962 a and b)t and into the f3. ight'po3, v=rphism 
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of several species in southern England (Young 19650)- 

The corixid over-winters as the imago. In the spring, the ovaries 

enlarge and egg-laying occurs in the spring and summer. The nymphs 

are found throughout the summer and the first adults of the new generation 

appear in mid-summer. Some of the new generation adults become 

reproductivel, v activel and there is a partial second generation (Young 

1965c)- The ovaries of those females which produce eggs in late summer 

axe inactive in the autumn and winterp but produce more eggs in the 

springe 

On the other handp Moroneeta over-winters as a nymphp usualýy a 

third instar nymph* In the south of England there are usually two 

complete generations per year (Walton 1938)- 

6-31 Sex ratio 

There are no reports of oorixid populations which do not have a 

lsi sex ratio in the winter and spring. In this present workl the same 

sex ratio was foun(I in all large collections except those from the centre 

of a large bay in Swithland reservoir (section 5.2)9 where the Sigaxa 

falleni and Sdorsalis populations depart from this ratio. In all 

collections of S. falleni and mst collections of S. dorsalis from the 

centre of the bayt a ratio of 30270 is recorded (table 6-5 and 6.6)t 

whereas collections of these species from other parts of this bay show 

the more usual ls 1 sex ratio. 

6-32 Ovarian development 

The condition of the ovaries was noted during the routine examination 

of the colleotions of corixids. The development of the ovaries and egg 

rudiments are divided into six arbitrary stagesp based on the'divisions 
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used by Young (19650)9 whose stage 0 is equivalent to the Stage 1 

used in this present work. These stages are:, Op teneral stagep the 

ovaries are very Tamall; 19 'over-wintering' conditiong the ovaries are 

larger with a few egg rudiments differentiated in each ovule; 119 egg 

rudiments up to mature egg size with yellow contents; III, egg rudiments 

of mature egg size but variable in shape; IV9 egg rudiments with mature 

appearanoe with both chorion and pedicel; 
f 
the chorion is usually opaque, 

within the ovule; Vp mature egg, ohorion shining within the lateral or 

common oviduot. 

Each of the paired ovaries in the female, including Oymatia, spp. 

contain seven ovariolest of. Walton (1943) and Southwood and Leston (1959)- 

The smaller corixid species have fewer developing egg rudiments per 

ovariole than the larger species. The eggs of the small species are 

also smaller than those of the larger corilids, but are large in relative 

terms. 

ovarian development and egg laying We4ft investigated over two years 

in females from over-wint ering populations in ponds 9 from many ponds 

throughout Leit-estershire in the first year, but only from the ponds at 

Norma; nton House Farm in the second year. 

The timing of the ovarian stages in each species of corixid was 

similar in the two winterse Yost species overwinter with the ovaries 

at stage I; stage II, first appears in late Pebruary in insects in 

certain habitats, but is delayed until late 11arch in corixids of other 

habitatso In the 'early' habitats# ovaries containing mature eggs are 

found in 11arch and in all habitats most ovaries contain mature -eggs by 
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the'end, of April. In'doiixa ýLýctýta and Hesperocorixa -sI ahlbeMi 

howeverl egg production starts'nuch earlier in the winter than the 

other'speoies in both'tearlyl and 'late' habitats. 

Corixa, punctata has only one generation per year (young 19650). 

In the late sumer and early autumnp the ovaries of the insects are at 

stages'O and I, but by late Novembeiv Stage III is reached in some 

individuals* Development to Stages II and IV occurs in all insects 

during Deoembevj and in January, most females contain mature eggs arxI 

egg-layin may Occur ernando 1959 and Young 19650 9 '(F -, 

Hesýerocorixa sahlbergi in contrast to C. runctata may have a second 

partial generation in the summer, but no mature eggs are found in the 

females in autumn. In winterp ovarian stage II is observed late in 

December and early January* Tn February, insects with matu , re eggs are 

found* 

Ovarian development is delayed by cold conditions by as long as a 

mnth (Y6ung 19650)- This suggests that the differences between early 

and late habitats may be due to the variation in the water temperature in 

these habitats. The exact timing of ovarian development is species 

specif ic. Young (1965o) found that Sigara, dorsalis tended to start 

ovarian development earlier than the other Sigara speciesq and again that 

r 
Callicocorixa Epeusta, started development slightly later than the other 

--A, 
corixid species in the same habitat* These two observations were not 

repeated in Ieioestershiree 

Copulation is wd, frequently observed at the 
- 
time the first 

mature eggs are produced* , 
In contrast to4: Ebisson (1933)9 Corixa 
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punctats, ancl ResperOcOrixa sahlbergi will copulate in water of 4- 

degrees centigrade and Arctocori-6-a permari copulates in water of 8 

degrees (Crisp 1962b). 

Observations made at Normanton House Farm ponds (see appendix) 

show the relationship of egg-laying and embryonic development in Several 

species of corixid living in the same pond. In 1968# only the eggs of 

Corixa, punctata were found at the end of March. In the middle of April 

eggs of Sigara falleni and S, dorsalislwere also present* At this time, 

many of the eggs of C. punctata had reached the leyed' stageg and at the 

end of April, nymphs of C. punctata were found, 

6-33 Temperature and embryonic develo-pment 

40-100 freshly laid eggs of five corixid species; the large 

Corixa runctatat the medium-sized Sigara f alleni and SAorsalis; the 

small S. lateralis and S. nigrolineata were kept at different controlled 

temperatures. The time taken for the eggs to hatch at each temperature 

was the same for each member of the same size groupp but, as can be seen 

from the table belowp the eggs of the smaller species took a sborter time 

to hatch than those of the large species* 

Temperature t Time, in days v for 50% of eggs to hatch 
degrees centigrade. C. Punctata S. falleni S. ni grolineata 

25 7 7 5 

20 11 11 9 

15 20 19 19 

10 - 55 53 

Assuming that a minimum temperature OC) must be exceeded before develop- 

ment beginsg it is possible to calculate for each species the threrbold 
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value (K) and the number of degree days above this temperature required 

for complete development from the re3ationships 

d, (t I- K) - d2. (t2. - K... ) 

where d, and dL are the time taken for the eggs to hatah at temperatures 

t, and t2. respeotively. The table below shows difference between the 

two extreme size groups of corixids examined. 

Threshold temperature (K). degree days dj% (th-K) 

C. Punctata 8 110 - 140 

S. nigrolineats, 9 90 - 120 

Similar results were obtainecl for Aratocorisa germari. by Crisp 

(1962b). 

6-34 FUght- MlyErphism and teneral development 

The presence of the teneral stages and the flightless =rphs of 

coroxids which are described by Young (1965a and b)j provide positive 

evidence that the species has bred within a habitat. The nymphs of 

some species can also be identified. Teneral insects are easily 

recognized by their pliable outioleg whereasp the flightless morphs 

are characterized by the small size of the wings or wing masales and 

the lack of pigmentation on parts of the mesonotum. The size of the 

wing muscle must be examined in most species for a reliable determination 

of the morphl because of variation in the mesonotum pigmentation. A 

technique for measuring the diameter of the muscle fibres is described 

by Young (1963) 
j but j in most cases p it is sufficient to open the 

mesonotum; in the normal morpht muscles fill the mesothoraxv whereas, 
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in the f light less morpht there is a large catity often f illed with a 

fat body. 

Table 6o2 shows the incidence of f light PO lYmor. Phism found in 

Leicestershirep and includes two species with previously undescribed. 

flightless morphs. H. castanea found in a pond in Bradgate, Parkl where 

a population of this species has been established for several yearst 

and C. praeustat probably the early flightless morph as the females 
W*S, 

contained mature 
I 
eggsp4taken from the lake in Market Bosworth in July 

1963- Both new flightless morphs have unpigmented areas on the mesonotum. 

6-35 MigEation 

There are two annual migrationst spring obligatory migration 

associated. with ovarian development 9 and a summer/autumn facultative 

migration assooiated with a deterioration in the habitat (Young 1966). 

Both emigration and immigration were observed during September 1967 in 

conditions not previously described (Fopham 1964 and Young 1966)a 

Emigration was observed at the Eyebrook reservoir. The water level 

was lowq leaving an exposed shore line 9 with only a few patches of 

vegetation around which the corixids were concentrated. The water 

temperature at mid-day was 17 degrees centigradep and rose slightly during 

the afteknoon. There was a light south-westerly wind and an air tempera- 

ture of 20 degrees centigrade. The corixids were observed to fly only 

when the sun was visible. They all flew down wind away from the sunj 

ý but some of the larger corixids (Corixa "'. sp) initially attempted to f ly 

towards the sun. 

Immigration into two neighbouring ponds was observed between 4 and 
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5 P-m- (BST. ) on the same day. The weather was sunnys vith only very 

light and variable winds. One pond was partly shaded and the corixids., 

which appeared to have been f lying towards the sang f law into that Part 

of thi pond exposed to the sun. They were probably attracted by the 

shiny water surface (Popham 1964). The indigenous species of this 

pond is Sigara, nigrolineata. Those corixids which were caught flying 

into the poncl were S. fallenie At the same, timet some corixids of the 
al-P-1 - 

same size were also leaving the pondjýone S, dorsalis was caught* 
/1 6-4 The effect of Hydracarina on corixids 

Ilydracarina are frequently found as ectoparisites of corixias 
,I 

(Fernando, 1959)- One speoiest probably aydrachna t. crUenta reduces 

the feroundity but does not prevent the production of mature eggs in 

Corixa (m Sipwa) scotti (D-and S), (Crisp 1959)- 

Table 6-3 shows the species of corixids infected by ILydracarina, 

nympho-chrysalids in leioestershire. In most collections# no distinction 

was made between the two genera of immature mites (Jones 1965)p but 

Hydrachna was frequently observed on Sigara nigrolineata and S. latera3-ipj 

anci Eylais was often f ou#&-on. S. f alleni and S-dorsali s* 

JL large population of Sef alleni and Sedorsalis, inf eoted with Eylais 

sp. was investigated during 1968. The corixids were in the bay of 

Swithland reservoir described in section 5*2p and were taken from that 

I part of the bay nearest the track. Approximately 200 individuals were 

caught with a pond net on each occasion. The following features of each 

corixid were noteds sexp f light nuscle, morphq condition of the ovariess 

and the numbert positiong and size of the Hydraoarina#I'The results are 

displayed in tables 6-4 - 6.10, 
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The composition of each collection is shown in table 6-49 a 1967 

collection is included-for comparison* Because of the variation found 

between collections# full details are given. When most of the 

collections were made# the corixids were concentrated in the shallow 

water amngst the emergent vegetation, but they swim towards the deeper 

water when disturbedg even when ice is present. On two occasionst the 

corixids were dispersed. On 26 Januaryj there was strong wave actiong 

and there was a slight concentration of corixids at the border of the 

emergent vegetation and the open water. But on 2 May, the water level 

had dropped below the emergent vegetation. On 31 IIaYP the number of 

corixids in the bay appeared to be considerably reduced. These changes 

in distribution appear to aff eat the- composition of the collections* 

The sex ratio for Sigara f aileni in this part Of Swithland reserv-oir 

table 6.6. A similar sex ration is also found in the is 37 
larger collections of S, do'r I ýalis, 

t table 6-5 (see also seotion 6-3l)- 

Tables 6-4 -6 show the incidence of the flight muscle morphs in the 

colleotions. In S. f alleni there are signif ioant ly f ewer normal f light 

Easole morphs in the females than the malesp 201-o and 30ýo normal morphs 

respectively, table 6.6. * About 20 - 40ý- of S. dorsalis. were normal 

mrphst table 6-5- 

Nyiphochrysa3ids of both Hydrachna and Eylais were f ound on S. f alleniý 

S. dorsalisp and Callicocorixa praeusta In 19689 45-7 t 4-4% S. clorsalis 

and 25.6 '1 20% S. f alleni were inf ected with mites in the winter and 

spring, fewer S. falleni were infeotecl in 1967 (Tables 6-5 and 6.6). 

One redg large Bylais nymphochrysalid is numerousp usual3y attaohed 
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by the head near the lateral edge of the second abdominal tergite 

of the hostp table 6-7- The size of the mite increased from January to 

May, and by the end of May, many mites have left the host. 
vAe 

There is usually onlyAEylais nymphochrysaUd per infeoted. S. falleni 

and B. dorsalisq but up to seven were found on one Sodorsalis, The mean 

number of nymphochrysalids per host is greaterl howeverp on Sedorsalis 

than on S. falleni (table 6.8)9 and a larger proportion of S. dorsalis are 

infected with mites (of. tables 6-5 and 6.6). In S. falleni-p there are 

more mites irAf eoting the f lightless morph than the norm 1f light muscle 

worph. This is significant at . 5% level (see table 6.6). 

The E;: lais nymphochrysalids are randomly distributed amongst the 

individuals of each class of host except on the f emale f lightless morphs 

of S. falleni in the collection of 24 March 1966 (tables 6.8 anci 6.9)4, 

Overwintering f emale corixids with readily visible nymphochrysalids 

of Eylais_ and HydriLchna tend to have smaller ovaries and fewer egg., 

rudiments are differentiated in each follicle than the unparisitzed 

female. Ovary development of parisitized females is delayed at stage 19 

however, when the mites leave the host q mature eggs are produoed (table 

6.10). The table also shows that the delaying effeet on the ovary of 

the host is due only to those mites which had easily recognizable 
th 

nymochrysalids on the host durin'g the winter* 
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Micronecta Powerl (D, and S. ), 4 

M. minutissima (Lý, I 

C-Vmntia bonsdorffi. (Sahlh), 5 

C. coleontrata (Fab. ), 4 

Corixa panzeri (Fieb. ), 3 

C. dentipes (Thomson), 8 

C. Punctata'(Illig. )', 56' 

Hesperocorixa castanea. (Thomson), 3 

If. moesta (Fieh), 5 

H. linnei (Fieb. ), ' 19 

II. sahlberRi (Fiebý'. ). 61 

ArctocorUa Rermari (Fieb. ), 7 

Callicorixa Praeusta (Fieb. ). 7 

Sip-ara (Simara dorsalis (Leach), 55 

Sigara (Subsigara) falleni (Fieb. ), 43 

S. (S. ) distinctA (Fieb. ), 34 

S. N. fossqrum (Leach), 14 

S. (Vermicorixa) lateralis (Leach), 23 

S. (V. ) nigrolineata (Fieb. ), 59' 

S. (V. ) concinnA (Fieb. ), 10 

S. (Retrocorixa) limitata (Fieb. )v 10 

-Table 6.1. The Corixidae found in Leicestershire from 1945 to 1969, 

most collections were made in'the'iast 10 years, 
' The material from 

this work and of other collectors is deposited in Leicester Museum. 

. 
The nunber of 2x2 kilometerý4quares in which each species has been 

_,, 
found, is given. This number reflects the relative abundance of each 

species within the county. Corixids were found in a total of IW squares, 
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Wing muscle polymorphism 

Corixa &, entines (Thomson) 

C. -nanzeri (Fieber) 

Hesnerocorixa castanea (Thomson) 

Callicocorixa loraeusta (Fieber) *' 

Sigara dorealis (Leach). 

S. falleni (Fieber) 

S. distincta, (Fieber) 

S. concinna (Fieber) 

S. fossarum (Leach) 

Wing muscle and win-I polymorphism, 

Cvmatia bonsdorffi (Sahlberg) 

C. coleoptrata (Fabricius) 

Micronecta poweri (Douglas and 8cott) 

Table 6.2. The incidence of flight polymorphism in the 

Leicestershire Corixidae. flight polymorphism 

not previously recorded in these species. 
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LIST OF SPECIES MRACARINA NEMATODES CESTODE PROTOZOA 
6ýter Mite4 Cysticercoids Gregarine, 

of a Cysts 

Cyclophyllideae* 

C. coleoptrata X, 

. T)unctata 

. 
C. Praeusta x 

H, castena 

S. , falleni II- x 

S. dorsalis x 

. S. nistrolineata X, I -I 

. 
S. JateralLs_'ý 6 

, 
S. limitata x 

, 
S. fossarum x 

Table 6.3 

The parasites founcleinfecting corixidw, in Leicestershire, 

identified by Miss 1. Moody. ' Zoology Department, 
University of Leicester. 
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DATES OF COLLECTIONS 

26.1.68 29.63 14.3.68 2.5-6B 31-5.68 SPECIES 2. R* 67 

S. falleni(a) 61e 126V 5a 1219 49(f 142ý 133S 429ý 33CP 76! Z 426 80V 

S. dorsalis(a) 28 21 9? 14ý V 6ý 99 21p 218 41ý 59 191 

C. praeusta(b) it? 1ý 24? 22 3 cP 3ý 5X 3g 14? 49 2669 

C. dentipea(b) V 32 19 

A. germari(b) I- 

S. distincta(b) -- 

S. concinna(b) 2(? 2q - 

-C. bone'dorffi(c) 

Temperature of 
the Water degrees 705020 12 0 13 0 

'ýCentigrade 

Table 6.4 List of species, and the numbers of each sex 

found in collections from Swithland reservoir in 1967 and 1968. 

(a) 'Normal and flightless morphs, (b) normal morphs only found, 

(a) flightless morph. ""- - 



Sex Percentage of Percentage of 
ratio. each flight each sex infected 
per- muscle morph J)y mites. 
centage, in each sex. 

Male Female Male Female 
Date LT ? NFNF m. m- 

2.2.67 SO: SO 0: 100 0,1100 SO: SO SO: SO 

26.1.68 11: 89 21: 79, 67: 33 S7: 43 

29.2.68', S7: 43 37: 63 66: 34 62: 38 -50: 50 

14.3.68 30: 70 22: 78 19: 81, 
ý 

66: 34 48: S2 

2. S. 68 34: 66 33: 67 37: 43 48: S2. 
ý27: 

73 

31. S. 68 21: 79., 0: 100 16: 
ý84 

0: 100 0: 100 

Table 6.5. S. dorsalis; from Swithland Reservoir. ' 

Analysis of sex ratio, flight muscle polymorphism and inf 
. 
ection with 

mttes. 

Explanation, of'synbols. 

N Normal flight'muscle morph. """ 

F Flightless morph. ' 
,, 

sp) nymphochrysalid present. m Mite (EXlais 
. - 

absent, 

-The sex ratio for-14.3.., 2. S and 31.5 differs'significantly (P>S%j 

, ̀-" from 50: SO with t-test. - , , 



Sex Percentage of 
ratio. each flight 
per- mscle morph 
centage. in each sex. 

-107- 

Percentage of 
males of each 
flight ruscle 
morph infected, 
with mites. 

Percentage 
of females of 
each flight 
muscle morph 
infected with 
mites. 

Male Female 
Date NFNFNF N 

MM M 
2.2.67 33: 67 13: 87 13.,, 87 13: 87 34: 66 13: 87, 16: 84 

26.1.68 30: 70`1ý34: 66 19: 81 29: 7i"' 39: 6C""', -'I- 13: 87 29: 71 

19: 90 - -20: 80., 37: 63 29.2.68 26: 74 19: 81 27: 73 

14.3.68 24: 76 24: 80 lS: 8S 28: 32 30: 70 16: 84 24: 76 

2. S. 68 30: 70 36: 64 18: 82 8: 92 48: 52 7: 93 26: 74 

31. S. 68 34: 66 33: 67ý 24: 76 ý ýOs 7: 93 ,, ' '. ý 

Table 6.6. Sigara, falleni;., 8withland Reseryoir., , . 
Analysis of sex, flight, muscle polymorphism indinfection: with mites. 

E lanation of symbols., see , 
6.5. table XP . . 

17, 
,,,,,, -.,, -Fewer normal flight muscle morphs in female than male 

t-test (P<S%)' 

Tewer mites infecting normal"morphs than flightless'morphs 

"J -ýtest(P<S%)-ý, 



Date Size of rsmDhochrvsalid 

2.3 2.8 mm 26,1,68 

14.3.68 2.4 35.0 mm 

2, o'5.68 3.1 14.8 Mm 

Table 6*7 The size of Eylais op. nymphochrysalids found 

on S. fallen-JL in three collections. 

The nymphochrysalid is approximately oval. and 

in preserved specimens is flatteimed, The size 

is expressed an an area, The width of S. falleni 

domen at the first seguient is 2*0-- 2*31, mm. ab 
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S. falleni 

Date Formal morph 

Male Pemale 

Flightless morph 

Male Female 

3, 
-dorsalis 

Male and 
Female 

260.68 0.29 0.13 0.51 0.31 1 . 23 

(0.15) (--o. o) (0.02) (0,28) (1-15) 

29,, 2.68 000 -0.41 0., 26 0.36 0*86 

I (IMO. 0) . %ý 
(0.22) (0.08) (3.62) 

1ý, ý -, 
ý&O. 0) 

14.3 0.34 0119 0.34 0.31 0.87 

(0.51) (0-07) (P. 07) (11.23) (0.25) 

2.5.68 0.08' 0.07 0.48 0.29 0.92 

(a. *O. o) 
- 

(0-0) 
-, 

(1.02) 
'' 

" (0-03) (0-04) 

Table 6.8 

The m8an-number of Eylaia sý nympho-chryealids found 

on S. falleni and S_, dorsalis. The observed and the expected randoa 

distribution of mite ,s on the host is compared, -X2in brackets. 

With' one'degree of freedom and P=5%, X- 3.84, ý and P. - 0.1%0 

ra'al morphs are.. -63-"-' In S. fallerd more flightless than no 

parasitised, nignificant at with t-test. 

.......... 

T. 



Male ; Normal morphso Male ; Flightless morphs 

No. of mites No, of mites 
per host. 0 a per host, 0 H 

0 23 23 0 71 72 
1 8 a--. 1 27 24 
2 1 22 4 
3 31 

n 32 32 n 101 100 

x x 34, 
0.343 x 0.336' 

2 X 0.51 2 0.070 

Female Normal norphs Female Flightless norphs 

No. of mites No. of mites 
per host., 0 E per host. 0 
0 54 53 0 276 266 

8 10 64 83 
2 2 1 2 22 13 
3 32 

64 64 364 363 
12 x i, l 4 

. 
0-087 x 00313 

; e, l 
,ý . 

0.075 11#23#' P40001k 

n total number of hosts. 

x total number of mit as. 

x= mean number of mites per host. 

0= observed distribution. - 
E- Expected distribution, ý, 

Table, 6.9 A comparison between the observed and expected random 
distribution of H_Ylais spo zkFzphochryealids on. S. falleni, froa 
Swithland reservoir on 14.3.68, The distribution of the aiten, among 
t 'female flightless morphs Is'sigmVicantly. non-random*'' he 
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Date., Total State of Hydracarim nymphochrysalids. 

2*5.68 

number. qTarieso, Genus and number per corixid* 

76 20 (1) 1 with no mit6s 
18 with nites I.;.. with I large Eylais. 

I (IV) no mites' 2 with 2 large Eylais. 

55 W no mites 
I with I medium 

1 with I large 

Hyarachna on log* 

I with I medium 
Ebrdrachna, on log. 

-vlais. 31.5.68 80 1 (1) 1 with I large E 
(11) 1, with 1 skin of E-Ylaise 

4, 
78 6 with 1 skin (C E. Ylais. 

'I with I small Eylais. 

-2 with 1 medium Evlais. 

I 
'with 

I medium and 1 small RrIais. 

3 with Rylain mite larvae, 

ij 

Table 600 

S. falleni from two collections in Swithland Reservoirip 

showing the stage of development of the ovaries and the'infection 

by Hydracarina of each corizid. 

See secti of t 'O. teneral stage on 6, Wor stages ovary developimen 1, 

to V ovar7 with mature eggs. 
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SECTION 

Discussion 

One'of the most important features in the ecology of the Inicester- 

shire corixids is their food and feeding mechanism. The results of 

this investigation support:, the view of Zwart (1965) that the species 

of 'the sub-f amily Corixinae 9 the group on which this study has concen- 

tratedl axe predators. ' They do not depend main2, v on detritus and algae 

asýsupposed by most other authors. 

A close examination of'the previous work on the group showed that 

in all cases where species of the sub-f amily had been kbpt successfully 

in the laboratory, other animals were available as food for corixids. 

These animals were either the only food available (Hale 1922) or were 

present 'in the detritus ana silt of the aquarium (Hungerf or& 1919). 

Some of the authors who be3ieved that corixids were primari3, v detritus 

f eedersp actually described corixids catching and feeding on live aquatic 

animalsp but they did not recognize the significance of this (Button 1951 

and Benwitz 1956a). 'The present work has shown that not only are 

corixids predace I oust but a particular species is adapted for catching 

living animals in several ways. It can catch free swimming animals, 
ýafng in size from minute copepods to largeZ ladoc era v and it will 

search in the detritus for living animals. '' It can also find and feed on 

dead animals in the siltý'and debris, and ev - en-feed on its own eggs. 

Corixids will feed on algae but only where it is concentrated. 

The reality of the predaceous habit is borne out by detailed 

observation of those parts 'of the head and forelimbs involved in feeding. 

The" whole general arrange me nt' and fine structure are adapted for feeding 
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on animalsp either free in the water or concealed in the detritus* 

These axe not structures that would be expected for merely scooping up 

algae and - silt. 

In the forelimbp the long coxa which remains within the air bubble, 

and the long f emir, support and give mobi3ity to the tibia and tarsus. 

These two terminal segments, which are sometimes fused together, can be 

extended sway from the head and be flexed so that they can brush down 

the front of the head in f eeding and cleaning behaviour. The tarsus 

has a slender claw and two rows of long bristlesp the upper and lower 

paleal-bristles which form a net for catching smallEwimming animals. 

The bristles of the lower paleal row are more numerous than the upper 

paleal row and much stronger, an adaptation for digging and scraping in 

the search for small animals in the detritus. There are also special 

structures on the tarsus for the manipulation of the small organisms on 

the rostrum to bring them to the labial orifice. These manipulative 

devices axe the palm, with the upper row of short bristles and inner palm 

bristles and the basal bristle and the serrated inner basal edge of the 

. claw* Helping to hold the organism on the short broad rostrum are the 

long dense bristles round the edge of the third labial segment and on the 

lateral edge of the anteclypeusq also the long tactile bristles on the 

head capsule. The dense group of bristles, of the fourth labial segment' 

formsa shelf below the labial orifice against which small food objects 

can be held. On the anterior surface of both 3abial segments are 

numerous sense organsp probably chemoreceptors (Benwitz 1956a), probably 

for the assessment of the 
-collected 

food, material. 



The most significant adaptation of the corixid head for feeding 

on small animals is the short 2 broad I rostrum with the labial orif ice 

opening on to thi a platf orm. The lzey oan be mved around on this f lat 

surface by the manipulative devices at the terminal end of the fore 

tarsus and held over the labial orif ice whilst the stylets axe inserted 

into the Irey. This is in contrast to the other aquatic Heteropterap 

where the Irey is held by the forelimbs and the mobile tip of the long 

ro strum searche s over the 1: r ey f or a suit ab le, place f or the insert ion 

of the stylets. Also# in these Heteropteral the maxillary stylets 

penetrate a long way into their large prey*. The mandibular stylets are 

anchoring organs. 

The simplioity of stylet structure 0 compared, with other Heteropterat 

is another argument used to support the view that corixids are a, 

and detritat feeders (Elson 1937t Qaadri 1951P Sut, ton 1951 and others). 

The maxillary stylets' simple and unique mechanism for ho3ding together 

and sealing the food and saliva channels is directly. due to the shortness 

of the styletsp the small distance they protrude through the labial 

orificeq and because they do not bend. The maxillary StYlets Of corixids 

lack the long distal spines found'in the stylets of other Ileteropteral 

if as previously suggested, these spines actas, a f ilterp their absence 

in corixids may be associated. with the 
'possession 

of a masticatory 

apparatus in the food pump. The only feature of the corixid stylete 

obviously associated directly with-feeding, on small, organisms is the 

short distance which the stylet s protrude from the labial. orifice, 

The presence of a complex masticatory apparatus in the food pump 
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of Corixids is used as another argument that corixids are detritAij and 

algal feeders (Griffith 1945, Sutton 19519 China 1955), but these workers 

have ignored the presence of complex masticatory and filtering devices 

in other families of the Hydrocorisa which are undoubtedly carnivorous, 

the ITotonectidae, Naucoridae, Gelastocoridaej and Ochteriaae (Geise 1883, 

Sutton 19519 and Parsons 1966). It is peculiar that such devices are 

f ound in so many aquat ic and littoral Het eropt era I whi le af ood pump 

mast ic at ory or fi lt e ring deviG eia on ly known f ro a one t erre st ria 1 

1heteropteranq the phytophagous buE', Coridius Janus (Fabr. ) (Dinidoridae)q 

(Rastogi 1965)- 

The shortening of the corixid head associated with the habit of 

holding the prey on the head and rostrum, has resulted in a few 

peculiarities of the food pumpp notably the compressed transition from 

the maxillary food channel to the food pumpp and the relationship of the 

food pump dilator musoles to the frontal ganglion. These peculiarities 

do'notp thereforep provide evidence for the food of the corixids, 

The versatility of the feeding mechanism of most corixids is 

eI mphasized by the different specializations found in a few species for 

digging '(e. g. Neoýorixa) and for catching swimming animals (e. g. 'Cymatia 

These species also have a few structural peculiarities in commonp which 

are*'adaptations for feeding on larger prey than the prey of other 

corixids of same size. 

In the Inicestershire Corixinael there is little variation in the 

external and internal head and'forelimb structures which are associated 

with feeding. 'The most extreme modifications in this group are found 
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in Aratocorisa, germari which shows some external structural adaptations 

for catching large swimming animals. Differences between most species 

axe restricted to minor details of unknown significanceg for example, 

the variation in the density of bristles on the front of the headýcapsulep 

the length and density of the inner palm bristles. There arej of course, 

the modifications to the feeding structures in the males of each 

species$ whichg presumably, reduce the efficiency of this sex to find 

food. The males do notp howeverp have the burden of producing large 

quantities of eggs. 

The adult corixids vary in size from 4' mm.. *Iongp eg, Hesperocorixa 

castanea, p to 13 mm. longg e. g* Corixa punctatal and there is an even 

greater size range amongst the nymphs of each species (Griffith 1945 

and Button 1947)- This wide size range is of particular significance 

in predators with the same type of feeding structurep because a particular 

,, 
predator is adapted structurally to feed on a particular size of prey 

(HoUing 1964). If this applies to the corixidsp then competition is 

reduced between different size groups feeding in the same area. The 

difference in size between the two Cymatia species, which feed only on 

swimming animalsp may be why they are able to livein the same habitat, 

e. g. Kilby bridge pond (Section 6.2). It is also significant that the 

males of many species of corixid are smaller than the femalese This 

probably reduces intra-specif io competition for f oodl and increases the 

efficiency of the species in exploiting the available food resources. 

ý,, While the species of the sub-fardly Corixinae were observed to feed 
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-- by both catching free swimming animals I and by seaxching through the 

detritusp some species showed4tendency to adopt some particular method 

of feeding, for exampley Sigara falleni was the species mst often seen 

running the rostrum along plant stems. These behavioural differences 

also reduce competition between species living in the same habitat* 

Similar diff erences in behaviour between structurally similar species 

have been found for example in warblers (MacArther 1958) and titmice 

(Betts 1955)- 

Some corixid species are adapted to extreme olimatologicalp physical 

or chemical conditions. Callicorixa wallastoni and Arctocorisa carinatap 

for examplep are found at high altitudes and northerly latitudes (Brown 

1945)- Corixid species have varying tolerance to salinity (Claus 1937P 

Lindberg 1948p and Scudder 1965)- Sigara lugubris and S. stagnalis 

are British species characteristic of saline watersy though Sigara 

lateralis and S. dorsalis axe amcýng the leicestershire species which are 

tolerant of low salinity (lAndberg 1948)- Some species, for example 

Hesperýcorixa castanea, are found only in habitats with a low pH. (Macan 

1938)v and other species are associated with base-def icient wateral 

e. g. Sigara distincta (Mwan 1954)- These adaptations to extreme 

conditions suggest that some species are better able to Uve in the less 

extreme conditions found in Leicestershire ponds than other species* 

In both oligotrophic lakes and tarns, there is a succession of 

corixid species associatecl with the increasing organic content of the 

substratuml that is 9 from a sandy and rocky shore to f ens or bogs, 

(Mwan 1954)- This association of species with the organic content of 
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the substratum may only be coincidental# and that other features of the 

environment I which are ref leoted in the organic content of the substrataq 

are the real factors for the corixid species present. The exposure to 

wave action, plant life present and the nature of the substratum 
(t hat 

is 'part ic le aI ize and type of plant litter) may well be 'the factors 

rI esponsible for the species of corixid present. These factors all affect 

the type and abundance of animal life in the substratum, encrusting plant 

stems and the free swimming animals* 

Micronecta poweri is fou#d in exposed areas in lakes and rivers 

where there is a low percentage of organic matter in the substratum 

(Macan 1954)- These places are characterized by a substratum of silt 

and limited plant growth. In one Leicestershire stream (section 6*2), 

Iý the insect was abundanto although the environment was highly organic 

due to pollution by cattle. In a subsequent yearl when there were no 

cattle present to trample the habitats there was a growth of plants and 

Moronects, had disappeared. 

Sigara f alleni one of the specie s in Yac4n Is succession leading to 

corixids inhabiting fen pools, is found in habitats containing plants and 

areas of shallow open water* Another species in-this succession, 

Hesperocorixa. linnei is found in habitats where there is an acciumilation 

of plant material and emergent vegetation. 

Pond species common in loicestershire also have similar kinds of 

ha Ib itat preferences (section 6. '2)9 for * examplal Sigara nig-rolineata is 

found mainly in shallow plant, ýfree areas, and Corixa Punctata, is 

associated with deeper waterl often with dense vegetation. 
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In most Isicestershire pondsp several species of the sub-family 

occur togethery and it is noticeable that there Is usually a size 

patternp Coriia ýýctataj a large speciesp at least one medium sized 

speciesq for exampleg Sigara dorsalisp S. falleni or Hesperocorixa 

sahlbergiv anci at least one small species., for exaMP16P Sigara nig-rolineata, 

or S. 1ateralis" table A. 2). 

This size differences between species within one pond mayl as 

Previously eA: JYe. %f-"j help to reduce competition for food; but perhaps 

more important in reducing competition between the species, is their 

tendency to feed in different areas of the pond. Similarlyp closely 

related species of warbler (MacArthur 1958) and titmice (Betts 1955) have 

been found to feed mainly in different parts of the same habitat and 

mainly on different organisms. 

Two of the larger pond speoiesp Corixa Punctata and Hesperocorixa 

sahlý6rgi show adaptations to the impermanence of their habitatp which 

also helps to reduce competition between them and the other species in 

the same habitat. The embryonic and nymphal development of the larger 

species takes longer than for small species under the same conditions 

(section 6-33 and Delsarte 1948)p but both C. jpýnctata, and HesahlbeMi 

start ovarian development and lay eggs nuch earlier in the winter than 

the other smaller pond speciesp so that there is more time for development 

to be completed. These species are able to'take'advantage of the 

fluctuations of the water temperature above the threshold temperature 

for embryonic development, which is lower in the larger than in the 

smaller species. The adults of both C-Punctata and'H. 'sahlbergi axe 

feeding in the winter at a time when other species are not, and the 
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nymphs are active before those of other speciest-so competition between 

these and other species in the habitat is reduced. 

On the other handp if a habitat is drying up, the smaller species 

with their higher rate of development p are better able to reach the, post 

teneral, stage and fly away before conditions become too difficult. 

There is a reduction of the alary apparatus in all groups of 

aquatic insectsp which suggests that it is advantageousp though few 

species of corixid are almost entirely flightlessj, e. g. Cymatia No 

difference between flight muscle morphs in natural populations has been 

found in survival in winterp overall longevity, and the onset and rate of 

ovarian growth in the spring (Young 19650)- He did find, howeverl, thstp 

under severe laboratory conditioner the flightless morph survived longer 

than the normal morph when starvedy and that the females laid, a greater 

number of eggsp suggesting that the f lightless mrph has some physiological 

advantage over the normal morpho Flightlessness also has the advantage 

of-preventing the insects from leaving a suitable-habitat in the 

obligatory spring migration. Though, of coursep flightlessness does 

reduce the chance of a species finding new habitats. Flightlessness 

can be seen as an adaptation to favourable stable, habitats and a large 

percentage of flithtless insects in a population indicates that the 

conditions are close to the 'pref erred I habitat of -. the 'species ý (Young 

19650), The conversel howeverl isnot true-for those species whose 

'preferredt habitat tends to'be unstable, for examplel Corixa 
-Punctata 

and Hesperocorixa sahll5qEgip Two ýbf, the -small sipeciest 'Sigara 

nip-rollneata and S. lateralisp ofteng in', temporary habitatel'are both 
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able to produce eggs before developing f light mascles and then are able 

to grow flight nuscles if conditions deteriorate (Young 1965c)- These 
1ý I 
species are able to respond rapidly to changing circumstances. The 

large proportion of corixids able to fly in nearly all species reflects 

the general instability of the corixid habitat in Leicestershirej though 
II 
the large populations present in many freshwater bodies shows that the 

different sPeoies are able to take advantage of favourable conditions. 

The f lying corixid cannot apparent 3, y select af avourab le habitat 

from the airp but they will readily leave an unfavourable one (section 

6-35)- New habitats are rapidly colonized (Appendix), and species also 

respond rapidly to changes in older ponds. For example, the appearance 

and subsequent size of population of both species of Cymtia a group 

_in 'which 
f lying morphs are rare 9fo llowing the spread of Chara in the 

shallow water of Kilby bridge pond* 

a population is increased if all the f emales can The efficiency of 

be inseminated by f ewer than an equal number of males* An examp le Of 

this was found in Swithland reservoir where both species in a large 

populat ion of Sigara f alleni and S. dorsali s had f ewer mle s than f emale s. 

The efficiency of a population is also increased if the males 

-ý successfully find or attract the females. The males of several species 

of British corixid can produce sounds which axe part of their reproductive 

behaviour (section 2.23)- Chemical attract4nts may also be usecl. 

Both physical and chemical cleaning mechanisms appear to be important 

in corixids (seotions 3-72 and 4-55)- Another large gland, the 

metasternal glandl also produces a secretion with probable fungicidal and 
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r 
bacteripidal 1=operties (Pinder and Staddon 1965), It is possible 

that those species able to live in the more productive habitatst are 

also better able to keep clean and therefore feed efficiently than other 

species. The smooth stream-lined shape of corixid and the presence of 

the air bubble covering a large part of the under surface (section 2-31) 

aids the cleaning process. 

A variety of parasitest internal and externalp atrIa found on corixids 

(table 6.2). The effect of these on the insect is not usually known. 

Infection with gregarine protozoa does not appear to have any obvious 

ill effects (Crisp 1962b)y but Nematodes and Hydracarina reduce the 

fercundity of the female corixid (section 6-4 and Crisp 1959)- Corixid 

species axe differentially irfected by hydrachnids and because of the 

effect on the fercundity of the Gorixid the competition between two species 

in a habitat is affoote&* 

This work has shown that several species of the structurally similar 

Corixinaes are able to live successfully in the same fresh water body by 

using the resources of the habitat in different ways* 
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Summary. 

1. Corixids are f requent ly f ound in large numbers p of ten with 

several, species occupying the sam habitat. This thesis is concerned 

with the problem of how competition between structurally similar, 

animals is reduced# by reason,,. *of differences in the food and feeding 

mechanism as well as differences in behaviourp life cycle and habitat 

preference. 

2* lbst previous workers have assumed that corixids are algaL. 

and detritus f eeders p but , in f act I they are basically predators of 

very small animals. This is shown by a close study of the head and 

f orelimbs of species f rom f ive sub-f amilies and the f unction of these 

structures in feeding* It is also shown by comparison with the feeding 

behaviour and structures of known predators. 

Notonecta and HUa. 

In the fore-tarsust the upper and lower Paleal. rows of long 

bristles and the long slender claw form a net for catching small 

swimming animals. The bristles of the lower paleal row axe stronger 

and nore numerous than those of the upper paleal rowv and are used for 

scraping and digging up animals and concentrations of algae. 

The palml the serrated basal inner edge of the olaw and its 

basal bristle maipulate small organisms on the rostrum. 

The numerous long bristles surrounding the flat anterior 

., uxface, of the short, wide rostrumv help to prevent the escape of small 

animals. They are held over the labial orifice and against, a 'shelf, 

formed by bristles of the fourth labial segment. 
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Organisms are brought by the foreUmb to the head and passed 

over the rostrum where they are assessed by numerous chemoreceptors on 

the third and fourth labial segments* 

The basic corixid pattern is modified for feeding on large 

swimming animals in Cymatiaj Glaenocorisa. and Arctocorisa germari. 

It is also modified for digging up large animals in Neocorixa and 

Diaprepocoris barycephala. 

8. A comparison between Corixids and Notonecta. and Nepa, shows 

that the short and simple corixia maxillary stylets have a unique inter- 

locking and sealing mechanism involving the cuticular protein, zesilin. 

There is a wide maxillary food channel and a very narrow saliva channel 

which is associated with the small saliva pump. 

The prey of both Corixa and the aclmowledged carnivor4t) 

"Notonecta is digested externally and the partly digested material is 

ingested through the food chazmel of the maxillary styletse 

10. The labial groove in which the stylets lie can be sealed when 

the stylets are withdrawn completely into, it or protrude through the 

labial orifice and so reduce ia low of water. 

11. In Cdrixids , the junction letween the maxillary food channel 

- and the food'PUmp is very compressed compared with the arrangement in 

Notonecta and several functional regions overlap. 

12. The food pump of corixidsp like, that of Notonecta, q can be 

-divided into three regionsg but, unlike Notonecta, the food pump is 

, hale pharyngeal and the complex middle region in corixids-has only-a 

Masticatory f unction. The posterior region of the food pump in 
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Diaprepocoris is, long like that of Notonectgj but this region is short 

in other corixids, 

13- The-method of functioning proposed for the middle region of the 

food pump is based on a consideration of the properties of the component 

cuticulax elements., 

34. The stylets of Cymatia and Neocarixa and the middle region of , 

the f ood pump of , 
Cymatia show modif ications f or f eeding on large animals. 

15. Some anatomical features of the head and forelimb show an 

evolutionary sequence from Diaprepocorixinae through the othersub- 

families to the Corixinae., For examplep the food,, pump and clypeoloral 

cleft; ard the o law ard pegs of the male tarsus. 

16. 
. 

The fresh water habitats of leicestershiral in particular the 

commonest habitatt the pondsp show considerable seasonal variation in 

the plant lif e and water levelp as well as changes caused by trampling 

and pollution by, cattle. 

17- The fluctuations of the water temperature 
-in pond. s is much 

greater in the summer than in the winterl and on a sunny summer's dayl 

there is considerable variation of the water temperature, within the pond j 

II with a maxinnun temperature of about 25 to 
-32 

degrees oentigracle in the 

very shallow watere 

18. The distribution of - the Isicestershire corixids is related to 

factors such as the depth of waterg, the type,, of, substratuml and the form 

of,, the plants present g as well as animal pollution, and pH. All these 

factors affect the food of corixidsp, that isg the free swimming animall; 

and the animals encrusting plants and in the detritue. I 
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19. A large population of Sigara falleni with Sodorsalis present 

in smaller ikmbers had 9 for at least two years 9f ewer males than 

f emale a in"st'ead of the usual ltl sex ratio*. 

20. Coriia Li1notata and Hesperocorixa sahlbergip two of the larger 

speoies inhabiting pondst start ovarian development and egg-laying in 

the winter at least a mnth earlier than other corixidso 

21. The rate of"embryonic development is slower in larger species 

than smaller species, but the threshold temperature is 'lowest in -large 

dorixids. 

22, Observations on emmigration and immigration showed thatl 

although corixids my enter an urf avourable habitat 9 they will rapidly 

leave if temperature conditions are still suitable for emmigration. 

23- Flight masole polymorphism was foundin two speciesp 

Hesperocorixa castanea and Cal3icorima Praeustat in which this condition 

had not been previously described. 

24- The eatopariasitio Hydracarine 9 Eylais inf eated the over- 

wintering adults of Sigara dorsalis more severely than S. Calleni in the 

same population. In Sf alleni 9 more mites JrXect the f lightless morph 

than the normal morph. The mite reduces the fercundity of the female 

corixids by delaying ovary development at Stage I, while it is on the 

host. 

25- Some species are more efficient than others because of , for 

example q fewer males than females land a higher proportion off light less 

individuals in a populations 

26. It is concluded that there is very little variation in the 
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feeding structures of the species of the subfamily, Corixinaet found 

in Uicestershirep and that competition between species in the same 

water body is reduced bys 

(a) differences in size of the corixids 

(b) differences in feeding behaviour and a tendency for species to 

feed in different areas of the habitat 

(a) differences in the occurren4e and duration of ovariang embryonic, 

and nymphal development. 



SUMMARY 

Corixids are found abundantly in freshwater habitats, 

usually several species living together. The competition 

between these species was investigated. 

Corixids are generally believed to be algal and 

detritus feederes but are shown to be predators, Observation 

of feeding behaviour and examination, of feeding structures of 

British and foreign species representing five of the six 

subfamilies have shown that most corixids feed on small 

swimming animals dnd animals dug and scraped up from detritus. 

Some species., however, are specialised for feeding only on 

large swimming animal8v e. g. Cymatia or only by, digging up 

animals. eg. Neocorixa. In, contraBt, to'other predatory 

aquatic heteropteraq the, small prey of-corixids is held on 

the short, wide rostrum and over the labial orifice, The 

shortt simple stylets have a unique interlocking and sealing 

mechanism involving the, cuticular protein reBilin, A mode' 

of functioning isý'suggested for the foodpump and the 

significance of the Btructural'variation is discussed, - 

The freshwater habitats of Leicestershire, -and in 

particular ponds# the commonest habitat, show considerable 

seasonal variation in the plant life and water level# as well 
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as chanpes caused by tramplinq and pollution by cattle. 

An investigation into the fluctuations of water temperature 

in ponds showed that for example on a sunny Bummer's day 

25 to 30 degrees centigrade is reached in very shallow 

water, 

Competition between the closely related and 

structurally similar speciec of the corixinae inhabiýing 

the same water body is reduced by differences in size and 

therefore in size of preys differences in feeding behaviour 

and the areas of the habitat occupied and by variation in 

the occurence and duration of ovariant embryonic and 

nymphal development, 

Some corixid populations may be more efficient than 

others because of a greater number of females than males, 

or a larger proportion of flightless individuals. Some 

species are more efficient because they are more resistant 

to attack by the ectoparasitic Hydr carina which is shown 

to reduce the fercundity of the over wintering females. 
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APPENDIX 

The Construotion ancl Subsequent History of Ponds at Normanton House Farmp 
Isicestershire. 

10 4% to 
Three ponds were dugA resemble the rectangular field pond common in 

Leicestershire. The ponds were constructed in order that; firstq 

temperature recorders could be set up safe from interference p and in a 

body of water of known dimensions; secondl large stocks of common corixid 

species could be kept so that the relations between species and the life 

cycles of the various species could be studied; thirdq the distribution 

of the corixid species in relation to depth and to temperature changes 

could be observed* 

The ponds were constructed in a small field (0-32 hectares)t 76 
1 

metres above sea levelq on Normanton House Farm near Earl Shiltong' 

Leicestershire (grid reference SP/485987)- The, shape of the field and 

the position of the ponds are shown in fig. A-1. The field is at the 

foot of a steeper north facing slope and slopes slightly towards the 

stream. The neighbouring field, is, separated by an embankment about a 

metre high$ with a hedge, The track and the hedge are also raised up 

on a causeway above the two adjacent fields. A hedge and ditch form 

the opposite (north-east) boundary. A large willow tree on the south 

side of thestream and other trees and shrubs on both sides of the stream 

give shelter to the field, On the southern edge of the field a small 

beech tree restricts sun from reaching parts of the ponds during the 

winter. 

A small pond, A. (3 x4 metres) was dug in July 1966 to see if the 
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subsoil, yellow olay with some rounded f lints overlying a blue olZ7, 

would hold water. This pond i4bout half a metre deep at its maximm 

with a shallower region at its southern end. 

The three large pondsp Bp Cl and Dp dug in November 1966p each 

covering an area of 120 sq. metres (5 x 24 M. ) which was considered 

large enough to hold sufficient animls to allow regular samp3inge Some 

top soil was put into ponds B and C to create eutrophic conditions, 

Two field drains were found, one crossing all three pondsp andp 

although the pipes were blockedl pond 0 continual3, v leaked. into pond B, 

The ponds# when full of waters were shorter than plannedy and because of 

the wedge-shaped profiles the length varied with changes in the water 

level. Changes in the water level in each pond were recorded weeklyr 

by noting the level of the water suif ace on centimetre marked postse 

The jýitern of water level changes showed significant d iff I erences - between 

the tw o years, 1967 and 1968. The period of low water level occurring 

in September and June respectivelyq table A. l. 

Thermographs were arranged in 1967 to record water temperatures in 

ponds B and D. 0 the records are described and discussed in section 5-4- 

An air temperature recorder was also used in 1968. 

The water in all ponds contained a lot of suspended matters, 

particularly after rain* . It was less cloudy during the summer of 1967, 

but pond B became rather black, The , 
wat-er of ali ponds was clear f or 

most of the following winters springt and summers though after AW 

f looding on 11 July 19689 pond D became cloudy* 

Filamentous algae grow rapidly in all four ponds, forming the main 

I 
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p lant 3-if ap during 19 67. In the autumnq a fresh growth of filamentous 

algae peraintecl throughout the winter, following spring and summer. 

During 19679 grass extended from the edges of pond A into the water. 

In 1968, junaus artioulatus and Glyceria f luitans were present at the 

shallow endt and G13rceria f luitans was growing on the edge at the deep 

end. During the early part of the summer of 1968, the filamentous 

algae covered =mh of the ponds surfaoeq but it died down later in the 

summer. 

In pond B9 a small plant of Potamogeton natans and several small 

growths of Callitriche were present in 19679 but in the following yearp 

both speoies increased rapidly to cover almost the whole of the water 

surfaoe by June 1968. At the shallow end of this pond grassp Juncus, 

inflexua and Phalaris arunainacea were growingg and Juncus articulatus 

along the edge at the deep end., 

In pond 01 filamentous algae formed the main vegetationg and grew 

only on the bottom of the pond. In the summor of 19689 a few plants 

of Callitrighe were 1presente 

, 
In pond D9f ilamantous algae again f ormed the main plant lif e9 

xhicht in the suzzi r of 1968, formed an almost complete surface covering. 

Part Of this cover was cleared temporarilyj 12 August to October, from 

the deep endt while certain temperature measurements were being made 

(section 5-4)- Some grass grow along the edge of the water and in the 

winter and spring, longg dead grasses bent over into the water. 

Some corixid speoies were deliberately introduced and other fresh- 

water animals accidentally camo idth them into ponds B, C, and D (table 
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A02). The fauna of all the ponds was reoordeclo but of the insectop 

only the aquatic Hemiptera were identifiecl to the species level. 

Common frogsp Rana temporaria L. were seen near and in the ponds 

during both 1967 and 1968. in 19679 frogs spawned in pond Cl ana. in 

I 19689 in both ponds C and D. In 1968# metamorphoEts was achieved by 

mid-June. Several smooth newts, Trituris vulgaris L. were seen in pond 

D in 1968p and numerous newt tadpoles were found from June onwards in 

ponds A and D. Three-spined. sticklebackey Gasterosteus aculeatus L. 

accidentally introduced into pond B with the corixids in March 1967 bred 

both yearsq increasing greatly in numbers. Some entered pond C through 

a temporary opening in, the connecting field drain, and bred there in 

1968. After the f loods of . 1968, sticklebacks also appeared in pond D. 

The invertebrate fauna of pond A is of particular interest because 

no animals were introduced into it. The corixid fauna is listed in 

t ab le A. 2. The other aquatic Hemiptera ITotonecta -lauca and N. maculeata 

bred in 1967 and 1968. The Gerridae I 
(He#]ptera) and many beatlesp 

yrinus-were numerous in both years. Dytiscus sp. was also including Q 

present in small numbers. Ephemeropteran nymphs and dipterous larvae 

were also numerousq trichopteran larvae and baonatan (iygopteran and 

Lnisopteran. ) nymphs were Presentg but in smaller numbers. Oladocers, 

and eopepods were also rumerous but neither Asellus and Gammruslor any 

f re shwat er Wo lluso s were f ound in thi s pond. 

The insect faum of the other three ponds was similar to pond A as 

described above, except that the Ephemeroptera, nymphs were fewer in 

ponds B and C where the fish were present. Nepa (Hemiptera) was OnlY 

found. in pond. B and. was probably accidentally introduceclo 
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The 14 species of corixids in the ponds, are shown in the table 

A. 2. Those which were introduced and those which are known to have 

bred in the pondap are indicated. The oorixids were sampled regularly 

in the winter and spring of 1967/8 as part of an investigation into 

ovarian development (section 6-32). 

The distribution of Notonecta and corixids in the winter was 

particularly interesting. All the species swam when disturbedp but 

showed a distinct pattern of distribution. The Notonecta species were 

found in the dead grass and other vegetation leaning into the water. 

Notonecta eggs were found in this situation. Corixa Punctata, was 

distributed in deeper water, usually in or around the Callitriche, in 

pond C. The eggs of this'species appepx early in the yeart from 

Februaxy onwards, and are laid on any vegetation or dead plant material 

available. During a dry springg some of these eggs were exposed when 

the water level droppedo The smaller corixids, S. falleni Sdorsalip, 

S. nigrolineata, j and S. lateralis were mainly among the filamentous algae 

found in very shallow water. In springj S. dorsalis. and S. falleni in 

pond Do axe found at the deep end and at the sides of the pond. 

Asse I llus aquaticus was also accidentally introduced into pond B, 

and was also present in small numbers in ponds C and D. After the flood 

0 
in Ju37 1968, GLmjrkus pulex was found 'in pond B. 

The mDlluses, 'Unnea peregerv Planorbis spp. and Sphaerium were 

particularly numerous in pond B9 and were also present in pond C, 
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Pond Po- P o=d Porz 
C D 

January 1967 54 -10 

V., 1 Yay 54 30 1 1.0 ýýD 

Jun3 46 30 1 35 85 

, SeDtember 20 20 52 

41 30 ý15 0 

: )-,, ember 50 

42 29 40 -3 

Pabruary 1 90'S 52 30 33 75 

M 11 arch 4-3 29 33 76 

40 29 32 C7 
32 22 21 56 

X'ý grus t 40 29 33 70 

Table A. 1 fluctuations of water level In 4 pou-nas at ouz, 

Tarm. 1-1hayater loval between January and, IX. ay 1967 was lowar-C"= 

that recorded, for the two months. Thevater level dxoppeci s:.,:, wly 

aftar 11 %'O*uly 1968 when the stream flooded, -, into ponds B, Cj, 
_,, andý, D. 

Unit of depth,. centimetres. 
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Species Pond A Pond B Pond 0 Pond D 

C. punctata B I, B x B 

C. dentipies X" 

Tl. sahlbergi B I, B B x 

H. linnei 

H. moesta 

S. 9, orsalis B B B 

S. falleni IIx I, B 

S. distincta x x B 

S. fossarum 

S. lateralis x B x B 

S. nigrolineata x B B 

S. concinna x 

I S. limitata x X- 

C. 12raeusta x Iox 

Table A. 2. Corixidae. found in ponds A, B, C, and D at Normanton 

House Farm, from their const ruction in 066'to, slimmer 1968. 

1, species introduced into a pond in large numbers in March 1967; 

B, species known to have bre d in a pond during 1967. 

.1 



'Fig. A. 1; position of ponds Av By C9 and D in a field at Normanton 

House Farm; air thermograph. The ponds I B. C and D. have 
I 
la wedge-shaped profileg thus the length of each pond depends on the 

iwater level. The length and water level of these ponds in the diagram 

! 
are as followsz- 

length water level 

ý Pond B 7.3 met re s 30 cm- 

Pond 0 8-5 metres 35 cm, 

pond D 12-15 metres 70 ein- 
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